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Legal Research

Pro bono legal research was conducted for the Task
Force by Marsha Osgood, a second year law student at
the University of Maine School of Law. Her work was
guided by Howard Reben, a partner at Sunenblick,
Reben, Benjamin & March, and Professor Orlando
Delogu of the School of Law.

ME M0 R A N D U M
TO:

Kathi Freund, Task Force

FROM:

Marsha L. Osgood

RE:

Possible challenges to testing drivers at a certain age

DATE:

May 1994

QUESTIONS PRESENTED
I.

Whether drivers licensing laws providing for additional
testing at a certain age may be subject to a facial
challenge on equal protection/discrimination grounds based
upon that age group's classification as a high risk group.

II.

Whether the same provisions may be subject to an as applied
challenge on due process grounds, i.e. is there ~e~rivation
of propert~ without due process in an action by the state.
BRIEF ANSWERS

I.

Probably No.
The state may make regulations restricting a
certain class of drivers as long as that classification is
not "suspect" and the regulations are applied equally to all
members of that class.
Also, citizens may not be deprived
of a fundamental interest. Much like Government employment,
driving is not considered to be a constitutional right.

II.

Probably No.
The general proposition under case law appears
to be that the constitution limits the state's power to
terminate an
entitlement whether that
entitlement is
determined to be a right or a privilege.
If the state
chooses to restrict licenses or test based upon age, a
minimum level of procedure will be needed in the form of an
appeals or hearing system to ensure constitutionality.
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Centers for Disease Control Evaluation of
Maine Functional Ability Profiles Program
This "Case Study Evaluation of Maine Functional
Ability Profiles Program" was made available to the
Task Force by the Centers for Disease Control. The
study was initiated by the Medical Society of the State
of New York to determine whether Maine's medical
reporting system should serve as a model for New
York.

-

..

Final Report
September 23, 1994
For Questions call:
Ann Dellinger, Ph.D.
Robin Ikeda, M.D.
Julie Russell, Ph.D.
(404)

488-4652

Case Study Evaluation of
Maine Functional Ability Profiles Program
SUMMARY

This document serves as the final report to the State of Maine,
Bureau of Motor Vehicles for work done by the above authors in
assessing and evaluating the Functional Ability Profiles Program
for drivers with certain medical conditions.

INTRODUCTION/BACKGROUND
Motor-vehicle crashes have long been recognized as one of the
leading causes of injury-related death in this country,
particularly for persons aged less than 34 years (1,2).

In an

effort to reduce traffic-related death and injury, the National
Highway Traffic Safety Administration was established by the
federal government in 1966 (3).

The number of motor-vehicle-

related deaths has decreased since then, largely due to
multifaceted efforts including public information programs,
promotion of behavioral change, changes in legislation and
regulations and advances in engineering and technology (4).
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Despite these efforts, motor-vehicle crashes continue to be a
significant public health problem from several perspectives.
During 1991 alone, there were two million police-reported crashes
resulting in injury; the most severe injuries accounted for more
than 43,000 fatalities (5,6).

In addition to the years of

potential life lost, the economic impact of motor-vehicle crashes
is enormous due to property damage, medical-care expenses and
productivity losses both in the home and workplace.

It has been

estimated that in 1990, more than $80 billion dollars was spent
in direct costs for injuries related to motor-vehicle crashes
( 1) .

In the United States, state-based agencies are responsible for
licensing and regulating drivers.

To reduce crashes, most states

have adopted policies designed to restrict or revoke the licenses
of drivers considered to be at high risk.

One group thought to

be at high risk of crashes is persons with certain medical
conditions (7-18).

Although these policies are based, in part,

on studies that suggest an increased risk of motor-vehicle
crashes associated with certain medical conditions, many medical
standards are based on limited evidence. Additionally, there are
a number of methodological limitations in these studies that are
cause for concern.

Some of the most serious problems are that

disease states have not been precisely defined, comorbidity has
not been addressed, and selection bias has been introduced in a
number of studies by including only subjects who were known by
2

the department of motor vehicles to have a particular disease.
These problems make firm conclusions about the effect of medical
conditions on driving ability difficult, if not impossible to
construct.

Given this uncertainty, it is not surprising that states have
approached licensing and regulating drivers with medical
conditions in many different ways;

Although virtually all states

have some established policy for identifying drivers with certain
medical conditions (19-21), the methods for identifying and
testing these drivers vary from state to state.

Also, the

medical conditions recognized by each state as potentially
hazardous to driving vary.

For example, all states attempt to

identify drivers with a seizure disorder, but not all screen for
drivers with cardiovascular conditions.

To further complicate matters, it is currently believed that the
functional ability to drive is more important than the particular
underlying medical condition itself (22-23), in other words, it
is the effect the medical condition has on the performance of
driving behaviors that is important, not the fact that a person
has a medical condition.

Thus, a few states have adopted

policies utilizing functional ability assessment for decisionmaking regarding license regulation.

Maine is one state using

this approach; its current program has been in place since 1985.
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A study of the Maine Functional Ability Profiles program (FAP)
was initiated in August 1993 and was designed to:
the program and its operation in detail,

(1) describe

(2) assess physicians'

knowledge of, attitudes towards and use of the program,

(3)

estimate the impact of the program on the state's motor-vehicle
crash rates, and (4) make recommendations for program
improvement.

METHODS-I
Case Study of FAP Program
A case study method of program evaluation was chosen for two
reasons.

First, this method enables the use of several sources

of data to describe a complex instance (e.g., the program) which
can then be combined and compared to form conclusions based on
all available information.

Second, initial inquiries into the

availability of more traditional, quantitative data revealed that
these data did not exist in a form suitable for some study
purposes. Therefore, a study design was employed that took
advantage of the rich descriptive information available and also
used as much quantitative data as was possible.

METHODS-II
Physician Survey
A survey, administered by mail, of physicians in the state of
Maine was conducted to assess knowledge about and utilization of
4

the driver impairment profiles.

To begin the study, a list of

all physicians in the state of Maine (N=2,414) was obtained from
the Maine Medical Association.

Doctors of Osteopathy were then

eliminated from this list because they had not been included in
the formal mailing of the FAP driver impairment profiles to the
Doctors of Medicine.

In addition, only those medical specialties

that were likely to see patients with the medical conditions
specified on the driver's license application were included in
the list (i.e., adolescent medicine, cardiovascular diseases,
family and general practice, internal medicine, neurology,
obstetrics/gynecology, occupational medicine, ophthalmology,
pediatrics, physical medicine/rehabilitation, preventive
medicine, psychiatry, public health, sports medicine, general
surgery, infectious diseases, and other) all other specialties
were eliminated.

A sample of 500 physicians was chosen from this

narrowed list of approximately 1500, by randomly selecting a
starting point and then choosing every third person.

A cover letter, survey and stamped-return envelope were mailed to
the sample of 500.

Approximately five weeks later, non-

responders were sent a second mailing.

Six weeks following the

second mailing, telephone directories were used to identify the
office telephone numbers of physicians who had not responded to
either mailing.

Physicians were then called and asked the survey

questions over the telephone.

5

The survey was designed to assess three domains:
practice,

(1) type of

(2) use of the FAP driver impairment profiles, and (3)

knowledge of existing liability legislation.
item check-off questionnaire was developed.

A one-page, nineSee Appendix A.

METHODS-III
Impact on Motor-Vehicle Crashes
The authors were supplied with a data tape that contained medical
restriction and accident information for licensed drivers in the
state.

This tape was analyzed using SAS software on the

mainframe computer at the Centers _for Disease Control
Prevention in Atlanta, Georgia.

~nd

Variables inclpded in the

analysis were identification number, number of accidents and date
of accident, type and number of medical restrictions.

The number of accidents for persons with medical restrictions was
compared with the number of accidents for persons without medical
restrictions.

This was done two ways, first using only accidents

that happened in the last three years, then without this time
restriction.

The purpose of this procedure was to take into

consideration the fact that partial accident information was
deleted from the database for some persons with full computer
records to make room for their more current accident information.
It was not possible to identify which persons had complete
information, however, all accident information was complete for
all drivers for at least three years.
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RESULTS-I
Program Beginnings
The FAP profiles were created by the Medical Advisory Board of
the Maine Bureau of Motor Vehicles, with the purpose of helping
physicians deal with the problems associated with patients who
were no longer fit to drive.

Prior to the implementation of this

system, there were no consistent guidelines available for a
physician to use when making a determination as to.whether a
patient should continue to drive.

As a result, it was difficult

for physicians to defend their position if a patient questioned
their advice to stop driving.

In addition, fear of legal

liability and breach of patient confidentiality made the
reporting of an impaired driver worrisome.

The FAP was designed

to meet the following objectives:
(1)

to develop a reasonable and uniform standard for

determining whether a patient was medically fit to drive,
(2)

to preserve the doctor-patient relationship by removing

the physician from the decision-making process, and
(3)

to remove the legal liability of reporting medical

impairment related to driving.
In order to meet these objectives, the FAP was designed to
identify persons at high risk of crashes due to specific medical
conditions.

Once identified, a medical evaluation would be used

to assess whether the patient had a functional impairment that
contraindicated driving activity.
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The medical advisory board worked for almost five years to first,
draft non-liability legislation to protect physicians from legal
prosecution, then to put together the driver impairment profiles
which could then be used to assess functional ability.

The

driver impairment profiles, copies of the legislation, and the
Bureau of Motor Vehicles reporting form were combined into a
document that was distributed to all physicians
Medicine)

(Doctors of

in the state of Maine.

Program Description
The FAP begins at the Bureau of Motor Vehicles.

When

apply~ng

for a driver's license, or when renewing an existing license, the
driver is asked to review a list of medical conditions (i.e.,
epilepsy/seizures, blackouts/loss of consciousness, stroke/shock,
mental/emotional, limb amputation, heart trouble, diabetes,
Parkinson's disease, paralysis or other disability) and to check
off any conditions that the driver has.

If a condition is

checked off, the Bureau of Motor Vehicles gives the driver a onepage CR-24 form (see Appendix B) to be filled out by their
physician.

The Bureau of Motor Vehicles also issues the driver a

60-day temporary license pending the medical evaluation.

The

driver then either mails the CR-24 to their physician, or makes
an appointment to have the form completed.

If the driver has not

been examined by their physician for some time (one year or
longer), the FAP requires an examination before the CR-24 form is
completed.

The patient is responsible for any costs associated
8

with completion of the form and/or examination by their
physician.

At the same time that the driver is given the CR-24,

the Bureau of Motor Vehicles mails a copy of the initial/renewal
application to the FAP staff so that the program can keep track
of who is expected to complete a medical evaluation.

When the physician receives the form, which is basically a series
of short fill-in answers, it can only be completed using the
guidelines published in the FAP driver impairment profiles
document.

The physician looks up the guidelines for the specific

medical condition in question and completes the CR-24 evaluatioQ
form for that patient.

The physician then mails the form

directly to the FAP staff.

When the FAP staff receive the completed CR-24, the medical
evaluation may indicate that no further action is necessary.

In

this case, the staff fill out the initial/renewal application
signifying that the driver has no medical restrictions and the
driver takes this back to the Bureau of Motor Vehicles and is
issued a license.

If the FAP staff determine that the medical evaluation indicates
that some action is needed, there are three possible outcomes.
First, a road test may be necessary to assess driving ability.
If a road test is taken,

the outcome can be license revocation,

license without restriction, or license with restrictions.
9

Second, the license can be revoked and the person can no longer
legally drive.

Third, the license can be issued with one or more

restrictions; for example, driving only during daylight hours.

A

license with restriction(s) is issued after the FAP staff fill in
the restriction portion of the application and the driver takes
this back to the Bureau of Motor Vehicles.

See Appendix C for a

flow chart of the system.

When the FAP staff are not able to make a determination for a
driver, the medical advisory board is used to make the final
decision.

This is a rare event; typically only three or four

cases a year are referred to the board.

Usually, the board is

not called into a special session, for example, if the driver has
a medical evaluation that indicates a neurological problem, the
neurologist on the board is contacted and makes the decision,
likewise with other conditions.

Once a driver has been identified by the system, tracking is done
to insure that the drivers complete medical evaluations at
regular intervals; these intervals are dependent on the medical
condition.

Each month the FAP staff make a computer printout of

the drivers that are up for renewal/re-evaluation and make sure
that the evaluations are completed.

However, the FAP does not

hold up the issuance of licenses if a medical evaluation has not
\

been completed before the license renewal date.
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RESULTS-II
Physician Survey
The first survey mailing yielded a response rate of 56%.

The

second mailing brought the response rate up to 74%, and telephone
contacts produced a final response rate of 80%.

Physicians who

were found to be deceased or no longer practicing in the state of
Maine were dropped from the study (N=7).

Some retired physicians

completed the survey and others did not, therefore, all retired
physicians were kept in the sample.

This part of the study

closed.with 392 out of 493 physicians responding.

Respondent Characteristics
The majority of survey respondents (61.2%) belonged to only five
medical specialties:

family practice (19.9%), internal medicine

(17.6%), obstetrics and gynecology (7.9%), pediatrics (7.9%), and
psychiatry (7.9%), although more than 30 specialties were
reported, see Table 1.

Physicians also identified each type of

setting they practiced in; the most commonly reported settings
were solo (41.1%) and group (38.8%).

A small portion of the

sample, 5.9%, did not see patients at all.
reported practice settings.

Table 2 summarizes

Additionally, physicians who were

familiar with the FAP were somewhat more likely to respond to the
first mailing.

Knowledge and Use of FAP
Half of the responders (53.1%) reported that they were familiar
11

with the FAP.

Of those physicians who were familiar with the

program, 88.5% had used it at least once.

The most commonly

reported way physicians found out about the program was by
receiving the FAP booklet in the mail; see Table 3.

Selecting just those physicians who had used the FAP, 89.7% found
the program useful.
question,

11

If you

or why not? 11

Appendix D contains the responses to the

F~VE

used the FAP, did you find it useful?

Why

For the small percentage of physicians who did not

find the FAP useful, their reasons included the burden of
additional paperwork and problems with the definition of terms in
the FAP.

Familiarity with the FAP differed by medical specialty and
practice setting; family practitioners were the most likely group
to be familiar with the FAP (Table 4}.

Physicians who reported

practicing in an HMO were more likely than those in solo or group
practice settings to be familiar with the FAP (Table 5}.

Knowledge of Maine Liability Legislation
A copy of the Maine legislation protecting physicians from
liability when reporting their patients was included in the
booklet containing the FAP profiles.

It was expected that

physicians who were familiar with the FAP would also be familiar
with the Maine liability protection.
12

An unexpected finding was

that only 23% of the entire sample knew that Maine did indeed
have such a law; the vast majority of physicians, 73%, did not
know whether there was such a law or not.

There were differences

in knowledge by familiarity with the FAP.

Those physicians who

were familiar with the FAP were more than three times as likely
to know about the Maine legislation.
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Table 1
Medical or Surgical Specialty of Survey Respondents

Specialty
Administrative medicine
Adolescent medicine
Allergy/immunology
Anesthesia
Aviation medicine
Cardiology
Child psychiatry
Emergency medicine
Endocrinology
Epidemiology
Family practice
Gastroenterology
General practice
General surgery
Geriatrics
Hematology
Internal medicine
Marine medicine
Nephrology
Neurology
OB-GYN
Occupational medicine
Oncology
Ophthalmology
Orthopedics
Otolaryngology
Pediatric cardiology
Pediatrics
Physical medicine/rehab.
Psychiatry
Pulmonary
Rheumatology
Sports medicine
Vascular surgery
Missing
Total

Number

Percent

3
12

0.3
0.3
1.0
0.3
0.3
3.6
0.8
0.8
0.3
0.3
19.9
1.5
3.6
5'. 6
0.3
0.3
17.6
0.3
1.0
3.1
7.9
1.3
0.8
5.4
0.5
0.3
0.3
7.9
1.3
7.9
1.0
0.8
0.3
0.8
3.1

392

100.0

1
1

4
1
1

14
3
3
1
1

78
6

14
22
1
1

69
1

4

12
31
5
3
21
2
1
1

31
5
31
4
3
1
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Table 2
Reported Practice Settings of Survey Respondents

Setting

Number

Percent

Solo
HMO
Group
Academic
Center/Clinic
Training
Other

161
20
152
25
46
4
59

41.1
5.1
38.8
6.4
11.7
1.0
15.1

Total

467

119.2

.

* Some respondents checked more than one answer.

Table 3
Answers to the question, "If you are familiar with the FAP, how
did you find out about it? (Check all that apply) "

Method

Number

Information sent in mail
Patient brought in form
Talked to other phys1cians
Heard at medical meeting
Other

144
60
25

Total

255

5

21

* Some respondents checked more than one answer.

15

Percent
36.7
15.3
6.4
1.3
5.4
65.1 *

Table 4
Selected * Medical Specialties of Respondents by Familiarity with
FAP

Specialty

Cardiology
Family practice
General practice
General surgery
Internal medicine
Neurology
OB-GYN
Ophthalmology
Pediatrics
Psychiatry

Familiar
Number (%)
11
64
10
5
51
11
0
5
11
18

Not Familiar
Number (%)

(79)
(82)
(71}
(23)
(74)
(92)
( 0)
(24)
(35)
(56)

2
14
3
15
17
1
30
16
19
13

(14)
( 18)
(21)
( 68)
(25)
( 8)
(97)
(76)
(61)
(41)

Missing
Number (%)
(7)
(0)
( 8)
( 9)
(1)
(0)
( 3)
( 0)
(4)
(3)

1
0
1
2
1
0
1
0
1
1

*

Specialties with less than 10 respondents were not included in
the table.

Table 5
Practice Settings of Respondents by Familiarity with the FAP

Practice
Setting
Solo
HMO
Group
Academic
Center/Clinic
Training
Other

Familiar
Number (%)
93
15
92
11
30
3
16

Not Familiar
Number (%)

(58)
(75)
( 60)
(44)
(65)
(75)
(27)

65
5
58
14
16
1
37
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(40)
(25)
(38)
(56)
( 35)
( 25)
( 63)

Missing
Number (%)
3
0
2
0
0
0
6

(2)
( 0)
( 2)
(0)
(0)
(0)
( 10)

RESULTS-III
Impact on Motor-Vehicle Crashes
Using the last three years of data only, the mean number of
accidents for persons with medical restrictions was 0.14, while
the mean number of accidents for persons without medical
restrictions was 0.22, indicating fewer accidents for the
medically restricted drivers.

A similar comparison using all

information from the tape (no three year time constraint) yielded
a mean number of accidents for the medically restricted as 0.52,
compared to a mean of 0.67 for those without medical
restrictions.

DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The primary objectives of the FAP were to develop standards for
determining functional driving ability and to protect physicians
from the legal liability related to reporting their patients to
the Bureau of Motor Vehicles.

These primary objectives have been

met; standards for determining functional driving ability were
first distributed to physicians in 1985 and legislation
protecting physicians from liability became effective in 1986.

Based on the results of the physician survey, most Maine
physicians are aware of the FAP and appear to appreciate the
guidelines provided.

Of those who know about the program, almost

90% have used it to assess a patient and found it helpful.
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However,

the survey also found that most Maine physicians are not

aware of their state's legislation protecting them from
liability.

A survey of Connecticut physicians suggested that

established, specific guidelines for assessment of driver safety,
in conjunction with laws mandating reporting, and protecting
against liability would alleviate most physicians' concerns about
reporting patients (24).

Thus, further efforts to publicize

Maine's legislation might encourage increased use of the program
by physicians.

The data collected by the program include information

~rom

both

the driver and the physician, as well as information added by the
FAP and other agencies.

This information is useful to determine:

(1) who should undergo medical and functional evaluation,

(2)

whether the license should be restricted or revoked, and (3) the
interval for medical review.

These data have been reviewed for

drivers on an individual basis, although it would also be useful
to analyze the information in aggregate form.

Given the primary objectives of the program, the data collection
process was not specifically designed to answer the question
whether the program decreased the rate of motor vehicle crashes
in the state.

If future plans include using these data to

determine the effect of the FAP on motor-vehicle crash rates, we
have identified some areas for improvement.

However, it was

possible to document that those persons with medical restrictions
18

had fewer accidents than those persons without medical
restrictions.

Self-identification of drivers with medical conditions may result
in substantial underreporting.

As an illustration, using

synthetic estimates from Maine (extrapolations) using data from
the Health Interview Survey, approximately 30,000 persons have
diabetes in the state of Maine.

Taking 85% of this estimate to

roughly adjust for persons who do not drive, the total estimate
of drivers with diabetes in the state of Maine would be about
25,500.

Approximately 12,000 drivers in the state have self-

identified as diabetics to the Bureau of Motor Vehicles and have
this condition listed on their driver's license record.

Although

these figures are rough, they suggest that many of the drivers
with diabetes may not be reporting this condition on their
driving (initial or renewal) applications.

However, is not

possible to know for certain whether this non-reporting is
happening because if a driver reports a medical condition that is
assessed to be non-impairing, the license is not restricted and
the driver's record has no mention of the condition.

Other mechanisms of identifying potentially impaired drivers may
need to be considered.

Other states have mandated reporting of

drivers with certain medical conditions by physicians and other
health professionals, or considered training Department of Motor
Vehicle personnel to screen applicants.
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Doctors of Osteopathy were not included in the initial
notification regarding the FAP program; they should be included
in the future since they treat many patients with the medical
conditions in question.
Recommendation 1 - include doctors of osteopathy in FAP
dissemination efforts.

Information collected over the years by the program has not been
completely consistent.

Several different coordinators have

managed the data collection process during the program's
existence and some coding decisions have changed over the years.
Specifically, there has been overlap between medical condition
categories.
Recommendation 2 - Written documentation of case definitions
for coding medical conditions into the categories used in
the FAP profiles would help increase consistency within
categories and across time and personnel.

Recommendation 3 - Written instructions for data entry
personnel would also increase the consistency of data across
time and personnel.

Although partial police accident reports are currently part of
the information collected by the program, this information itself
is subject to problems and difficult to retrieve.

Information is

obtained by self-reporting and may be incomplete, even though
20

this is information required by insurance companies for
compensation.

To accurately assess the impact of the program on

motor vehicle crash rates, the program should consider collecting
more comprehensive crash reporting data.
Recommendation 4 - It would be useful to have the ability to
compare crash information that is self-reported (for
insurance reasons) to police reports.

Medical categories are heterogeneous.

There is a need to have

the ability to sort out different diseases within broad medical
categories such as cardiovascular disease or

neurologi~al

problems.
Recommendation 5 - It would be useful to include a specific
medical diagnosis on the CR-24 for.m that could then be coded
and added to the database.

There is a need to keep some simple descriptive information in
the database so that questions concerning the population with
medical conditions can easily be answered.

For example, a code

for the reporting physician, or the date a person was first
restricted.
Recommendation 6 - a few pieces of information should be
added to the database so that important evaluation/research
questions can be answered.

While this will take up valuable

computer space, it will also enable documentation of the
success of the program, among other uses.
21

A small number of driving records (estimates are between 3,000
and 5,000) have been purged over time to free up space on the
computer for those persons with full records.

Three years

appears to be the limit for this because legal constraints
require accident data to be kept for this length of time.
Longitudinal analysis of crashes over a time period longer than
three years would be possible if it was known which records had
been partially purged.

For example, if a record that has been

purged is selected for analysis, it would be possible to go back
to the hard copy of information and retrieve the purged data.
Recommendation 7 - A marker of some kind should be included
in the data base that indicates if a driving record has been
partially purged.
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Physician Survey
Appendix A

1. MedicaUsurgical specialty:
2. Type of practice setting: (check ALL that apply) D

solo

D

academic

D

community health center/public clinic

D

laboratory

D

other. specify:

D

HMO
D

D

group (non-HMO)

intern/resident

---------------------------------------------------------------------------~

3. Do you see patients with any of the following? (check ALL that apply)
D

cardiovascular conditions

D

neurologic conditions

D

pulmonary conditions

D

musculoskeletal conditions

D

visual or auditory conditions

D

diabetes mellitus

D

psychiatric disorders or substance abuse

D

do not see patients

4. Are you familiar with the Functional Ability Profiles (FAP) developed by the Maine
Medical Advisory Board of the Division of Motor Vehicles, and used to assess
driver competency?
Dyes

D

no (if no, skip to 9)

5. If you are familiar with the FAP, how did you find out about it? (check ALL that apply)
D

information sent to me in the mail

D

talked to other physicians about it

D

heard about it at a medical meeting

D

other, specify:----------------

0

patient brought in form

6. Have you ever used the FAP to medically assess one of your patients?
D

yes

D

no (if no, skip to 8)

7. If you HAVE used the FAP, did you find it useful?

D

yes

D

no

Whyorwhynot?-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

8. If you have NOT used the FAP, what is the primary reason?

w /..

-·,
. <C'
Z

D

difficult to use

D

other. specify:

D

patient has never brought in form

D

lost instruction booklet

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

.:::::

...,.

-=:::.'••··

-==····

9. Some states have laws to protect physicians from lawsuits if they report patients with
medical conditions which potentially impair driving to the Division of Motor Vehicles.
Does Maine have such a law?
D don't know
Dyes
no

D

10. Please make any additional comments on the back of this page and return this form
in the enclosed envelope to: Dr. Peter Millard
Epidemiology Program, Bureau of Health
Division of Disease Control
157 Capitol Street
Augusta, ME 04333
Form 0194-10(

Appendix B

§tute of .f~otne
DEP ART:V1ENT OF STATE

MOTOR VEHICLE DIVISION
AUGUSTA, MAINE 04333
DRIVER MEDICAL EVALUATION'*
(Please lorwara this form airect/y to your phystcian lor completion)

NAME
ADDRESS
DATE OF B I R T H - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - CERTIFICATE OF EXAMINATION
FOR THE REPORTING PHYSICIAN:
1_

This repon is requested because the issue has been raised as to the possibility that this applicant may have a mental/physical condition
which could affect his/her ability to drive a motor vehicle safely. Your repon will-be advisory and used to asstst in determining eligibility
for a license.

2.

A physician acting in good faith is immune from any damages claimed as the result of the filing of a cenificate of examination pursuant
to 29 MRSA Section 547.

DRIVER IMPAIRMENT PROFILE
Please refer to the Functional Ability Profiles for assistance in completing the driver impairment diagnostic C<ltcgorics 01nd profile lcvcl5.
DIAGNOSTIC CATEGORY
(cg., Cardiovascular Disorder)
NONE

PROFILE LEVEL
(Please check one for each diagnostic c:ucgory)
UN DEl~
ACTIVE
PAST/F1JLL Y
RECOVERED A [] c D INVESTIGATION

0

0

2. ------------------------------------ 0

0

3. ----------------------------------- 0

0

0

0

1. --------------------------------------

4. --------------------------------------

Date of l:.~st

ex:.~min:.~tion _____________

How long

DODD
DODD
DODD
DODD

h:.~s :.~pplil:ant

been your

0
0
0
0

p:.~tient'! ________

In C:JSe or seizure disorder, please give LI:Jte of l:Jst seizure: ______________________________
Current prescribed mcdication(s ): - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

G

No meLiication prescribed

Reli:.~bility in t:Jking meLiic:Jtion

Good

0

F:.~ir

0

Poor

0

Would I he side effects from medication taken interfere with I he S:Jfe operation or :J motor vehicle'!-------

• TI-llS IS TilE ONLY MEDICAL REPORTING FORM THAT WILL BE 1\CCEPTADLE TO TilE MOTOR VEIIICLE DIVISION.
CR·2~

(Rev. 8/89)

page

1

PHYSICIA.'l'S COMMENTS

AUTHORIZATION FOR RELEASE OF MEDICAL INFORMATION
I hereby authorize the release of my medical history to the Secretary of State, Motor Vehicle Division, for the purpose
of determining my eligibility for an operator's license by:

Dr. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ o r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Hospital
Signature of P a t i e n t - : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - D a t e - - - - - - - - - - (Please forward this form directly to your physician for completion)

Being duly licensed to practice in the state of _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I certify that I have examined this applicant.

Reply to:

Signature

Spedalty

Physician's Name Printed or Typed

Address

Office Phone Number

Date

Medical Review Coordinator
Motor Vehicle Division
Station #29
Augusta, Maine 04333
Telephone: (207) 289-2879

page 2

Appendix C - Flow Chart of

t~e

System

License application/renewal

I

~

No medical condition

Checks off condition

I

I
Receives CR-24 form

I
Issued 60-day temporary
license pending return
of CR-24 from physician

I

~--

Physician returns CR-24

I
Medical evaluationno action needed

Medical evaluationsome action needed

I
Determine
review
interval

I
Road
test

I

l
License
revoked

License
restricted

1
License,
no restriction

I

License,
restriction
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I
License,
revocation

Physician Comments From Survey
Comments to the question:
If you have used the FAP, did you find it useful?
not?

1.

Helpful to know

what~standards

Why or why

are recommended.

2.
More paperwork to do! Despite this being one more piece of
paperwork for me, in all fairness I think this program is a good
idea and in general I support it.
I would like to see some more
guidelines in regard to obstructive sleep apnea.
3.

Very much so--use FAP with each form filled out.

4.

Clear guidelines for driver assessment.

5.
It establishes consistent guidelines for assessing patients
ability to drive.
6.

Essentially removes-ind from deciding if pt can drive or not.

7.

It allows medical input into driver safety issues.

8.

Guidelines.

9.

Good idea.

10. The idea is fine but the fact that the BMV form can't be
filled out without memorizing the book or referring to it is a
shame.
11.

Criteria for functional levels seem clear.

12. Our routine care of the pt is far more extensive than your
program.
13. A fair way of "pigeon-holing" patients with driving
limitations.
14.

It was direct and focused.

15.

Good guidelines to classify patients (2 physicians).

16.

It is simple and makes some sense.

17.

Concise, easy to use, appropriate.

18. Provides parameters for me and the patient. Also provides a
basis for explaining and rationalizing the need to restrict
driving in certain situations to the patient.
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19. Explains the otherwise unidentified categories on the form.
Format is confusing.
20.

Standardizes response.

21.

It did explain the categories.

22.

Need better definitiDns.

23.

Made it easier to complete the profile.

24.

Outlines limitations.

25. Did not add to my knowledge of my patients.
use and objective.

It is easy to

26.
I find it difficult as I always have to locate the booklet-interrupts flow of seeing pts. Hate the scoring system.
27.
Form fails to capture the ambiguity involved in psychiatric
disability.
28.

Somewhat cumbersome.

29.
Form assesses illness to some extent--does not assess driver
competence, therefore it becomes just one more piece of
bureaucratese/paperwork w/o clear purpose.
30.

But it could be refined some.

31. The driver impairment profiles are very clear and straight
forward (2 physicians).
32.

A chance to be specific.

33. Too restrictive--no flexibility.
difficult to use.
34.

Form too cumbersome--very

Guidelines helpful.

35. Criteria not readily available at time of exam. Would be
helpful to have criteria available with form.
Not used often
enough to be kept in examining room where form is completed.
36.

Clear parameters and limits.

37.

Very useful to objectively judge patient's ability to drive.

38.

Eliminates need to certify pt. as safe driver.

39.

Clear and concrete, easy to fill out form.
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40.

Easy to use-clear and concise.

41.

Need to refer to instructions which are not on basic form.

42.

Clear.

43.
It is a great tool.
It is purely an objective report and
removes alot of the burden from the physician to make driving
recommendations. We only give the data and the FAP sets the
driving recommendations.
44.

Instruction booklet confusing.

45.

Very clear, specific, easy to use.

46.

Purely bureaucratic w/o clinical significance.

47. But at times categories not clearly indicative of patients
capabilities.
48.

But I lost the book.

49.

It is fairly clear.

50.

To fill out license applications.

51.

For restricted licensee.

52.

Clear and concise in most cases.

53.

Very easy to follow.

54.

Simplifies making a report.

55.

But too long.

56.

Defines Bureau of Motor Vehicles guidelines.

57. No provision for a recommendation that patient be tested to
assess driving ability.
If you have not used the FAP, what is the primary reason?

1.
Have not seen anything other than first letter telling me
about its existence.
2.

Pineland clients not eligible for driver's license.

3.

Never heard of it before (6 physicians)

4.

Categories need to be on the form.
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5.
Have used only once or twice. Still not familiar with it,
i.e. I don't remember using it but my nurse told me I have in the
past.
6.

Not asked (3 physicians).

7.
Terms used that are not defined well and thus are
meaningless.
8.

No recent opportunity and profiles not at hand.

9.

No primary care practice.

10.

Practice limited to doing physicals for FAA, class II, III.

11.

I have used only the eye form for driver license renewal.

12. Have not received information/form.
(Have directly
contacted state motor vehicle dept for patients who may be
impaired drivers and are unwilling to voluntarily stop driving or
seek assessment).
13.

Didn't feel and need to.

14.

Not involved, retiring soon.·

15.

System designed to "pigeon hole" patients.

16.

All patients under driving age.

17. I have to use it for pts--its more paperwork to no good
reason or excuse.
18.

Not appropriate, I am a medical counselor-patient advocate.

19.

Don't recall ever seeing the profiles.

20.

Lost booklet, unsure if I ever got one.

21.

No instruction booklet

22.

Does not apply to most pediatrics.

General comments:

1.
Some categories seem to prove impractical and somewhat
arbitrary. e.g. seizures--FAP's too prohibitive, don't allow for
practical gradations e.g. "no driving for 6 mo." vs. O.K. to
start driving within 10 mi of own home in 3 mo. etc.
2.
In the mid 'SO's while in private solo practice, a patient
did request that I complete a form for the licensing bureau.
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With his complete knowledge (and consent} I indicated his heart
condition was potentially seriously disabling and even lethal as
long as he continued to abuse cocaine, and that the unpredictable
nature of his disability might constitute a hazard (to himself
and others} while driving. He attempted to begin a lawsuit
against me as a result, and with the assistance of the State we
somehow persuaded him and his attorney they had no case.
But, at
that time I don't believe any law existed to protect
practitioners from such legal action.
3.
I call and ask for it every time I get a MVA form to fill
out but have never received. Attach the FAP to the request form
you send out.
4.
I think it would be better to train a few physicians in
various areas of the state and have them designated to complete
FAPs.
5.
There are a surprising number of older people on the road
with poor vision!
Renewal every 4 years does not begin to screen
them out!
6.
I'd also like to know how the DMV uses the information
given-confidentiality?-What/how they restrict people if any.
Could you let me know how the DMV interprets the FAP with regard
to restricting individuals from driving, etc.
I work with people
with mental illness and confidentiality is a real issue. Thank
you.
7.
I like the concept of the profiles and they are easy to use.
I do not, however, feel that conditions such as hypertension
should be among the diagnoses requiring a report.
I am certain
that this results in vast under-reporting and, therefore,
significant patient and physician liability.
I suspect that
inclusion of hypertension is a historic artifact due to previous
use of sedating drugs such as alpha-methyldopa.
Best regards,
David L. Levy.

B.
Having read the accompanying letter I am now aware of your
program. My concerns with patient driving usually relate to post
stroke: post TBG etc. problems and problems relating to cognitive
status changes esp. in geriatric patients.
9.
The form to be filled out by the physician for the potential
driver doesn't have any numbers or letters signifying the level
of disability.
It just has rows of boxes. Kevin Miller, MD.
10.
It is helpful to have standard guidelines.
Instruction
booklet is too compartmentalized.
Some general guidelines, or
resource with which to review special problems would be helpful.
Also guides of available accommodations for particular conditions
or disabilities.
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11.
I don't know about the law.
reporting impaired patients.

But it hasn't stopped me from

12. We treat several conditions that are dangerous for drivers
such as sleep apnea. We would welcome a system to take these
people off the road.
13. How do we address the really serious problem of healthy
teenage males who are responsible for most of carnage on the
highways and/or as opposed to fragile elderly and infirmed?!
14.
I'm assuming you mean the book with the codes listed in
11
menu 11 format--generally I use for seizure pts.
15. This is a critical public health issue! We have many
veterans with combinations of the above conditions who put
themselves and the public at deadly risk.
16. There are special problems in psychiatry when an ongoing
therapeutic relationship has to be maintained with sometimes
hostile or suspicious patients. There should be a opinion or
outside consultation when the treating psychiatrist feels unable
to make the judgement.
17. This was excellent pioneer medical assessment work!
be adopted nationwide.

Should

18. The way in which the FAP allows me to categorize pts is very
helpful.
19.

Generally young healthy pts.

20.
I have found the FAP program to be a great help in
determining who can not safely drive a vehicle.
It is fair,
just, and objective. The people of our great state should be
very grateful to the physicians who helped to draft the FAP
program.
Our roads have been made much safer but in a way that
is fair to debilitated people. Gratefully, Steven Nadeau, MD.
21. The FAP is certainly useful, but in my view it should be
refined.
It is often difficult to fit actual cases into the
boxes in a satisfactory way.
22. We frequently receive blank forms from BMV requesting to
fill out rea ''medical condition 11 --due to huge amounts of paper
work we already have, it would be helpful to be told what medical
condition the Bureau is concerned!
23. An ongoing effort to make us aware of this program would be
worthwhile. While I don't primarily manage many conditions which
would preclude driving, I see several pts a year whose ability to
drive safely is highly doubtful, and I would appreciate a
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mechanism to act on my observations.
24.
I would like to see FAP.
involved in preparing it?

Have child psychiatrists been

25.
I have occasionally had conditions not included in the
profiles. Example: peripheral neuropathy.
26.
I do not see patients with any regularity.
I spend about 3
months of each year in Maine.
I maintain my Maine medical
license so that I may procure medications for my family or
friends.
I do not charge a fee for my services.
I would have no
reason to need to use FAP on any of the patients I see.
27.
I'm embarrassed to be so unfamiliar with-current legislation
however I feel strongly that the elderly must demonstrate a
driving proficiency to hold an active license.
I've taken care
of too many elderly MVA's that were due solely to driver
incompetence.
28. As a child and adolescent psychiatrist I have very few
clients who have a driver's license.
29.
I have reviewed a copy of FAP once in regards to a young man
in my practice with syncope but I do not have ready access to
them and am therefore not real familiar with them.
30.
I would not normally be in a position to primarily assess an
individual's driving capabilities.
31. Until my retirement as chief of the ophthalmology section at
Togus (3 yrs ago) I was never once asked by our ambulatory care
dept (the normal entry-point into the VA system for non-emergency
patients) to use the form.
Having already plenty of FEDERAL
forms (with which I have learned from experience to cope--or to
refer to the proper bureaucrats to fill out!), I have no desire
nor the authority to add another layer of forms (state) to be
completed.
I'd suspect that my successor shares similar
thoughts.
For the physician in non-government practice I'd
imagine that the FAP might be much more useful.
In any event,
I'm semi-retired (still do a little clinical teaching at Togus)
so the matter is probably moot.
32.
(1) By VA policy, VA physicians do not make driver
competence assessments.
(2) There is not a clear relationship
between kind and dose of psychotrophics and driver competence.
(3) When there is, it is difficult to determine in an office
interview.
(4) In many, if not most cases, a driving test is
necessary to determine #2.
33.
I agree that this an important issue to be addressed.
Thanks
38

34.
Please explain how you knew I had not returned the first
form!
35.
It is disturbing to me how often my patients, to whom I have
told they cannot, until cleared by D.M.V., return to driving, are
told by D.M.V. staff there is no restriction on their returning
to driving when I've filled out a form which, by my
interpretation, would require a behind the wheel exam.
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COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA

DEPARTMENT OF AGING
Harrisburg, Pa. 17101-2301

August 11, 1994
Ms. Katherine Freund, Chair
Maine Task Force on Older Drivers
Southern Maine Area Agency on Aging
P.O. Box 10480
Portland, Maine 04104
Dear Ms. Freund:
We have read with interest about the activities of your task force. I would
request receiving a copy of any Conference proceedings, a copy of the Phase II
recommendations or report when available and any other information you think
would be of interest to us.
Enclosed for your information, find a copy of some recommendations developed
recently by a con census group in Pennsylvania.
Thank you in advance.
Sincerely,

~~~~

Bureau of Policy, Planning and Research

t9.lf

RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE OLDER
DRIVERS CONSENSUS GROUP
Last October, _the Dep-artment of Aging formed· an Older- Drivers
Consensus Group
in collaboration with the HerR hey Medical
Center,
Department of Ophthalmology. We met again in February and focused more on
the age 80 and over driver because accidents per mile driven show a dramatic
increase at that age.
The group represent.ed physicians, optometrists,
engineers, transportation specialists, ·gerontologists, educators, an ethicist,
advocates (AARP and the Mature Drivers Task Force) and staff from the
Departments of Transportation and Aging.
i\t the end of the second session
the group identified a series of suggestions as follows:
Policy Actions
1.

Based upon the examples of other states and the frequency with which
medical conditions and vision can change at nn advanced age, we agreed
that it would be wise to require drivers over age no to take a medical
and vision· examination for license renewal every two (2) years.
This
would address safety concerns to the extent that such testing permits.
This clear and direct policy would eliminate the need for our current
random testing which appears unpredictable nnd secretive to most older
drivers.
This would also reduce the current burden placed mostly on
physicians to report changes that might affect the driving competency of
their patients in this age group. We recogni7.e the added costs and the
limitations of current testing technology.

2.

We would need to develop counseling and information programs that will
assist people in finding alternative transportation.
The service should
be designed for people whose licenses are revokect and for those who
chose not to renew.

3.

We sho'uld develop and encourage alternativr:'! forms of transportation in
addition to the Shared Ride Program. We should also consider expansion
of Shared Ride making it more accessible and responsive to transportation
needs of older people.
Some' alternatives and .incentives may include:
a.
b.
c.

d.

Award tax credits for volunteers that provide transportation;
Award
tax
credits
for
husinessPs,
residential
settings/ congregate housing for provision of transportation
services to consumers;
Justify
additional
funding
for
Shan~ct
Ride
and
other
transportation services by showing the amount of funds and
resources dedicated to transportation of young people.
This
would include school busing as well as private transportation
via car pooling and chauffeuring children to and from events
and appointments.
Seek funding from insurance companies for shared ride based
on the reduction of accident liabilities as a result of public
efforts to provide alternatives to driving for older drivers.

Educational/lnforma tional Actions
4.

The Consensus Group recommends that we develop materials
·towards ol_der p~ople. and (heir family members~ that· t!xplains: a.
b.
c. ·
d.

e.

targeted

The need for prudent judgment in bRlancing mobility and .
safety needs of o!der people;
The
need
for
self-regulation,
self assessment and
the
availability of 55 ALIVE and other refresher courses;
The
a vail ability
of
shared
ride
and
other
alterna t:i ve
transportation services in some comm\mi ties;
The need for prerenewal planning, information about restricted
and lirni.t.ed licenses and other aspects and justification for
VISion, medical and driving tests as pRrt of the licensing
process to assure safety.
A recognition of the transportntion needs and its importance lo
the well-being of older people.

These materials would be available at physicinn nnd optometrist offices.

5.

Develop materials that inform physicians nncl optometrists, other health
care and social work professionals of how they cnn counsel older drivers
under their care in relation to the patient's physical, health or mental
conditions that might impact on their driving.

6.

Conduct video conferences for the purpose of developing referral
networks that include long term care and health professionals, family
members, highway safety groups and volunteers.· These networks would
be able to identify . and direct older drivers and family members to
appropriate resources for as~istance.

7.

Meet with the Business Roundtable and others lo explorc- ways that could
reduce transportation needs by delivering p-t·od\Icfs to the homes of olc.h>r
non-drivers.

Study and Research
~·-

8.

Survey people who self-withdraw, that is, who choose not. to renew their
license when they are identified, reported or required to pass a medical
and vision and/or d:r.·iving test to determine t.he impact. of not being able
to drive.

9.

Research and evaluate multi-task testing as n rnPans of identifying
drivers with the highest probability of lwing involved in an accidrmt..
This is based on the high rate of accidents among older rlrivers involving
left turns and other complex situations like merging into traffic.

10.

Re-examine the Shared-ride data in relation to what. it may tell us about
the transportation needs of older people.

Pennsylvania Department of Aging
June 1994

Written Testimony from Private Citizens
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Rev. Charles F. Brown
West Klnglleld Rd. RR 1 Box 1105
Kingfield, Maine 04947

September 5, 1994

STATE TASK FORCE on ELDERLY DRIVERS
State Office Building, Room 113
State House, Augusta, Maine
This is one of the few times in my life that I am not providing a return
address or a signature on a letter to any part of State Government. I am seeing
and hearing too much _of mindless examination of the dissenters in order to prove
the government 11 right 11 rather than determfne the facts.
I heartily agree that means must be provided for transportation for the
elderly who ca.nnot safely drive their automobiles to the grocery store or the
pharmacy. The days of calling the grocery and having orders del ivere_d have been
1ong, 1ong gone. The days of having a pharmacist d.e 1 i ve.r prescriptions- is a 1so
long, long gone. Rather than belabor you with the things we already know, I would
like to tell you of a frightening experience I had when I had to take my FIRST
after-65 renewal of my driver's license:which l have held for 54 years. I have
NEVER had an accident of any sort, although on~e 25 yea~s ago I got a ticket for
speeding 70 in a 55 mile zone on a super. highway in Massachusetts. I have driven
regularly in large cities in Central America, Argentina and Brasil.
I have had to wear safety glasses in_ my ·work for 35 years and when I needed
reading glasses, had them incorporated into my glasses:as bi- and tri-focals. Up
until 3 years ago, the top part was plano (pla~e glass). Since then I have had
some correction for astigmatism in my left eye for distant viewing. At this time
WITHOUT GLASSES I can read my odometer and spedometer {_slight fuzziness) and any
properly spaced and sized (standard) signs at 1/4 to 1/2 mile. With glasses the
correct ion is 20/20. These are the same glasses I used when I took the test~
at the Damariscotta portable station.
There was a long line of people waiting an9 I was among the first five or ten
people there. ~-1any were impatient. I HAD NEVER TAKEN THIS TYPE OF TEST BEFORE.
I was given.the standard vision test of identifying various letters and had
no problem with my glasses. Without glasses, things were fuzzy in smaller letters
close-up which was expected by me.
Next, I was told to look for a light at the left. I assumed this was to be
the left of the screen. I got a gl i'mmer o( 1 ight at my extreme left, but assumed
my forehead was not properly seated in the holder and said nqthing. I was then
told to look to the.right and saw the same glimmer- so realized it was what she
wanted me to look for and said I saw it. I was then told that I would be restricted
to glasses and because my peripheral vision was gone, I would be restricted to
glasses (because of peripheral vision lo;s) and to having mirrors on both sides
of any automobile I drove, (again because of ·Joss of pe.ripheral vision). Since
they were in a hurry, I accepted their ukase and went my way.
I returned home and write the. Registry of Motor Vehicles a letter describing
what had happened- but thought it better not to send it since I was sure

-2any outcome. w_ould nqt i.nclude a. fa.i_r.rete~t too $.ee.. what \'{ent w.ro.n_g,
1. wai.ted
until my regular annua.l.eye exqmination·caroe·up an.d th.endescribed to my eye
doctor what had happened. Sheexamined my eyes. carefully, being sure to check
my peripheral vision (I had since found that the angle must be at least 140 degrees).
Mine is at least 200 degrees. So- after. the expe~se of additional tests above
and beyond what I norma.lly have, I: returned with the doctor's completed form to
the Registry and had.the restrictions removed.
In the meantime I suffered a lot
of mental distress and lost a.tremendous amount of faith in the Registry of Motor
Veh i c 1es for which · I once worked many, many years ago. I also had to make two
trips to a Registry which was not close or convenient since I will NEVER go to
a portable unit if it involves any testing of any kind.
try not to complain unless I can offer some valid suggestions.
.

.

'

1.

Do continue trying to make it easier for those who have lost
or do not use their license~ to get at least once a week to
a Grocery store and Pharmacy.

2.

Keep in mind that our Post Office Department doesn't always
.give RFD to people who 1 ive more than 1/2 mile from the Post
. Office. Jn our town people who,l ive across the street from
the Post Office get RFD and people who live 2 miles away on
a town accepted~road, do not.

3.

At least for their first state·run ytston test~accept only
that of a Doctor or have them ru~.~y a skilled examiner in
a less threatening atmosphere and definitely not so rushed.

4.

It occurs to me that you could eas i iy. have rejected a person
with excellent eyesight (min~ ·is good) but ~ho might be hardof-hearing in one or both ears.

5.

For those taking the test the first time, possibly set aside
a separate ·day or make an appointment.

6.

A driving road test might make sen~e ·o~ some sort of cognitive
test. However here the test might be restricted to th~ sort of
traveling the person being tested might expect to drive.
I think
of the lady who goes 2.!l!.Y_ to a local resteraunt (3 miles away)
and to church (1!2) mile each way. Only in daylight.

I wish you every success in your search for more eq~itable rules, but
don't be carried away with the ideas of some who feel anyone over 65 ought
to drop dead. I see too many 11 peel" mart<s coming up to the ~gt:c:A:t==t.Aeend of mystreet at.a 11 stop 11 sign to believe there won't be a horrendous crash
at 12:30 a.m. at which I will be able to do more than call 911 and hope it isn't
any young person I know.
Sincerely yours,
Nosmo King
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VICTOR A. SCHLICH
75 BERWICK STREET

SOUTH PORTLAND, MAINE 04106

October

TEL (207) 773-3509

7,

1994

Safe Mobility Task Force
c/o Southern Maine Area Agency on Aging
PO Box 10480
Portland ME 04104
Gentlemen:
I have read your draft report with much interest, and
some concern. Yes, I am a senior driver. Three points trouble
me.

Your report needs a recommendation making seat belts
mandatory. Recognized auto safety experts say this will
reduce injury and death from accidents. The legislature
passed such a bill in the last session. The governor vetoed
it. You should challenge the legislature to pass this again.
Your report urges drivers to ask insurance companies for
a discount for all completing a safe driving refresher
course. You should make this mandatory in any bill sent to
the legislature. That is more effective than requests from
policyholders.
Your report skirts one important point. You should
insist on strong linkage between tougher licensing provisions
and increased.mass transit. Without such linkage, Maine
seniors would face loss of license with no concomitant increase in mass transit.
Surely, that is not your goal.
Si c rely,

(l

~~ rr--r~·htirr-:--·-;-

Vi

or A. SchlUch

Dear Kathy,
I received your report on the Task Force to Study the
Safe Mobility of Maine's Aging Population. Thank you.
There are two items in the Education and Training
section that I would like to comment on. On page 29 it
states that:
" Graduates of both programs receive point
credits on their driving records which offset an equal
number of debit points for violations." This unfortunately
is not true for the AARP course. The state has approved our
program for such credit but we have not been able to get by
the issue of administrative costs to apply the credit. The
other item is on page 30 #9. We recommended that the state
''"require..t the insurance companies to give credit for
completion of these courses.
Both of these items are very important to seniors. The
insurance discount is by far the most important motovator.
At the present time our students indicate that self
improvement is the reason they atte~d.
( Prl•-d-c=- ,- ProUe.)
Our
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MARGARETMISKAVAGE
6 Malta Streer
Augusra, Maine 04330

September 24, 1994
Ernest Marriner
RR#l, Box 1Bi5-P
No. Monmouth, .ME 04265

Re:
Safe mobility of
Maine's Aging

Dear Ernest:
I have an eye exam at 10:20 am on September 30, so
I won't be able to attend the hearing but for what it's
worth, these are my thoughts on the subject.
·. -

I am against it.
Costs are paramount. Looks like all
kinds of publications, media adds, driver ed classes-sounds like a whole new department to administer!

..

(

j
!
I
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:.·

...

..·

I feel at age 70 a certificate from the doctor reflecting
the status of the elderly persons health; an affidavit
from the insurance company as to safe driving qualifications, and an eye test, as is currently the case at the
time of applying for a license are all that should be
required.
Simple, effective and inexpensive!
I served in the Legislature in 1975 and I seem to recall
Rep. Libby Mitchell offered some effective testimony in
support of elderly drivers.
You might check with her
and, if possible, hope she will be there
most persuasive!
In the meantime, I think AARP should have speakers at
their local chapter meetings to try to influence the
elderly to give up their driving before it's too late-better to be upset at the loss of their licenses than
to realize you have been responsible for somebody losing
their life!
I also hope the promise of greater public transportation
will be in effect before they pull the rug out from under
elderly drivers!
An analogy could be putting merrtal
patients out on the streets before they had a place to
go-- they still don't -- don't have the money for it.
Aha!
You are a better judge than I of whether or not these
suggestions have been offered before.
Feel free to use
them as you see fit.
Good luck!
Sincerely,

Margaret Miskavage

P.02

33 Penwood Dr.
Kennebunk, Me.
0404~

October 12, 1994

Ms. Katherine Freund, Chairperson
ihe Task Force to Study the Safe Mobility
Population
c/o Southern Maine Area Agency on Aging
307 Cumberl~nd Ave
P.O. Box 10460
Portland, Maine 04104

of

Maine's

Aging

Dear Ms. Freund,
After reading the draft report of your task force and attending the
public hearing Ln Saco on 09123/94 I would 11ke to submit some
comments on your recommendations.
I am re~pond1ng as a private citizen !who is over age 401, but I am
sure that my 13 years of working at Maine Center for the ~lind has
influenced my thinking.
To my knowledge driving 1s a priviledge, not ~right. My sense was
that many of the individuals who spoke at the public hearing
thought that an individual "right" was being threatened.
I think it is unfortunate that th1s discussion of ~afe mobility for
the elderly is being portrayed as a discrimination issue, because
re \ 6 5<-brcc;;+t:-s mission -l-s--a- focus~on only one segment of the driving
population. The Bureau of Motor Vehicles and the citizens of Maine
have in the past recognized safety problems in other specific
driving segments, namely, younger and new drivers. Wisely, the
Bur~o.u initiated regulations to eddreas the identified !speed and
alcohol use) problems which contributed to high inci(iances of
crashes.
Consequently, new dr-ivers in Maine automatically lose
their licences for 30 days if they get a speeding ticket within the
first year, and drivers under 21 are considered to be driving under
the influence with a lower blood alcohol level than drivers over
21.
As a parent of a teenager I am very thankful for these kinds
of reg~lations which are in direct response to a recognized and
statistically d-::>cumented problsm.
I doubt that any of the
individuals who spoke at the public hearing would like to see these
laws changed. On page 11 of the Task Force's report I notice that
the crash rate for 0-19 age group has gone down 27.5~ and the rate
for 20-24 yr. olds has decreased by 20.0% between 1988 and 1993.
Considering that this is ~total crashes" and I suspect that there
are a larger number of younger drivers I think this 1s a
significant improvement.
I suapaet that this has something to do
with educ~tion and the abova "discriminatory" laws.

r

~

'~

Page 2

I'm going lo primarily talk abo~t the "vision te&tlng" part ot your
proposals, as this is what I'm most familiar with.
1 think that
the citizens of Maine erroneously believe that someone is taking
responsibility for removing drivers from the road who do not meet
the staters minimum vision requirements to drive. This is not the
caiSe.
In my experience physicians, without a State mandate, are
very reluctant to assume this responsibility. We have a voluntary
•Registry of Blindness," to which an eye doctor may refer a patient
twith ·the patient's permission) when they reach the level of Mlegal
blindness." "Legal blindness• is a level of viaion far below what
a person can legally and safely drlve at in Maine. Even then, the
information sent to the "Rag i stry of Blindness" can not be shared
with the BMV. Consequently, I often encounter individuals who are
wlegally blind," or sliJverely visually impaired who continue to
drive because their driver'» licences hava not yet expired.
l
would support the Task Force's recommendation that vision testing
be done at avery license renawal starting at age 40.
Because an
individual's vision status can change dramatically in a six year
period I would recommend that licenses be renewed mote frequently
after age 40, or the state require mandator-y reporting by eye
doc tors and phyJl1c 1 ans to the l\MV of all 1 ndi vidual s who ha va
vision or other impairments which effect their ability to drive
safely. Mandatory reporting would apply to individuals of any age.
I also support the Task Forca's recommendat1on that vision
screening t.ests, which measure the kinds of vtaion needed to be a
safe driver be developed and used.
Ho~e frequent
vision testing by the BMV could be looked at as a
preventative health program, aa individuals might be identl~ed who
have undiagnosed, treatable conditions, such as glaucoma and
cataracts, or who just need corrective lenses to drive safely.

I applaud the Task Force's comprehensive approach to the mobility
issues of Malne'e elderly and am sorry that the media has ~ocused
only on the •testing• components.
I think you should be
congratulated for your work in exploring dignified transportation
alternatives <which would benefit non-drivers of every agel, and.
for the educational component of your recommendations.

Sincerely,

Montress Gagnon

Carolyn K Watkm':.
32 Fellows St.
Portland, Maine 04103
October 12, 1994
Katherme Freund, Member
Task force to Study the Safe Mobility ...
3 Hyde St.
Portland, f"laine 04103
Dear Ms. Freund,
I would have liked to attend the Public Hearing in Portland, but was unable
to do so. I would therefore like to share with the Task Force what I would have
said at u-,e hearing. I am well beyond u-,e minimum age suggested for ad(jitional
testjng, but am st i 11 below retirement age. First, I would 1ike to tell you at1out
sorne of the incidents I have had t11e displeasure to deal with or observe in just the
·· past montli--all with older drivers. ( 1-4)

1. A woman stopped dead at the green light at the intersection of Brighton
and Riverside. I had to blow my horn to get her to move, while watching traffic
bearing down on me from behind. I was hitting my brakes off and on to alert the
lead vehicle in my lane, but that didn't help the driver behind him.
2. A man pulled out of a shopping center on Rt 1 14 across the west bound
lanes to make a left turn onto 114 toward Rt. 1. He never looked in the direction
of the oncommg traffic. There was a lot of squeeling bra~:es .
. 3. A woman passed the NO U TURN sign and NO LEFT TURN signs and stopped
in the inside traffic lane to make a left turn into the Pinetree Shopping Center.
This was during the morning rush hour traffic.

4. A woman pulled into the right turn lane on f"lain St. at Forest St. in
Westbrook. When the 1ight turned green, she went straight. At tl-,e next corner.
she made a rigr,t turn and almost hit u-,e curb on the left hand side of the street.
failed my first road test for doing that.
5. Several years ago, I was driving a large vehicle on a clear day on Brighton
.A.ve. A car driven by an older man w·as waiting at a side street to turn right c~nto
Brighton. He was there for some time. I foolishly thought he was waiting for me
to pass, as there was no one behind me. When I was about 25 feet from the corner,

1

he pulled out. I had to slam on the brakes, pull into the otr1er lane and figrtt to
control my vehicle. Tr1at one scared me so badly, I shook for a couple of miles,
which effected my driving.

These are just a few I can remember vividly. I truely bell eve older drivers
cause accidents but are not directly involved. They drive away and others have
paid the pr-ice of avoiding hitting them.
Younger drivers don't have the experience and believe they are imortal.
However, they are requ1red to tak.e driving lessons, and have recently tak.en tr,e
written and road tests to get their 1icenses. Older drivers have the experience but
have become too complacent. Either that, or some have decided their age entitles
them to do what they wish, even straddle lanes.
On the attached sheet, I am sharing the story of my father who died at the
age of 70. I seriously think your task force is on the right track and older drivers
should have more frequent tests, refreshers in defensive driving and even roarj
tests every 4 or 5 years. Our age group is growing in size every year. I just r,ope I
will recognize the time when I am no longer a capable driver.
Thank you for sharing this with your Task Force.

tvly father was bor.n 1n 1901. He was absolutely enamored of driving and
cars. He really grew up with the automobile.

When he moved to Texas he was 36 years old. When he went to take his test
for his Texas driver's license, the officer asked him where he had driven before.
He told him, Milwaukee, Chicago, St. Louis. The man said, hell, you probably know
more about this than I do, and issued him his driver's license. My dad never took a
dr·iving test in his entire life. Yet he was an excellent driver. When I took
defensive driving, I discovered, every thing covered had been taught to me by my
father.
However, time and age took its toll. In 1964, I went home for a visit. We
took a trip of about 136 miles to see my brother and his family. I think I asked
him seven or eight times if I could drive. That made him mad. I was truly scared.
He could no longer hear, see very well and his mind was not correctly perceiving
what was going on on the highway. After that trip, I just knew I was going to get
a call spmetime telling me he and my mother had been killed in a car accident.
When he was 66, he made a left turn into the side of a pickup truck--going the
same direct ion r1e was. He was riding his motor scooter. Yet he never· ever
accepted tr1e fact that he was no longer a capable driver.
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P.O. Box 105
Prospect Harbor, Me.

04669

October 12, 1994
A. Mark Woodward
P.O. Box 1329
Bangor, Maine 04402
To the Editor:
I applaud the efforts of Katherine Freund as
chairperson of the Task Force on Safe Mobility.

The need

for increased testing of older drivers is long past due.
No one is suggesting that all senior drivers are a menace on
the highway, the key word here is impaired drivers.

Those

drivers who have diminished functioning of the necessary
skills and senses needed to operate a vehicle safely.

It is

a fact that the elderly can suffer from: vision problems,
mobility problems, slowed reaction time and dementia.
Therefore, senior citizens who continue to drive under these
conditions pose a risk to themselves and others.
At a

r~cent

meeting in Bangor held by the Task Force tb

gather feedback on issues affecting elderly drivers, as
reported by Nancy Garland of the Bangor Daily News, Frank
Duffy an 86 year old driver was quoted as saying,

11

If you

take away our driving permits you take both our legs
away .....

Well Mr. Duffy that is exactly what happened to

Elizabeth Hudson.
On August 12th, a 79 year old driver backed up and struck
Elizabeth as she waited for her groceries to be loaded into
her van after shopping at the Shop 'n Save Store in
Ellsworth.

The force of the impact ejected Elizabeth

from her wheelchair, she then traveled several feet through
the air before striking the pavement face down.

This driver

then continued on for another 150 feet in reverse, hitting

another 9 vehicles before finally coming to a stop, and then
only because the car got wedged in so tightly it could not
move any farther.

As a result of this horrifying collision

Elizabeth suffered serious injuries: numerous scrapes and
cuts, vision problems and the amputation of both legs.

Not

to mention a 2 month hospital stay and tens of thousands of
dollars in medical costs.

This action has forever changed

the quality of life for a disabled woman into a life of even
more disability.
I wonder if Georgianna Cohen, a 71 year old senior
driver and opponent of the Task Force on Safe Mobility,
would consider the above example just "chance negligence" as
she had stated about prior incidents involving elderly
drivers.

Well maybe, except for the fact that several weeks

later-another multi-car crash occurred in nearly the same
location with a 70 something driver along with an 83 year
old companion.

Thankfully, only minor personal injuries

were involved in this particular instance.
Clearly, there are many senior citizens operating
vehicles who should not be.

I urge readers to contact the

office of the Secretary of State to voice their concerns on
this matter.
No ones independence should come before another persons
safety.

If you don•t believe me, then just ask Elizabeth

Hudson.

Sincerely,

_Lfz£!tl ~ JJ~
Cathy Butler Dunbar
963-7246
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Driver backs
into woman
in wheelchair

Woman in wheelchair injured
when driver backs into her

By Stephany Boyd
Of the NEWS Staff

Collision, from Bl

ELLSWORTH - A Prospect
Harbor woman was listed in fair
condition at a Bangor hospital Sunday after a bizarre accident in
which she was knocked out of her
wheelchair by a car backing up.
Police said Elizabeth Hudson, 50,
· had a fractured skull and fractures
in both legs after the incident that
turned into a multivehicle accident
in the crowded Shop 'n Save parking lot on High . Street Friday
afternoon.
According to Officer Gil Jameson of the Ellsworth Police Department, Augusta Zima, 79, of Deer
Isle was backing out of a parking
place near the front of the store
just after 5 p.m. when her car
struck Hudson's wheelchair.
Telling police later that the 1986
Nissan accelerated when she
stepped on the brakes, Zima drove
backward about 150 feet in a curving line, striking nine vehicles
parked to the front and north side
of the store. One of the vehicles she
hit struck another vehicle.
· "Considering the time of day, the
day of the week, and the time of
year," Jameson said, he was surprised that more people weren't injured. He said Ellsworth polir.e
recall another incident involving 14
See Collision, B2; Col. 1

vehicles; but none quite like this.
After the collision, Hudson was
lying about four feet from her
wheelchair. which had been
pushed up against the van in which
she had ridden to the store with
CaU1erine Dw1bar of Prospect II arbor. Hudson was taken to Maine
Coast Memorial Hospital and then
transferred to Eastern Maine
Medical Center.
No one else was injured in the
accident, but p~~ice estimated
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damage to the vehicles, including
Hudson's wheelchair, at $30,000.
The battery-operated wheelchair
hnd $10,000 dam:•gc, and Zima's
vehicle was demolished.
Police said Zima appeared confused after the incident, but not upset or visibly shaken. The car she
was driving has been impounded
and will be inspected for mcchani. cal problems, with results probably available by the end of the
week, Jameson said.
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11 Winding Brook Drive
Kennebunk, Maine 04043
October 13, 1994

Ms. Katherine Fruend, Chairperson
The Task Force to Study Safe Mobility
Of Maine's Aging Population
C/0 S. M. A. A. A.
307 Cumberland Avenue
P. 0. Box 10480
Portland, Maine 04104
Dear Ms. Freund:
First of all, let me congratulate you on the finished report of
your study.
I think the report is very complete and offers some
very good recommendations.
I am very concerned about safety on the roads, which concerns all
of us who are aging, and more pressing, the greater numbers of
older people, who continue to drive.
This is a relatively new
problem as people are living longer and remaining active longer.
Just as we recognized the problem with teenage drivers and took
steps to curb the many ace idents caused by young, inexperienced
drivers, we need to address the growing problems of the elderly who
continue to drive.
It is a multifaceted problem--cars have become
a necess ic i ty in the twentieth century, the interstate and ·fast
speed is the main route to getting places and people are living
longer due to advances in medicine and emphasis on healthy living.
I am not sure I concurr with mandatory reporting--primarily because
it is a breach of confidentiality and because one person with a
particular condition.may be unsafe, while another with the same
condition is safe.
I am coming from a different place, as a Polio
survivor, I have a 1 ways driven with hand controls; therefore,
steering with only one hand.
There are many others like myself-paraplegics and quadreplegics, who drive very safely with adaptive
equipment; however, we are provided--mandated, to participate in
specialized driving courses. I believe motor vehicles must develop
much more comprehensive testing-- particularly after age 60. Not
only should testing include eye testing, but also reaction time,
and judgement.
I also like the idea of more driver-safety courses
being offered within the community.
These courses should be free
and open to anyone and there should be some benefit built in-either a reduction on car insurance, or excise tax. I be 1 i eve that
those individuals, who are vulnerable, and the elderly fall into
this group, can learn safety techniques, in order to continue
driving without mishap.

2.

While I work for an agency for the blind, and we see some people
who continue to drive, when they shouldn't, these are few.
Most
people do voluntarily stop driving because they don't feel safe
visually.
However, vision is one part of driving.
I am more
concerned about those drivers with cognitive and functional
deficits, as these may come on gradually, and the individual may
not be aware of their increasing inability to drive. Again testing
must include tests that measure more than just vision.
I fully support your concept of a volunteer driver corps--door to
door service. Most people need and want this type of service.
It
is true that the more alternatives available, the less unsafe
drivers we will have.
Again, I think the study was very timely, and I appreciate your
coming to Maine Center for the Blind and Visually Impaired to
educate us on this important issue.
I do hope some of your
suggestions of more stringent motor vehicle testing, driver safety
courses and alternative transportation ideas can eventually be put
into effect.

\/?~ 1JJ1ttJz Imr:c:Laura Marletta

MOFFA & ASSOCIATES
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
5710 COMMONS PARK
P.O. 80X26
SYRACUSE,NY 13214
(315) 449-3010
Fax: (315) 449-0443

October 15, 1994

Mrs. Cathrine Freund
Southern Maine Area Agency on Aging
P.O. Box 10480
Portland, Maine 04104
Re::

Task Forcs en Mobility of
Maine's Aging Population

Dear Mrs. Freund,
Owing to first-hand experience with the problems of the aged population and risks they
pose in driving, I would like-to commend the task force's effort in addressing the many
areas -of concern.
I would support particularly the "Driver Licensure -Additional Recommendations" dealing
with renewals. It is blatantly clear from the Main DMV statistics that some steps need to
be taken for drivers 75 years of age and over to protect them from themselves and others.
I would also encourage, as a top priority the state coordination and support of a volunteer
effort, using AARP and our younger segment, to provide transportation for the aged. This
is an essential compliment to the more stringent licensure requirements stated above.
Providing transportation is no different than volunteer groups that provide transportation
to those who have had too-much to drink as the "I'm Smart" group in Syracuse, New York.
I stlB!lP.Ct t[lat many of the recommendatio~s will not be adopted owing to administrative
constraints and costs .. However, to do nothing would be to ignore a major problem which
can only get worse as evidenced by our increased longevity. Some steps should and must
be taken.
I would ask that the Governor and local representatives adopt a program reflecting the
concerns and solutions of the Task Force.

;;;:;;;~
Peter E.
PEM/crd

~~~.E.
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RFD 1, Box 497
Lee, Maine 04455
Oct. 19, 1994 .
Ms Kathy Freund
Southern Maine Area Agency on Aging
P.O.
Box 10480
Portland, Ma1ne 04104
,Dear Ms Freund:
I regret that the only way by which I can judge your
philosophy and intentions is by article in the press, and I realize
that is not always completely fair to indiv1duals. I am assuming that
you have good intentions,·but from what I have read in the Bangor Daily
News and from clippings from Portland.papers which have been sent to
me by friends, ·I find ·myself in almost complete disagreement with you
on control of driving on the part of older people.
I'm enclosing a copy
of my Letter to the Editor of the Bangor Daily News.
That will give
you some background on me and my philosophy.
The title of your Agency contains the word "Southern", and quite
properly so. There are at least two Maines, and they have many differences.
I was born and raised in South Portland and spent the first 18
years of my life in that area and the next nine in Androscoggin County.
Since ·1935 I ·fi~ve lived in Northern Penobscot County. ,( I consider the
northern ··part of M~ine to consist of ··Penobscot County .fi~orn Lincoln north•;.,
and all of Piscataquis; Aroostook and Washington·Counties.)- You folks in
the Portland area do ·not ( and never did, as I remember the days of my
youth there) understand what it is to live in an area almost cornpletly
dependent of the forests and their products. Nor can you imagine what it
is like to have to drive up to 30 miles to buy fresh .fruit, vegetables
and meats. ( We only have to go 12 miles.)
I ~aught at Lee Academy for 25 years. That independent secondary
school was the only high school for 12 (sometimes more) towns, plantations (I'll wager you didn't even know there were such political divisions in Maine !) and unorganized territories.
Transportation by gasalene powered vehicles is absolutely essential- for education, getting
to work to earn a li~ing, and for shopping for food, clothes, and most
everything else.
Bus routes for anyone are economically impossible. Where they have
been tried they have quickly failed financially. Madeline and I live on
a dd~road 3~ miles from Lee village ( the nearest place a bus could
possibky run).
At ages 81 and 86, walk that distance in Maine winters,
and carry our groceries horne in knapsacks? Or do it in July heat?
Oh!

Hire some neighbor to take is in his or her car? · Have you
t6 see if-person·charges for taking passengers can do so with
an ordinary license? ~·And is their· insurance ·Valid when· doing so? ( It
may have.changed, but back when I gorrny·first car in 1931 the answer
ch~cked

-~ ~.;r_...:
,, ._-·

"no • n

.
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page 2
I do not understand the purpose of your "hearing", or whatever it
was called, in Bangor on October 7.
( I had intended to go to it but
my wife had an appointment with a ear specialist that day.)
If it was
to listen to transportation problems in northern Maine, then both the
place and plan of meeting were unwisely chosen. Get your map out and
see what travelling from Madawaska, Presque Isle ( or even Lee) is like~
Put the emphasis on, "What can be done to help you if you have transportation problems."
From reading newsp~per articles such as the one in
BDN on the meeting in Bangor you got exactly the reaction I would have
expected. We old folks in' the area, for example, will defend our right
to drive a car to the very last ditch. To take away that priviled~e would
be equivalent to house ar~est. (And that is no exaggeration.) Because
we have passed a certain age are we to lose the right to " --- liberty
and the pursuit of happiness? "
All my friends and acquaintances ask is to be judged on just the
same basis as everyone else. We are willing to take the same tests as
everyone else, but no others.
I'm enclosing the letter, "Older drivers" and hope you will read
it thoughtfully. It will be sad if your time and other people's money
is wasted -- as I certainly believe they will be if you continue on the
present path and go on to the Legislature.
It sho)l}-d'- be no embarrassment to change one's mind and course of action. Did you ever happen
to read about on of Benjamin Franklin's experiences during the convention working on the Co~stitution?
A question came up, Bebated at length,
and tabled. When it came up weeks later Franklin was for it instead of
being against it as he had been before the tabling. A young member
came to Franklin and chided him for changing sides, and asked how he
could do that. Franklin's reply was,
"Because now I am an older and
wiser man."
Very sincerely yours,

~Jf2~

Dr. Fred R. Dingley

( Please excuse any errors in typing. I never was trained at it and age
has made no improvements.)

{·

'Older drivers'
I recently read an article titled,
"Older drivers may face more
I'm certainly not opposed to any
testing." Since I am 86 years old I
regulation which eliminates
thought it might apply to me, and
drivers who are dangerous to
read and re-read it. It appears
themselves and to others if it apthat a woman " ... whose son was
plies to everyone, but I do resent
injured by an elderli' driver seythe assumption that age is a negaer<!l years ago" lobbied our Leg1s- . .. tivc factor. I got my first license
lature and it created a "Task
nearly 70 years ago, bought my
force to study the safe mobility of
first car 63 years ago and have
Maine's aging population," and it
always carried insurance on my
has been working for a year or
cars (and never even put in a
rriore. Now I do not question t~e
claim for any damage other than
good motives of the lobbyist, L~gtwo broken windshields from
islature or the force, but. I fmd
rocks thrown by trucks). I have
some things puzzling, and some
driven through each of the 48 conirritating. Examples:
tiguous states and all the prov•One proposal is "that drivers oldinces of Canada at least twice,
er than 40 be tested for vision and
and totalled over a million miles
mental disabilities at each license
and never been issued any sumrenewal." I don't understand why
mons by an officer, nor involved
the public and the driver is safe if
in an accident. What test can be
designed that will test me better
they are 16 or 39, are half blind
and have "cognitive deficit probthan I have been tested?
lems" (that is a new one to me!),
Sure, I realize that the next time
but lt is of concern to the state if
I drive out of my driveway I may
one is older than 40? (What does
be sideswiped by a car, and odds
age have to do with those factors
ure that the accident will be
in driving?)
blamed on a poor old man of 86
•The same article refers to some who didn't know better than to
"screening test," and that "it also drive at that age.
could help licensing officials deTo end with a positive suggestermine whether a person is a lion - take the monies which
driving risk, ... "
would have to be spent on deriving
My "cognitive abilities" are not .the tests and administering them
great enough for me to imagine ,and give it tl) the Maine State Po. such a test, nor the cost of admin- lice to add a few members to their
istering it. One of the adages com- .. department, and set them to work'
mon in my youth was, "The proof enforcing the speed limit. That
of the pudding is in eating it." Ap- would save lives, young and old.
plied to the problem of license
Fred R. Dingley
renewal, it means that if one has
Lee
been driving safely, the license is
renewed, (provided that everyone, young or old .must pass such
fundamental requrrements as satisfactory vi<>ion).

84 Crescent Street
Rockland ME
~4841
October 12 1994

Katherine Freund
Task Force on Older Drivers
Augusta
ME ~433~
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I assume by now that you and your task force have decided that you
should have given your recommendations much more thought before you
released it on the "over 4~ crowd".
In the event that I'm unable to
attend the Oct. l~th hearing in Augusta, I would like to offer an
opinion or two.
Older driver, according to stats offered by the task force, are the
second-highest group to get into car crashes, so why was it that you
decided to have 45 recommendations to improve safe mobility for the
senior citizen??
Why didn't you try this first on the ones who have
the highest record (teenagers)?)
Wouldn't that have made much more
sense
-- to crack down on the No.! offender?
All you have to do is check out some of the cities' main streets at
night and you'll see who's doing the dangerous driving, burning rubber,
squealing tires, passing where i t ' s prohibited, then cutting in again
very close to the vehicle they've passed,
They're not the older crowd.
A1 s o ,I r e s e n t v e r y mu c h t h e i n s i n u at i o n t h a t o 1 d e r p e r s o n s c a n ' t " p u t
two and two together".
If that's true, why have we got older people in
Augusta, making laws?
Wouldn't this affliction make them unable to be
alert and efficient?
I ask you.
When the Auto Emmissions Testing swooped in here from California and
was going to make only seven of the sixteen counties in the State
responsible for Clean Air by having automobiles~ tested, yet giving
a mill in New Limerick the right to pollute more, I thought I'd heard
it all.
That seemed to be about as bad as it could get.
(That's what
I thought).
Now, along comes this proposal, questioning the ability of
people over 4~ to be able to operate on the highway in a sane and sensibl
way, yet apparently/n~~u!SS concerned with the younger group and their
driving behavior.
Maybe it would be beneficial to lawmakers in Augusta
if they had tapes made of these laws and proposals that they put together
and play them back a few times to see just how ridiculous and silly some
of them are.
If the "older folk" are denied the right to drive, they could become a
menace on the ~a~d when they have to walk to the market, doctor, dentist,
etc, because if they have trouble making correct decisions, how would
they know whether to walk in the road or on the side?
Do you see what I
mean when you analyze your proposal?
In closing, I would like to say that it would be very difficult for
people in this rural state of ours to function with restrictions such
as you proposed.
I sympathize with you regarding the injury of your
child.
That's very difficult to take, I'm sure, but older folk are not
the only ones causing accidents and injury.
Surely, you must realize
that.

~~~
~~~ty Chambers

CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGIST

JOSEPH SCHENKEL, PH.D.
32 BELFIELD ROAD
CAPE ELIZABETH, ME 04107
(207) 799•9621

October 25, 1994

Ms. K. Freund
Southern Maine Area on Aging
P.O. Box 10480
Portland, Maine 04104
RE: Task Force to Study the Safe Mobility of Maine's Aging population
Dear Kathy,
Thanks ever so much for taking the time to talk with me over the telephone and for
sending the Task Force's draft report and supporting material. I find myself far better educated
now than before having spoken with you and read the various reports.
While there seems to be little doubt of its existence, I'm a bit buffaloed as to how to go
about solving such a many sided problem. Oliver's ("Driving and Dementia) states the problem
rather well: "While the process of getting a dementia sufferer's driving ability assessed may have
been clarified for carers, there is still a pressing need to devise a standardized, accessible,
appropriate driving test for dementia sufferers." Underline, of course, accessible and add valid
and reliable. Interesting conundrums arise when one considers requesting mandatory reporting by
medical personnel; as you've noticed only in the extreme does diagnosis become clear, if not
actually simple. I'm always afraid, in situations such as this, of false positives and is that risk
worth the cost to deduce the true positives; perhaps it is, but surely not to those who become
diagnosed falsely and their licenses revoked. Enter, now, the poorly designed test, or the less than
optimally trained tester, and the risk of false positives, and I suppose false negatives, increase
profoundly. Given ably trained testers with reliable and valid instruments, the cost/benefit ratio
changes to the good, but where to get personnel and methodology? Interesting, isn't it, how
vision testing does not arouse the ire that cognitive testing does? Looking at the completeness of
your report, I suspect none of this is any great secret to yourself or the committee. And, I fear I
can add little to your accomplishments. No doubt, given your data, the problem will only
increase, perhaps dramatically. I wish you luck.
Thank you again for your openness and willingness to discuss the committee's work.

10/20/94
Ms. Katherine Freund
C/0 Southern Area Agency on Aging
307 Cumberland Ave.
PO Box 10480
Portland, ME 0410
Dear Ms. Freund:
The new licensing system for older drivers proposed by your
state task force,was discussed at a recent· luncheon meeting of downeast
senior citizens.
It was stated in a news story (Bangor Daily News,l0/8/9) the
task force had statistics showing older drivers were the 11 Second highest
group to get into car crashes 11 ,and that ••a high percentage of car
accidents are fatal when senior citizens are involved••. We are concerned
about this,and would like to know mor~ about your study.One would think
the enormity of this senior driving problem with its high perentage of
fatal accidents would have appeared previously in the media which
constantly prints stories of accidents caused by excessive speed and
alcoholism. We suggest a data based assessment of the cause, frequency,
and severity of accidents among all driving groups before setting
standards for one particular group.
But not only driving standards are at issue with the task
force.News articles (this is our only source of information, the task
force appears to be working without input from older drivers) state
there are a further 45 recommendations ••to impr6ve safe mobility for
Maine•s senior citizens ... This extraordinary number of recommendations
suggests either an overly zealous task force or a senior citizen driving
crisis of mythic proportions.We know of no other group of drivers being
studied so assiduously.Without question, improvement in licensing
provisions for all drivers is very much in order, particularly the ease
in securing and renewing a license whether for 16, 50, or 90 year olds,
and without competency knowledge of any.
We strongly believe the age of the licensee is far less the
issue than competence. Functional ability wanes from many conditions
(did you know poverty and depression are 2 of them?). We all know age is
one of them, but today competence in the elderly generally extends far
beyond age 75. Incidently, such problems rarely start at age 40 or 50.If
I were that age your proposals would make me even more nervous.
We believe, Ms. Freund, your task force is caught in
lingering, mid-century attitudes toward age and aging. The breadth of
study and recommendations, its suddenness and sense of emergency, and
age as the dominant focus,(no mention of the impact of our current

chaotic culture) suggests the task force is unsure and confused about
who we are, how we are, and what we are or are not. The rapid rise in
senior populations and the enormous strides in physical and mental well
being,as well as their rise in financial status, has created profound
social change largely unrecognized by socie-ty.The images, par~_<:.~lar.J.y·~
among young people,of older people as ~s~. incornoe~n~s1ow, overly 'I-~~~
cuddled,is passe, but the proposals of~orc~ re-inforce such
images.
The improved well being of older people has restored their
sense of independence, self responsibility and sufficiency. We dislike
being patronized. Like other groups of citizens many of us need
help,support, correction, curtailment. But Ms. Freund,your multiple,
well meant plans to restrict rights and mobility of older drivers (later
it will extend to other areas of functioning) is regarded by us as
highly subjective and unwarranted. ·
We commend the task force for looking into the myriad
problems of issuance and renewal of drivers licenses, and respectfully
suggest .it consider Qbjective medical, psychological, and driving
history of all license applicants, regardless of age.Although all drug
abusers are unsafe, some but not all teenagers are speedsters,some but
not all middle age drivers are good, some but not all older drivers are
incompetent ..
Thank you for listening to our viewpoint. We would be glad
to be part of the task force study.
Sincerely .yours,
Mary Forsmark,
(Mrs. Olof)
HC 60 Box 7 Birch Harbor
c.c. Peggy Dumond, Deputy Director,Eastern Agency on Aging
238 State St., Brewer, ME 04412
Mrs. Laura Blomberg, President, Seacoast Seniors,
Milbridge, ME 04669

Written Testimony from Organizations

maine center for the
blind and visually impaired
189 park avenue, portland, maine 04102 • tel. (207) 774-6273
offices: bangor • caribou • ellsworth • lewiston • rockland • saco

September 29, 1994
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Katherine Freund, Chairperson
cfo Southern Maine Area Agency on Aging
307 Cumberland Avenue, P.O. Box 10480 ·
Portland, Maine 04104
Dear Katherine:
Since I was unable .to attend the pearing in Portland, I am writing
to comment .on .the Ta-sk -Force Rep~:r:t; ·, Fi;r:st Jet ~e say, it seems a
very good pi~ce '6£ work on
a variety~£
issues.
.
.
. ditficult
..
.
'•

.

.
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The points that I would like to emphasize from my perspective as a
person involved with people having visual impairment, many of whom
are elderly, are:
1. There is a critical need for safe, convenient alternative forms
of transportation for people who are no . longer safe <;irivers.
Without these alternatives, many people feel they have no choice
about how ~hey can go on living .independently and in the lifestyle
to which they are accustomed.
2. There are many people who make good decisions about when t.hey
nee:d to stop driving due to visual impairment. Many others, for a
variety of reasons, continue to drive when their vision has
deteriorated beyond a level at which it is safe to drive.
There
should be an established level of visual impairment at which the
relevant medical practitioner is responsible for conveying this
information in a humane way to the patient and in a formal way to
the state.
3. Since the liklihood of visual impairment increases with age,
visual testing should be conducted on a more reg~lar basis as we
all age.
If better transportation alternatives were developed, some of the
pain and fear associated with having to stop driving would be
minimized, and presumably we would all be safer and happier
citizens of the State of Maine.
Sincerely,· .

J{ituJih C\)~J)Z''

Molly A~~Jorell
·
.
Director of Community Services
MAM/srt

a privately-funded agency serving maine's blind since 1905
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES

Public Health Service

Centers for Disease Control
Atlanta GA 30341-3724

October 18, 1994
Kathy Freund
P.O. Box 10480
Portland, ME 04104
Dear Kathy,
I hope things are going a little easier for you this week.
I
received the draft of the report and have read it.
I have some
comments for you.
In general I think it reads pretty well; it is
a difficult topic to work with.
I'll give you the more specific
comments first and then the overall ones.
If this is more
feedback than you want, I'm sorry.
I figured that it was better
to give you too many comments than to do a cursory job.
Pages 11-12
Tables V and VI use absolute numbers of crashes by age group.
There is nothing inherently wrong with this. However, since you
mention that the population in Maine is changing (increasing for
some age groups and decreasing for others)' it becomes difficult
to assess what a percent change really means. Does it mean.that
for the 25 ·to· 29 year age group· there were 18.3% fewer crashes ·
because there were 18.3% fewer 25 to 29 year olds? Or could it
mean that there was a decline in the crash rate for this age
group?
Page 13
I am a little uncomfortable with the paragraph that mentions me
because it could be interpreted to mean that CDC has a certain
methodology that it recommends for this type of research and that
as an organization, we endorse this report.
I don't feel that I
need to be acknowledged, but if you feel that it is important, I
would be more comfortable if you could just say that you received
technical assistance from the National Center for Injury
Prevention and Control in developing a methodology for the
exposure portion of the study.
Page 15
Figure II, typo in footnote.
Page 16
Figure III, would that be Number of Crashes per 1,000 Drivers Maine 1990 ?
~age

1~
··
Second semtence. I. know what .. you. meant but. it sounds as ·if you
are saying that we use the same amount of health care throughout
our lives; we use more health care as we get older.
I.

Page 29
Last paragraph.
I think you mean, Most violators are students
who are required to take the class.
Overall, I missed having references to back up claims made in the
report.
I am certain that this is due to the way I normally
write scientific papers, and my unfamiliarity with these types of
reports.
If it is not appropriate to include references in a
report of this type, disregard the next few comments.
As examples, I would cite a reference for the bottom of page
13 that states younger drivers commit errors caused by
inexperience and poor judgement, while older driver errors
are the result of functional inability.
I would also
reference the sentence that states that pedestrian signals
assume a walking speed that is too fast for most older
pedestrians (page 24).
For the recommendations that deal with driver re-training
and/or education, I would either cite literature that
documents that these programs actually work, or say
something along the lines of ... although these programs have
not been evaluated, the task force feels that they would be
beneficial ... I don't know whether the programs have been
evaluated or not.
I was surprised at the recommendation for the Secretary of State
to develop a screening test for cognitive impairment.
Researchers in the field around the country are having a
difficult time coming up with just such an instrument; is it
feasible to ask the Maine Secretary of State to do this?
In a similar way, it is very difficult for physicians to diagnose
functional impairments that might affect driving. There is a
recommendation that the police be trained to do this.
Is this
reasonable?
I don't have information that would allow me to verify the
accuracy of the data (numbers) in the tables and text.
Lastly, it looks to me that what you said about the medical
review program is accurate.
I hope these comments do not give you the idea that I don't think
the report is well done. You have done a good job in a difficult
area.

Ann Dellinger, Ph.D., M.P.H.
NCIPC, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
4770 Buford Highway MS-K63
Atlanta, GA 30341
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Eastern Agency on Aging
TWin City Plaza, 238 State Street, Brewer, Maine 04412·15 19
Tel: (207) (TOO) 941·2865 or (TOO) 1·800432·7812

10-20-94
Katherine Freund, Chairperson
Southern Maine Area Agency on Aging
307 Cumberland Avenue, P 0 Box 10480
Portland ME 04104
Dear Ms. Freund,
I attended the Conference held by the Task Force on February 25, 1994 and was
encouraged by the information presented on how highways can be improved to make
them safer, and by the experience of other states with Senior Driver Highway Safety
programs. This led me to think that the focus of the Task Force's recommendations
would be positive, and looking toward the future.Therefore, I was somewhat
disappointed in the draft report, as many of the recommendations instead seem to be
restrictive and prescriptive in nature, tending more toward enforcement than planning.
I would like to comment on some of the recommendations.
··
Regarding alternative transportation, the first recommendation, to design a data
collection system to measure the amount of free public transportation provided to older
citizens, seems to assume that the availability of free public transportation would
somehow solve the problem. In the eight years I have worked at this agency, I have not
heard older people demand free transportation.
Even when it is available at low or no cost, older Mainers have an aversion to riding
on buses, and do not often use them. Your report quotes a national study which found
that no more than 5% of seniors trips were on public transit, and this is confirmed by a
recent study by the University of Florida's Center for Gerontological Studies, which
showed that, of 1113 people studied,less than 3% of trips taken were on public
transportation. I think it is unrealistic to expect that many people would change their
behavior if more of this were available, and so to commit resources to design and
implement a reporting system would be of limited benefit.
The third item in this section recommends that a statewide volunteer transportation
program be implemented. This could prove to be extremely labor-intensive and
expensive. Who would pay for it?
We support fully the recommendations regarding making roads safer, and on
pedestrian safety.
Regarding driver licensure issues, we support all the recommendations with the
exception of # 5, which requires the Secretary of State to develop a screening test for

Your Area Agency on Aging Serving Penobscot, Piscataquis, Hancock & \Vashington Counties Since 1973

cognitive function, and requires drivers to be tested periodically beginning at age 40.
We oppose this strongly. First off, why age 40? There does not seem to be any
correlation with the data regarding frequency of acddents with that age. Second, who
would develop the test, and what exactly would ·it measure~ ·we feel that
recommendation# 1, that the medical community be required to report diagnoses of
dementla, would be sufficient.
Regarding education and training, there seems to be very little data that measures the
effectiveness of driver re-training. We support all the recommendations of the group,
and would recommend in addition that a data collection system be designed and
implemented, so that we can measure the effectiveness of these programs, and
amend them as we discover which parts of the training programs are most useful..
Regarding education about alternatives, while we do not oppose the
recommendations, we are skeptical that they will cause older (or younger) drivers to
change their behavior. Further, because for most rural Mainers, transportation
alternatives either do not exist, or do not meet citizens' perceived needs, we need to
direct our efforts towards the pro-active recommendations offered by your group to find
ways to keep older drivers safer on the road, and to allow the safer older drivers to
remain on the road longer.

Sincerely,

r%tc~

Peggy Dumond
Deputy Director

S~~AAJ~

Maine Osteopathic Association ·
Incorporated 1912

(207) 623-1101

RR 2, BOX 1920, MANCHESTER, MAINE 04351

September -26, 1994
Katherine Freund
Chairperson
c/o Southern Maine AAA
307 Cumberland Avenue
PO Box 10480
Portland, ME 04104
Dear Katherine:
The Maine Osteopathic Association would like to state its support
for the recommendations regarding reporting of dementia and visual
impairment by physicians to the Secretary of State.
We also support the intermediate goal in the Task Force Report to
educate physicians and others about the need to monitor drivers
with impairments.
Finally, we support the recommendation.that at least one member
of the Medical Advisory Board be a geriatrician.
Thank you for sharing this draft with us.
Sincerely,

~)11

David A. De Ts;k
Executive Director

S~IIAAA.
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Statement of
the Public Policy Committee
on behalf of the
Alzheimer's Association, ]\!Iaine Chapter
October 14, 1994

On behalf of The Board ofDirectors of the Alzheimer's Association, Maine Chapter and
the estimated 20,000 people in the State ofMaine suffering from Alzheimer's Disease, the
Public Policy Committee would like to make the following comments regarding the
findings of the Task Force to Study The Safe Mobility of Maine's Aging Population. Of
the Task Force findings relating to dementia, we agree with your conclusions- with the
exception oftesting for cognitive function beginning at age 40.
For the person suffering from Alzheimer's Disease (or a related disorder), the ability to
drive safely becomes progressively impaired. As family members and caregivers can tell
you, the characteristics ofthe disease- memory loss, disorientation, and changes in visual
and spacial perception - cause driving to become a dangerous activity. This danger
extends not only to themselves and the passengers in their car, but to other innocent
people who may be traveling on the same road.
Further, the Alzheimer patient often exhibits inappropriate judgement. For this reason,
one cannot rely on their ability to "self-monitor'', and recognize that they should no longer
sit behind the wheel of a car. This is often true even in the early stages of dementia, when
the person may seem to be quite normal to the casual observer.
Because ofthe severity of this problem for family members and caregivers of persons with
Alzheimer's Disease, the Public Policy Committee of the Maine Chapter would like to
offer the following comments to the Task Force.
(1.) Requiring the medical community to report a diagnosis of dementia is a critical
element of any plan to deal with this problem. For the reasons mentioned above, the
Alzheimer patient often has impaired judgement which makes it unlikely that he or she will
recognize when they can no longer drive safely. To date, the burden for attempting to
remove these persons from the road falls on the family and caregivers. As you heard at
the Task Force hearing in Augusta, this is a formidable task that involves far more than
just "taking their keys away". A driver's license is more than just a piece of paper
confering on someone the privilege to operate a motor vehicle. It is a symbol, of
independance. This is as true for the person with Alzheimer's Disease as it is for the many
elderly that have testified before you at public hearings. The medical community needs to
support family and caregivers by sharing some of the burden for removing these unsafe
drivers from the road.
(2.) We agree that a member of the Medical Advisory Board should be a physician
with a knowledge of, and an interest in, geriatrics. Alzheimer's Disease presents quite a
different problem from that of the frail elderly. A physician with specialized knowledge of
the problems presented by Alzheimer's Disease and related dementias should be involved.

(3.) As Alzheimer's Disease does not typically manifest itself until the age of 60
to 70, to administer a screeing test at age 40 is too early to be of benefit. Additionally, it
should be the role of the DMV to assess driving competancy, not cognitive skills. The
State of California has attempted to deal with this issue of evaluating the driving
competency of people with dementia. Ifthe Task Force has not already done so, a review
of California's DMV procedures might be worthwhile. For your reference, we have
attached copies of their policy. It should be noted that if a physician in California were to
report a diagnosis of early dementia, it would not necessarily result in the loss of license.
This is an important point. Should the person who suspects he/she may be exhibiting signs
of a dementia fear the automatic loss of their license due to mandatory reporting, this fear
may cause that person not to seek medical evaluation. There can be many causes of
symptoms of dementia other than Alzheimer's Disease, and impediments to the seeking of
medical care should not be intentionally or unitentionally placed in the way as a
disincentive to seeking appropriate medical care.
(4.) Finally, we would like to echo the comments at the Augusta hearing
regarding the need for alternative transportation systems. Given the rural nature of the
state, it is imperative that alternative modes of transportation be available so as not to
further increase the isolation of Maine's elderly population. This area should be studied
further and the legislature should support this important effort.
We would like to commend the members of the Task Force for their willingness to tackle
this difficult, and often emotional, issue.
Respectfully submitted,

#

Kathryn G. Pears. Chair
Delcia Allain
Jean DeHart
Debbie DiDominicus
Sybil Riemensnjq~x:.
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320 Water Street
Augusta, Maine 04330
207.-622-9212
1-800-639-1553
FAX (207) 622-7857

October 14, 1994

"For people as they age."

Katherine Freund, Chairperson
Southern Maine AAA
PO Box 10480
Portland, ME 04104
Dear Katherine:
I am pleased to send you Senior Spectrum's comments on the draft
report of the Task Force to Study the Safe Mobility of Maine's Aging
Population. Your group has obviously put a great deal of effort and
thought into preparing this report, and the goal you seek-- safer roads
-- i~ an admirable one which will benefit everyone.
As a general comment on the strategy the legislature should take in
implementing the task force's recommendations, we feel very strongly
that transportation alternatives should be in place and operational
before any additional testing is required or additional restrictions
placed on an individual's driving privileges. Transportation in Maine
currently consists of "you drive or you rot", and limiting the ability
of Maine's elderly to drive without viable alternatives in place is the
equivalent to sentencing many older people to life imprisonment in
their homes.
Concerning specific recommendations, we have the following
comments:

-r> We support all of the proposals for alternate transportation,
especially the one concerning insurance reform to make it
possible for people to act as volunteer drivers without fear of
lawsuit. We have found this fear to be a major stumbling block
to the recruiting of volunteer drivers.
-Q-

We support all of the recommendations for making roads safer.

-Q-

We support all of the recommendations concerning pedestrian
safety.

. .. a private, nonprofit agency

Senior Spectrum

K. FREUND
October 14, 1994
Page 2.
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We support all of the recommendations concerning driver licensure
issues with the following exceptions:
1.

Cognitive testing at age 40. This sounds as if you are making
a conscious decision to appear as if you are not discriminating
against elders. Screening and education should be ongoing
from the time a person first receives a license. Testing should
be done every other year after the age of 60.

2.

A process should be established whereby those who failed a
licensure test could re-apply, including provisions for retraining
people whenever practical.

3.

As stated above, transportation alternatives must be
implemented before any increased licensing regimens are
imposed.

We support all of the recommendations concerning education and
training.

Once again, thank you for all the hard work performed by your task force,
and thank you for the opportunity to comment on its findings. If you have
any questions about these comments please feel free to call me.

Executive Director

OCT 17 1994
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October 14, 1994

Katherine Freund, Chairperson
Task Force on Safe Mobility of Maine's Aging Population
307 Cumberland Avenue, P.O. Box 10480
Portland, Maine 04104

Dear Chairperson Freund:
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Draft Report of the Task Force to Study the Safe
Mobility of Maine's Aging Population. This was an ambitious project, containing many constructive
recommendations. I am the Project Director of the Maine Alzheimer's Project, made possible from a three
year grant from the U.S. Public Health Service, and it is from this perspective that I offer comments
directed at areas which cause concern.
My comments center on Chapter 6: Driver Licensure Issues. Specifically, I believe the task force has
attempted to deal with a very complicated subject such as dementia and offer simple solutions that do not
reflect the complexity of the subject and the people being affected by the recommendations. In a report
done by the Muskie Institute of Public Affairs, University of Southern Maine, entitled Physician Practices
Regarding Alzheimer's Disease, June 1993, the authors report that most physicians currently practicing
primary care to adults have had little or no formal training in geriatrics (Burton and Solomon, 1993; Reuben,
et.al.,1993). One ofthe fastest growing health problems related to the aging of America's population is
dementia, yet a majority of primary care practitioners lack formal education in its diagnosis and treatment
(U.S. Congress, 1987). In Maine, until recently, there was only one Geriatric Evaluation Unit available to
diagnose Alzheimer's disease or a related dementia, located in Gardiner. Recognizing this large unmet need,
we are using grant funds to develop additional evaluation resources in the state. These projects are in
varying stages of development. Given these facts, the recommendation to require the medical community
to report diagnoses of dementia raises the following concerns:
1. Do we have ample resources to diagnose adequately dementia?
2. How does this recommendation consider the fact that some dementia is treatable through proper
nutrition, change in medication, or treatment of depression that has symptoms appearing like
dementia?
3. At what stage of dementia is a physician required to report? When an individual is confused? How
confused?
This same study also found that nearly half of all physician respondents would not perform any
recommended cognitive status tests to screen for the presence of an underlying dementia. And further,

A Project of the Bureau ofElder and Adult Services
Maine Department ofHuman Services
State House Station# 11, 35 Anthony Avenue
Augusta, Maine 04333-0011

about 20% of respondents 11 Would neither perform cognitive status tests nor refer to a specialist for further
diagnostic work up 11 • Theses findings suggest that the physician community is certainly not prepared to
implement this recommendation.
This recommendation also does not begin to address the ethical issues that it raises. The report cited
above also found that only about half of physicians indicated that they would likely tell Mrs. M that she had
probable Alzheimer's disease, while 90% said they would tell her daughter. It not only seems inappropriate
but unconscionable that a physician would report the dementia of an individual to the Department of Motor
Vehicles, and not discuss this diagnosis with the individual. These are ethical issues between physician and
patient, and involve trust and client patient privilege. Is the Department of Transportation prepared to
counsel individuals who have been informed by DOT that they have Alzheimer's Disease?
Finally, on a personal note, I am 43 years and have two daughters aged 10 and age 5. I find it
indefensible to recommend that I be screened for cognitive impairments. Our limited resources must be
better directed at efforts that serve some useful purpose.
Thank you for your consideration of my comments. As I stated above, the report contains many useful
recommendations, but a few of the recommendations do not adequately reflect an understanding of a very
complicated subject.
Sincerely,

~~---rv~
Romaine M. Turyn
Project Director

Maine Alzheimer's Project
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Katherine Freund
Chairwoman
Safe Mobility Task Force
Southern Maine Area Agency on Aging
P.O. Box 10480
Portland, Maine 04104-0480
Dear Katherine:
Thank you for sharing a copy of your committees report
with me.
I have read it over and I must say I am impressed
with the amount of work you have accomplished on this very
important issue.
I, too, am concerned with the ever
increasing potential for the elderly to continue driving for
years with physical limitations. I agree that it is
important to develop new strategies to remove these unsafe
drivers from the road.
As an optometrist, I have zeroed in on the visual
recommendations section of your report. Older drivers are
prone to a number sight threatening disorders, such as
cataracts, macula degeneration and glaucoma, which can occur
rather rapidly.
I applaud your "additional recommendations" numbers 1,
2, and 4 (from page 28) as an excellent way to detect vision
problems more quickly and accurately. As president of the
Maine Optometric Association, I would endorse these
recommendations as reasonable and effective and I encourage
you to procede with your attempt to have them written into
Maine law. This would be a gigantic step forward and
hopefully would make medical review recommendation number 2,
mandatory reporting to the Secretary of State, unnecessary
as I feel this would seriously erode doctor/patient
confidentiality.
Contact me if you would like additional feedback.
Again I would like to congratulate you on this productive
contribution to a serious safety problem.

Executive Director
Nan-Elizabeth Reynolds
RR 1, Box 2675
Gardiner, Maine 04345

(207) 582·991 0
FAX: (207) 582·1652

eter
• Everett, O.D.
President
Maine Optometric Association
PCE/kc
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Which Is Affiliated With

MAINE MEDICAL ASSOCIATION
P. 0. BOX 190

MANCHESTER, MAINE 04351
(207)622-3374

Executive Vice President
Gordon H. Smith, Esq.
Secretary-Treasurer
Patricia A. Bergeron
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Katherine Freund
Chairperson
c/o Southern Maine Area Agency on Aging
307 Cumberland Avenue
P. 0. Box 10480
Portland, Maine 04104
·Dear Katherine:
On behalf of the physician members of the Maine Medical Association, I
would like to take this opportunity to comment on the draft report of the
Task Force to Study the Safe Mobility of Maine•s Aging Population. MMA,
unfortunately, could not attend the public hearing on this report and so
we greatly appreciate the opportunity to offer our comments in writing.
While physicians clearly have a strong interest in the health, safety,
and well being of Maine•s aging population, and an equally strong interest
in ensuring that older citizens who drive are safe to themselves and to
others, we have several objections to the proposed draft report. Our
concerns focus primarily on the recommendations contained in Chapter VI of
the draft report, Medical Review Program.
Chapter VI recommendations 1 and 2 would require physicians to report
diagnosis of dementia and visual impairment. This reporting requirement
is, in our opinion, far too broad. There are degrees of dementia and
visual impairment which do not have any bearing on individual •s ability to
safely operate a motor vehicle.
We would strongly recommend that the draft report be modified to
encourage a physician to voluntarily report an individual whose loss of
mental or visual functioning threatens their ability to safely operate a
motor vehicle. Unless an individual is impaired by their dementia or
visual impairment, the reporting requirement would only place an unnecessary administrative burden on Maine physicians without a corresponding
positive effect on safety. It is important to note, that this burden
would be placed primarily on Maine•s primary care and family physicians
who, by nature of their practice, would be the likely candidates for the
required reporting.
We would suggest amending Sections 1 and 2 of Chapter VI of the draft

Katherine Freund
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report to instead require the Secretary of State to disseminate information to physicians about the current reporting system. Current law
provides immunity to physicians who report individuals whose physical,
mental or emotional impairment presents an imminent threat to driving
safety (See 29 MRSA §547(3)). Information about this voluntary reporting
system a~immunity from liability should be incorporated into recommendation 7 of Chapter VI. We stress that the reporting system should be
voluntary and should focus on individuals whose impairment renders them
incapable of safely operating a motor vehicle rather than a reporting
system that focuses on the mere diagnosis of a condition.
Finally, we have similar concerns with recommendation 5 of Chapter VI
which addresses cognitive function. 11 Cognitive function .. is too broad a
criteria. The focus should be limited to an impairment of cognitive
function which would affect driver safety.
Again, we greatly appreciate the opportunity to comment on this draft
report. We would be glad to participate in any further discussions on
these proposed recommendations or provide any additional assistance.
Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any questions.

Relations/
JFC:pp
cc:

John B. Makin, Jr., M.D., Chairman, MMA
Committee on Legislation
Gordon H. Smith, Executive Vice President, MMA

Record of Public Hearings

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Task Force to Study the Safe Mobility of Maine's Aging Population

FROM:

David Plimpton

DATE:

September 27, 1994

RE:

Public Comments and Questions at Public Hearing of September 23, 1994

~

While Cush Anthony moderated the public hearing, I tried to keep track of all of the public's
comments and questions. I have tried to· summarize them, according to the general themes
.. expressed in the various comments, rather than listing each comment or question separately. The
Task Force will need to address whether and how to respond to these points in the final draft of
the Task Force Report.

1. Chronological age has nothing to do with driving ability. Therefore, older drivers drive as well
as younger drivers and sometimes better, because they are more experienced, more careful and
obey the rules of the road.
2. Any kind of testing or regulation of older drivers which treats them differently from any other
age group is discriminatory and, therefore, illegal and wrong. Testing should be based on
individual circumstances, not arbitrary groupings like age. For example, there should be defensive
driving courses for drivers of all ages; drivers should be retested on the road regularly regardless
of age; making roads safer should be concerned with people of all ages, and drivers should be
tested every two years, regardless of age.
3. The worst groups of drivers are young drivers (who received by far the most criticism from
commentators), drunk drivers, drivers who drive with suspended licenses, drivers who speed and
drivers who try to do two things at once, such as use car phones. These are the problems groups
with which the Task Force, the police and the legislature should be concerned, not older drivers.
4. If there are a few older drivers who are functionally impaired (older drivers don't have attitude
problems), they can be picked up in the normal license renewal process or when they become a
problem on the road (i.e., get into a crash).
5. Some comments focussed on the low overall crash rate for older drivers, without mentioning
the related statistics on crash rates per miles driven and other factors in the draft Report.

Task Force Public Hearing Comments - 9/23/94
Page2
6. The tone of the Report is too negative; we should reward positive conduct, not punish unsafe
drivers.
7. Minorities are not properly represented on the Task Force. Inherent in this comment, I gather,
is an assumption that policies dealing with older drivers and pedestrians, alternative transportation
and road design can affect various ethnic and racial groups differently.
8. The implementation of the Task Force's recommendations will cost too much. State and
Federal funds are too tight and there is not enough of a problem to justify spending money on
older driver problems. Some people will lose their livelihood and have to go on welfare, therefore
costing more tax dollars, if some older drivers are taken off the road ..
9. As to alternative transportation, the major comments included: don't implement any dementia
testing or other regulations which might stop older drivers from driving until there is adequate
alterna:tive/intermodal transportation in pla~e; there should be a linkage between driving and
alternatives, and there needs to be more public support for alternative transportation, such as from
gas tax revenues.
10. Any legislation which is recommended or passed as a result of the work of the Task Force
should have a sunset provision.
11. The goal <;>f the Task Force, although not stated directly, is to get older drivers off the road.
12. Some of the comments generally supporting the recommendations and analysis of the Task
Force, included those of the Maine Center for the Blind ·and others to the effect:
a. visual testing should be done more often; there is a dramatic increase in visual impairment
as the population ages.
b. the visually impaired still drive, even though they often acknowledge they cannot do so
safely, because there are no alternatives.
c. there should be mandatory reporting of visual impairment and dementia to the Secretary
of State by health care professionals, with appropriate confidentiality and privilegeprotection
for the reporting professional.
d. there should be increased testing as people age; it is not discriminatory because everyone
is at risk if unsafe older drivers are on the road and every driver will eventually be an older
driver.
e. cognitive screening is needed for older drivers, but may not be needed at earlier ages such
as 40 and 50.
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niE TASK FORCE TO STUDY THE SAFE
MOBILITY OF MAINE'S AGING POPULATION
PUBLIC HEARING
SEPTEMBER 301 1994
ROOM 113
STATE OFFICE BUILDING
AUGUSTA

PVBUC COMMENTS:
1.

Jon Doyle an attorney with the firm of Doyle & Nelson in Augusta.

Mr. Doyle stated that he was not representing anyone except himself, although he did

hove a mother who is in her etghties and still relies on her own vehicle for transportation.
He offered the following suggestions:
1. The Task Force should hold the hearings at night or on weekends so that more
working people could attend.
2. The report is so far reaching that if would not survive the legislative process.
3. Until Maine has adequate alternate transportation we should not restrict the abi/;ty to
drive private automobiles.
4. No evidence to indicate a need for dementia testing at age 40. Over reaction to a
problem that is not fully proven. Long e~pensive process.
5. Task force should place priority on alternate transportation with an emphasis on a
'VOlunteer system.
6. One excellent proposal "" the medical community should be required to report ind;viduals, who shottld not be driving, to the appropriate authorities.
Frank Tupper of Scarborough:
1. Stated that the motor vehicle is very important and the loss of it is a real threat to the
older person's independence.
2. He questioned the statistics in the report. He felt they indicated that older drivers
were the safest and that they were based on em incomplete sampling,
3. He recommended that the licensing criteria be equatablefair and simple for all.
4. He felt that there was no doubt that some older drivers do have problems and should
be tested every two years.
5. There are unsafe drivers of all ages. Should u.~e a point system restricting and
suspending licenses and retested with a road test.
6. Dementia testing should be done by medical professionals and they should be 1'equired to report.
Sybil Quimensnider of rhe Alz. Assoc.

). Dementia is a serious problem. At /east 10% of those over the crge of65 and 50% of
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those over 80 have alzheimers.
2. Driving is a real problem for this age group and she supports requiring the medical
professionals to report individuals having problems.
3. Supports the recommendations that a member of the M~tdical Advisory Board be a
physician with knowledge and interest in geriatrics.
4. Wanted the task force to know rhat cognitive testing requires skilled. trained personnel.
·
Francis Madera of Naples:

Fully supports what the task force is doing.
Julian Holmes of Wayne:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Supports the kind of things the Task Force is attempting to do.
Transportation alternatives should be top priority.
Does not think there ~hould dementia testing by the State.
Felt that the .statistics were misleading and false.
1. Said that graphs indicated that older drivers were the safest.
_2. Accident rate per mile invalid
5. Report discriminates against older drivers.
·6. Safer roads is an issue to be addressed
7. To test for mental problems is missing the boat.
Jackie Hamelton ofManchester
}. Supports many ofthe recommendations.
2. Drivers of all ages should be addressed

3. Priorities should be independent living. alternate transportation, funds for public and
volunteer transportation and education.
Bruce Bacchiocchi of Yarmouth

1. Stigmatit.ing older people when the problems are with young drivers and truck drivers
who intimidate the older d"ivers.
2. The Task Force should have had at least one member over 80 years of age.
3. Believes that the older driver who is not capable of driving w;Ll voluntarily surrender
their licenses.
4. Should have penalties based on the ability 10 pay.
Dcrve Prescott of Rockland:
/. All applicants for a first-time Mafne drivers license should be required to pm.r; the
following tests:
Vision, Laws. road test and memory andfimctional reasoning.
2. All applicants for renewal of a license should be required to pass the same jour tests.

~vv,.

3. Licenses should be issuedfor a period of ten years at a cost of $150.
4. Licensesfor drivers under 25 or over 60 should be issued for a period offive years at
a cost of $75.
5. Mandatory testing when requested by a close family member, or perhaps when
requested by three family members.
Duffy Wi /son of Westbrook:

1. Submitted statistics on Maine automobile crashes and requested that they be included
with the report.
2. Alternative tran:rportation should be a priority - but keep the tax payer in mind
Hilde Barlow of East Boothbay:
1. First things first -Must have alternative transportation.

2. Volunteer drivers should be covered by a blanket insurance policy.
Madeline Morton ofAugusta:
J. We need our cars there is no alternative. Even if we have a bus - who is going to

carry my groceries.
2. Most of us are restricted to day time driving. Need to have driving classes in the day
time.
Dolores Vail of Falmouth:
1.

Difficult to find volunteers to dl'lve other people because of the cost of auto insurance.

Esther Dudley of North Whitefield;
1. Was concerned about people exceeding the speed limit.
AI Bois of Topsham:

/. Concerned with the lack ofpublic transportation and in those areas that currently
have public transportation was concerned with the ability of older individuals being able
to get to the pick up points.
Written Statements:
of Aug~~sta
Lillian
1. What about the mental & visual capacity of drivers between I 6 & 40?
2. Speeding ofyounger drivers?
3. Drunk drivers should have to take driver & rehab class.

vvv
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Robert Greely of Gardiner:
J. Reduce the speed limit back to 55 MPH.

2. Traffic lights at all shopping malls.

J. J. :\.:\.)J.
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Press clippings
These clippings represent only those stories, editorials
and letters to the editor which Task Force members
were able to collect. This is, therefore, only a partial
record.
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S~feiy study to foCus on, older drivers
e A )s~~i: ta5k ·force will

Accident rates · ·

n}/ to' find ways to reduce
the number of accidents·
involving ~e· elderly.
By AlAN CLENDENNING
Staff Writer. · .
•

.I

I

A state ·task. force to ~ formed :·
this summer will attempt. to deter- ·
mine whether the growmg nwnber
of older· drivers is 'affecting safety
. on Maine's streets and highways. ·.
~ ·· The creation of the broad-based·
"group comes in response to con;cerns among some legislatqrs about:

. :~~~~:,~~~.t

~~~,9rd~. o.f

old.e_r . E!:!ila!:~!£!:!

The task force is the brainchild of · Katherine Freund ·
.
Age group
Katherine Freund of Portland, .
·
Souru: NotiDnal Hlg/IWO)I TI'OIIlpor14Ll<>n S.Jcry AdmlnlurotJQn
'whose ·son was seriotisly injured ~y Son seriouslY injured· by ddcrly driver
:an ·elderly driver. five years ago.
•·
·
; Freund has been . researching the dent$ and less likely to respond
"She really convinced me that with solutlons," said Sen. Joseph
·
· ~ to their diminished capacity to we've got to help drivers - as they Brannigan, D-Portland, who
. issue since then.
. Freund assembled a package of .. drive. · ·
get older - deal with the problems co-cllairs the Legislature's Transfederal st~;ttistics and other reLegislators said Freund's pre- of aging and transportation by portation Conunittee.
search that shows older drivers are sentation persuaded them to create . getting all parties involved to face
Please see DRIVERS, Page 9A •
·
. mo~ likely to be involved in a~- · the task forcl;l.
what the realities are and come up
. ~- Experts expect the trend to conThe most recent ·
tinue as the ranks of people over
understand that
.. •:
age 60 rise more rapidly as a .
political efforts have
nothing
will ever
percentage of the total population·.
Continued from Page lA
loosened licensing .
through the first part of the next
replace
the
total
· centucy.
' ·• ·
rules for old~· driv~s.
Freund says she wants to help fix
convenience of
Lobbyists for the elderly agree
the problem. · ·
,
•
1
that the federal statistics identify a
stepping
out your
In 1988, her son Ryan, then 3, was raise
safety concerns.
.
.
problem. The most important risks
run ·over and seriously injured by
kitchen door and
"Granted, the elderly may drive. . for older drivers are their fragility
an elderly driver in the city's only to the store or ~o a doctor, b':'t - which makes it harder to survive
getting
into your
Deering Center neigl:_!borhood.
the rate of accidents m that group_IS accidents - and a diminished
"What was (the ·driver) doing vecy high," said O'G~ co-cllru_r- · capacity to drive safely, said Dawn
automobile."
wrong? He was driving his car. He man of the Transportation Conurut- Kelly-Duncan, a national spokeswas being as careful as he knew
Katherine Freund,
.
·
woman for the Americ;an Associahow to be, but he didn't see Ryan," tee.
on elderly driving
Elderly advocates for years h~ve tion of Retired Persons.
she said. ·. ·
.
·
pointed to federal studies showmg
But Kelly-Duncan and other el- ·
The task force ·will examin£~ the that people bet_ween age 65 and 85 derly advocates say they will con- ·
State William Diamond, whose ollice
· state's licensing system and trans- have fewer !lcCJdents than all other tinue to resist any attempt ·to
oversees driver licensing. He said
portation alternatives for the el- age categones.
·
.
impose licensing restrictions on the
he is "uncomfortable" with testing
derly; The group also will look into
But othe~ federal studies ~how a elderly. They support increased
·
for one age group.
ways:to make the state's road different picture when accidents research into the issue and exploraFreund says additional testing for
sys~m easie~ for older people. to · are measured against the number
tion of alternative transportation . the elderly may be part of the
use' and ·will. assess the effective- of miles driven.
.
. . modes that would anow the elderly
solution - but only if the task force
nes~·of'~ting.driver education · After beginning at a high
rate for . to get around without their cars.
can come up with alternative trans·
programs._>::>,.· : ·. ·
the youngest dri.vers, accide~ts
The Maine chapter of the AARP
portation methods for the elderly
'·The legislation, approved last decrease to their lowest pomt will be represented on the state
that will not compromise their
week and signed into law by Gov. ·around middle age. But they start task force along with officials from
mobility and independence.
John R. McKernan, marks the first rising again at age 60. Driv~rs 85 various state agencies and memThat's where she wants the com·time in years that the ~ue of older and older, have the second-highest hers of other interest groups. .
mittee to do the most work. Freund
drivers has · been rrused at the accident rate. Only teen-agers rate
"My own personal view·is that we
is currently trying to establish a
legislative level
.
·
want
to be involved in the discusworse.
pilot program that would allow ol~er
The most recent political efforts
Older drivers also are more likely sion and we want to be a player,"
people to phone for transportatior.
have loosened licensing rules for to die in accidents than other. said George Nilson, who serves on
by car when they need il
older· drivers. In 1983, a law was · drivers, according to the data from the Maine AARP's committee th1,1t
Freund acknowledges that
repealed that required Mainers over the U
Trans Porta ti OJl assesses new legislation.
Maine's budget problems and rura
75 to take driver's tests evecy four
·
d th t th
makeup could hinder the establish·
years, ·Two years later, the Legisla~ · Department
Maine statistics show that,
Nilson adde
a
e group
ment of alternative transportatior
ture repealed a different rule overall, drivers 60 and 79 have the welcomes research into the factors
for the elderly. But she is convincec
requiring . those over, 65 to take fewest accidents. Freund believes that affect ·driving sldlls. He said
that the methods are needed to ge
vision tests evecy two years instead . that's because they drive less. She that it would probably support
older people to stop using cars.
of evecy four years. Opponents of thinks a study in Maine factoring in improved license screening and
"I understand that nothing wil
the rules said they were discrinli;n- mileage would show the same trend testing methods for people of all
ever replace the total convenienc(
atocy and unneeded. · ·
as the federal studies.
ages who are at a high risk for.
of stepping out your kitchen d~o:
. But .Rep. William O'GaJ;a, DIn Maine, the nwnber of drivers accidents.
·
and getting ·into your automobile
Westbrook, says it's time to revisit over age '65 increased from 80,476 in · But Nilson and others said new
But given the dangers of elder!:
the issue because the nwnber of 1980 to 134,190 last year, according
testing rules that don't affect all age
driving, I'm t;cying to put toge~e
olde~rivers is increasing and to datS; from the Bureau of Motor· grou)l:; are discriminatory. They
.federfl. · driving accident statistics Vehicles.
seem to have an ally in Secretacy of the next best thing," Freund srud.

"I

DRIVERS

:·s.

licenses
to.be valid
for longer
• A Maine task force will
examine safety concerns
about elderly drivers.
Fromstaffreports
All Maine drivers except those age
65 or over .will renew their licenses
every six years instead of every four
years as of July 1:
The new law, approved by the
Legislature and Gov. John R.
McKernan earlier this month, is
intended to reduce lines at Bureau of
Motor Vehicle offices, said Secretary
of State G. William Diamond
Officials were uncomfortable
about changing the rules for those
age 65 and over because of the
imminent fonnation of a task force,
said Sen. Joseph Brannigan,
D-Portland
The task force will examine safety
concerns about elderly drivers.
The new law means that McKernan administration officials didn't
want to change the eye test rules for
the elderly until the committee finishes its research.
Drivers will still be required to
take vision tests every four years,
but all others will take the test every
six years.
License renewal fees and fees for
new licenses will rise $9 - to $27 for those people taking the test every
sixyears.
·
The fee for commercial drivers
will rise $13, to $38 every six years.

I

Change urged in eldery driver study

II Offl'cl'als want task force too
i

.·

broaden focus beyond
seniors
.
•

UooCom.mlttee,aaldbebell~aWII.hthe

"(rayynr' ot .t.Wne and Alllerica. tbe older
drtvu 1.1 'oae 01' \bt rutnt fl'OI'IInC blib·

~::ra7J:~:a:d::~~rsth~: ~,b\ltcandmeadeq~Wel7dur!nilbe

buud t.o othrr dz\Vtrl. wlth011l un!lllrt1
dlser!mlnallog aralJin aD older drtvers, 1.1
While older drivers Ill Maine, like the a Yerr dlmcult questloo.
BYI.IALWRY
~ or the couatry, overall ba•1e a loiii'G'
Capitol Nn11 serVi.:.
"TTie older dz\VH .r.udy 1.1 an aUempt t.o
AUOUS'TA. - A tll!lr: force created. by rate or tataJ acddeou t.h111 teen-agen or brtog aU the playm togtther t.o coaslder
lawmakera t.o .study the drtvlor problell\.l mlddlt·~d drivers, the lower rate Is doe this !Nue," he l31d. 'l think tM dangur or
Ia !.be !ewer znllel \bey wually drlve. ~d·
or older drivers needllt.o be npanded to a era!
naurllca ahow wben ~uund by tbe youn~r are rroup .!.bould be coliJid·
broader .stud7 aC aU dril'erl ~b blrb aecl·
•
•
Dillea
driven, driven aver 7:! )'KfB or age enid In a separate .study.•
cleat and lqjury l"llU, IIJII<?m.e \op ltm have the
Bn.n.nlp.D sald be bellevu the apedlle
blgbe.st mea ot aecldmta.
om~
problema
ot
older
drloren
abould
be
ad·
'But, lben are ai.Jo' drtvera &I &.Dd V(l
"11111 hoploi the ta.sk fon:e w\11 not )u.s\ that can dm•e as weU u ;rou or I,• Dla· c1reued b7 a compreheo!lve atudy. He
look &\ age ~UPI." uid.BecH\IJ'1 DC ~nand l&kl. "The r:e are allo drtven In the aald the plllel ahoWd atrln t.o develop
Bl.ate WWlwll Diamond. "The Idea ben. :ws that are tar more or a rial!. to other drl· poUd.e.s to help oldu drl~en keep tbel.r
lhould be to lind out lC tbm ~:re weak· ftnlhlll older driven. We have t.o loot at prlv1lq'e to drtvt.
,
ne&St.s In the drivers olrt on t.be road.l. •
The Jdtnt.lllc data Indicate a person'l
this on a more lnd.lvldual buls. •
r:eQeus
llnw
don
ll«n!l!c11Dt.l7
ll\oer
llit
PUbUc Satety Collllll.l.lsloMr Johll At·
CaL AlCred !Jl(ol4eld, chlet ot lbe Maine
wood &&Jd &be I'Jal oC the nate abould be .state Pllllce, sald tb.ere are elell'f¥ \wa ·~ 1~. Seoverll Jtudlet Indicate cosnlt!Ye abnl·
la makt ·~ aU dlivea oa Ule ro.a.r are paup' lh.l~ h.ave more acddmta \lw.ll the ties ud e)'Hl&blnlli to Call a\~ 7:! and
u sa!ety CQIISdoUJ u poas!blr. He aald drlvtDC' popuW.lon u a whole. He said lbe n.plcll7 deena.se with I.C'C·
there are rpedllc probltm~ !B.ced 'b7 dlllu· yo~ driven, t.b05e lS to 1~. llld the
Dl.lmoDd aaid be has peater !lulblllty
ent qe IJ'Ol.:pa.
·
older dnvera,lhOie over 75, h.r'n llle blib· to d.eallll'lt.h the problema or acini drivers
"Wl\b younger cirlnrs the problema re- tt I accldeni
Uwl moat ttaUL
Lile man t.o .tnuperie111:e and les. aaund
"'UoiJ.U IIWI)' st&tel.-1 bave ltle ablll\7
"CUmnll;y, lbe IIU.IIIbm we have leDU·
JUdgment In t.he;~ ,Q( the ~lit ol cirl· a ted on older d.rlverc here In Jlalne do no~ t.o require peraoa Ia be ~ed Cor conUDu·
·V\ni.• Atwood ltld. ·~li ·.older drlvera, Indica~ that tmr:e II a ~or problem, • h~ at1on or t.belr dr!Ttr'a ucense at a1171Jmeo, •
the Issue bu nothing to do with )Ud(• . wd. "'l'he IIUIODal numben Jeem to re· he Ald.
we get • repon t.hat a PUIOll ·
ment, wllda.m or t'XJ)erleoee. It bu n'U)'• hct more oC a proble111 Uum lbe MaiM abould no longer be anowed to drive, we
thl.cg to do 'IIIIth the ltall.t121 ot ~ &low· 11wnber• do.•
•
look Into lL aod ordeclbe pmoo to t&ke a
lng don reacUoo time l.l1d !.be abWty to
SeD. lo.u pb Brtll.lllgaD, P. Portl.aod, CO• . r.crt. wbettler the)' ue ~5 or M."
iee llJDS."
cbalnnaD of tbe Lcdslature'a Tran.lporta·
ne aid be lw uud. bllauthorlty to or·

· '·

dertutllevenltlme.a.Renldhehul.J.
rued r:e1tl1ctcd llmlua In ~nnl ease~.
rw example, a penon J:D.11 be a buard at

.

mea.

·u

Some statu ue coasldertar NQillrlnE
medical proiHEioaal.l to r:epon puao111 to
the Ucellllnc Mlthortty wbm the· person
11>21 pollt a buard to other drivm lao
c:awe ot 1 medlcalcondltJoa.
Other rt.ac.ea ue worklnr toO develop
twlnr proceduru that co beyond the
typical ~~~ and road aJciliJI tena now
emplcyN to detennlll.t whether a pe130D
ahould be IIllo~ a drivu'a 11cense. lln'·
eNII;)edallud te.sLs for reLCtlon time and
pb1slcal ablJUy are being reaeuc.hcd. One
probltm bdog r:etearcbed In O~o. for
n:ample, dtall witb tbe problema older
penon~ bave with ~~ t.helr btad far
eoOU(h t.o adi>QU8tel;r let to bacl' Into a.
pat\dnl epace.
Ne'll Yorllla one atate tbal already baa
SluWd to Implement I poUe7 \hal In•
c~un th~ IIR 01' lettering on llgnJ and .
mmuu the ri.'C.edMty or lbe Jlga8 u
well. Most ~ are designed to be viJ;fb!e
at SO lef I, b11t that k a staodard too dltll;
'cult M mauy driven, partleulari.JI.IIOS4!
owr S.S7ears or ag~e.
Brmnlfan nld tbe atudy will look a\"
the rneardl frgm olbn ~ u well u
m1ewl.llr lte'Watloa \hat bu ll.lread)'
bee.u adopted 1n· ot.ber pam o! the COUll•
Ley.

Conference focuses

()n' eidefly drivers
.

.

·'

.

.

.

-

.

.

By~G.YJ!GW.·.··

Staff Writer.· . .. :: ....·':.
i ' l ': ·:-.'
Participants in the Feb. 25
A conference Friday at the Uniconference must pay a $20
versity of Southern Maine promises
registration fcc for senior
to address "transportation as a
citizens
and students, $25 for
lifelong need" · · ... ·, ·. ·· .. . ·
· others. A coffee break and ·
. But Hilton Power fears it may be
·lunch arc provided.
aimed at regulating· one. class:
Some free and reduced
elderly drivers~ ··· ··· ' ·· · ·. ~ ·. . · · · -< ·
admissions are available; call.· ·
'=':Presentations ·'will include ccHow
1-800-427-7411 for details. , ·
Drivers Change· as· They :Age,"
: "Accoriimodat.ing, Older ·Drivers
11•e conference will be held in
with::Better, ..Cars .and. ,Highways,"
~ USM's Luther Do.nney · ,
. ''Transportation Alternatives to. the.
. Auditorium from 8:30 a.m. to ·
.Priva~ .Automobile,". and·: :•senior.4p.m .. · ·
...
Driver Highway Safety.Program." ·
For registration information, call
.':'~he· majqr thing we'd be con780-5960, or 1-800-427-7411.
cerned with'is that people over 65
not be singled out,'~ said Power, 73,
who scrutinizes state legislative
proposals .as a memper of the organizer, said the event will offer
·American Association . of ·Retired education about driving safety and a
chance for anyone, including senior
'Persons.··.· · ·: · . ·· · :.
Ple._rse see DIUVE, Page 2B.
:· ·· Katherinn Fre4I,1d, a conference .
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DRIVE
Continued from Page 1B
citizens, to speak about how llie
elderly can be assured of access to
transportation.
· Freund is chairwoman of the
Task Force to Study the Safe Mobility of Maine's Aging Population.
The task force was appointed by
legislators after lobbying by Freund,
'whose·young son was injured by an
elderly driver several years ago.
The task force and USM's
EdmundS. Muskie Institute of Publie Affairs are sponsoring the
conference. ,
Information' gathered by llie task
force will provide the basis for its
recommendations next year on how
to improve driving safely and provide ready transportation for senior
citizens . .-,
The state now requires drivers to .
take vision tests when renewing
.licenses at ages 40-43, 52-55, and 65
or older. There are no requirements
·specifically for motorists who are
lsenior citizens..
·
; "Our need for transportation
exiSts from when we are children
until the very end of our lives,"
Freund said last week "It does not
end when our ability to drive sat'eiy
ends."
The ability to drive safely has
direct links to age, she said

I •·

cells we age, it's increasingly dilhcull for us lo process more Umn one
piece of information at a lime. What
does U1at mean when you drive? It
means it's harder to turn left," she
said. Tums involve judging speed
. and distance and decisions that may
be difficult for an older person to
make quickly.
That fact, Freund said, is not
recognized by everyone. "If people
d t d
un ers oo more how age changes
their ability, they'd be better able to
compensate for that and drive
safely."
,
Power agreed that driving safety
is an issue in Maine and nationally.
It's clear, he added, ·that age can·
diminish a person's driving ability.
"But it depends on UJe individual," Power said ·And while he will
wait to see what the task force
recommends, he is concerned it will
· restrict older drivers' priVileges:
"She has singled out a certain age
group by the very name of the task
force,!' he said, referring to
Freund.
Among llie task force members is .
Robert O'Connell, director of driver
licensing and control in the state ·
Bureau of Motor Vehicles.' ·: ·· · . .
"My goal is to license people as
long as they're competent to
operate," he said. "I have no intenlion of requiring individuals, at this
point, to undertake a test based on a
certain age."
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• More tniining, uniform
· sigris···and .a;ltematives ~o _:
driving are debated. ···.·
By SUZANNE DELCAMP
Staff ~riter

·

·

It would be easier for older drivers·
to negotiate the roads safely if highway signs and traffic signals were
Uniform nationwide, a gathering of
individuals concerned about tran. sportation concluded Friday.
"Certainly there is a need for
uniformity. One of the main things
· that helps people with their driving
ability is knowing what's ahead,"
said Dr. ·John Eberhard, chairman of _Ka_th_l_ee_n:-F-:-r_e_u_n_d_ _ _ _-:-_
the National Highway Traffic Safety Chairs rash force 011 transportation for
Administration's committee on . elderfy
·
··
Safety and Mobility of Older
·
.Drivers.
.
· ·
lives; improving and coordinating
·Eberhard, who was responding to transportation systems in rural
a list of suggestions about bow areas; and implementing a national
transportation systems can be standard for traffic rules and highimproved, vias the keynote speaker · way markings, such as making sure
at a conference held at the Univer- all road\vay stripes, signs and lights
sity of Southern Maine that at intersections are uniform.
addressed ''Transportation as a LifeEberhard questioned whether
'long Need"
. additional driver training will
The forum, attended by more than improve safety, saying some studies
75 senior'citizens, transportation have shown extra training isn't
experts, police and other officials, .necessarilv effective.
was held to give people a chance to
"I've beEm involved in driver traintalk about transportation alterna- ing for over 25 years and everybody
tives, educational programs for the thinks at first blush that training is
aging population and related issues. the answer," he said "We have to do
"The issue is the diminished a better job of finding out what
capacity to drive. It is true to say, as people need to be told."
we age we have more problems. It is
Eberhard also questions whether
a normal process of aging," said immediate changes to the nation's
Kathleen Freund, chairwoman of the highway system should be made
Task. Force to Study the Safe Mobi- v..ithout adequate study.
lity of Maine's Aging Population.
· "One of the things I'm concerned
However, it is also important to about is people want to go out and
realize that younger people can be change things immediately and I
affected by diminished driving skills, · don't know that we're ready to do
she said
that yet," he said Dr. Loren Staplin,
''There are things that can be a research psycologist who also
done to help people out," Freund spoke at the forum, suggested that
said "But we can't do this until we such changes could be made over
acknowledge that there i~ an time as it becomes necessary to
issue."
update and replace current roads
Toward the end of the ·forum,· and traffic safety devices.
those attending broke into small
Friday's forum was sponsored by
discussion groups'to talk about the· the task force and the Edmund S.
problems drivers encounter, how to Muskie Institute of Public Affairs.
improve highways, and options for
The task force will incorporate
. Friday's findings in its November
alternative transportation. ·
Improvements the groups sug- · report to the state Legislature. A
gested included providing more final list of recommendations is due
training for drivers throughout their ·in January.

Older drivers urider new Scrutiny
a

• Among proposals in
task force's draft report is
additional testing for
people over 40.

officials and interest groups ranging
from the elderly to insurance carriers - has studied the issue of
safety, mobility and alternative tran·Sportation for the elderly for a year.
It plans to give final recommendations to the Legislature in
By AlAN CLENDENNING
November.
·
The Legislature created the task
Stn.ff Writer .
force last year in response to lobbyA state task force will consider ing by Katherine Freund of Portproposals to make drivers over 75 land, whose son was injured by an
renew their licenses every two elderly driver several years ago.
years and to start testing drivers
Members studied the issue for
over 40 at each license renewal for months and broke into committees
vision and mental disabilities.
to come up with recommendations.
Those state I!IW changes, If They plan to discuss the draft report
recommended, could be among the next week
most controversial in a lengthy draft
The report concluded that prob, report under review by the Task lems among Maine's elderly drivers
Force to Study the Safe Mobility of are similar to a national trend
Maine's Aging Population.
·
The group - made up of state
Please see DRIVERS, Page 8A .
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HEARINGS

Conlinuedfrom Page lA

The state task force on elderly
drivers will hold three public
hearings after It reaches a ,
consensus on
recommendations:
Sept. 23 - Ponland, 10 a.m.
Payson Smith Hall, Room 304,
University of Southern Maine
Sept. 30 - Augusta, State Office
Building, Room 113
Oct. 7 - Bangor, Bangor City
Hall, 73 Harlow St., City
Council chambers on third
floor.
The Sept: 23 ~earing will be
broadcast on interactive
television in Saco, Machias,
Lewiston, Farmington and
Presque isle. Call 775-6503 for
the locations.

Overall, elderly drivers are
involved in far fewer accidents than
other age groups. But the statistics
show a different picture when accidents are measured against th!!
nwnber of miles driven.
· ·
After beginning at the highest
rate, among teen-agers, accidents
decrease to their lowest point
around middle age. But they start
rising again at about 60. Maine
drivers 75 and older have the second-highest accident rate.
Federal studies also show that
older drivers are more likely to die
in accidents than other drivers,
according to data from the Transportation Departmenl
In Maine, the population of elderly
drivers is expected to increase dramatically until 2020, while the population of younger drivers is expected
to decrease, according to federal
. census estimates.
Currently, drivers over 65 are
required to renew their licenses
evecy four years, and there is no
change when a person becomes 75, ·
said Robert O'Connell, director of
driver licensing and control for the
Bureau of Motor Vehicles.
All other drivers renew their
licenses evecy six years. VISual testing is required evecy other time a
person over 40 renews a driver's
license.
And there is no state test to gauge
"cognitive deficit problems," that
can hinder a person's ability to
drive, said O'Connell, who serves on
the task force.
.
Such a screening test could identify people with Alzheimer's disease
or a head injury that can alter their
behavior, judgment and attention
span. It could also help licensing
officials determine whether a person is a driving risk, he said Calfornia is the only stale that uses a
cognitive test for license renewaL
·To Hilton Power, the test on·

·. · ·.: ·

Accident rates
Federal statistics from 1990 show
that accident rates begin rising
around age 60, when annual
miles-traveled are factored. A study
by a slate task force has found that
the trend is similar in Maine.

2

0.$

0

20-24
Age group

• ·'
The Task Force to Study the
Safe Mobility of Maine's Aging
Population will consider a wide
range of recommendations. They
include:
Studies to be perfonned by the
Maine Depanment of
Transponation to evaluate
st:ltewide public transponation
services for people over 65.
Development of a network 9f
volunteer drivers across the state
to cover elderly people whose
transponation needs are not
being served, Including a toll-free
number for schedule, route and
fare infonnation.
·.New laws to provide insurance
coverage for volunteer drivers
and immunity· from lawsuits for
drivers working for an approv~d '
agency.
Pilot projects by state, federal
and local agencies to improve
elderly safety and mobility on
roads in urban, suburban and
rural areas of Maine.
A program by the Dcpanment of
Public Safety to address seat belt
use among the elderly.
Assessment of pedestrian safety

issues for the elderly.
Providing infonnation in the
driver license examination
manual on the aging process and
medical conditions that can
hinder driving ability.
Developing infonnation for
health care professionals about
the reporting of drivers who may
have problems driving.
. Requiring the Secretaty of State to
institute programs to educate
and retrain drivers who have
developed poor driving habits.
Establishing a graduated driver's
license system that allows people
to get licenses with ccnain ·
conditions, such as restrictions
on nightime driving or driving
·within a cenain local area.
Exploring development of an
improved vision screening test
for license renewal.
·
Helping older drivers improve
their skiUs and understand the
aging process through better ·
education programs, including
behind-the-wheel time.
Publicizing existing programs
more extensively.

cognitive ability would be a way to
determine "if you can't think .
straight enough to drive." Power, 72,
is a member of the American Association of Retired Persons who has
said additional license tests for the
elderly are discriminatocy.
"The question of age discrimination is muted by using this age 40
Oevel for testing), but my_ feeling is a·
lot of people will still say it is
discriminalocy. , .. Why don't they
make evecyone take the tests?" he
said
Thursday may be modified before licensing.
However, Power said he sup- public hearings begin later this
Also, the secretary of state's
ported many other parts of the draft_ month.
office would be required to develop a
The report includes a broad array system to monitor drivers who have
reporl For example, some proposals would provide insurance for of other proposals that could lead to · been involved in multiple accidents
volunteers who help drive the better transportation alternatives .or have accumulated driving
·elderly and protect the volunteers for the elderly, the expansion ·of offenses.
from lawsuits. Those recommenda- driver safety training for older peaThe report said current medical
tions are among a host of proposals . pie and other transportation issues monitoring of drivers "is ineffective
·
that focus on alternative transporta- that aiTect them.
in identifying on a consistent basis
tion and education about aging for . The draft also includes recom- those individuals who may lack the
the elderly, ways to change signs mendations requiring the "medical functional ability to operate a motor
and roads and the protection of ' community" to report diagnoses of vehicle safely." The current system
people with dementia or visual relies on voluntacy reporting by
elderly pedestrians.
Task force members cautioned Impairment to the secretary of physicians or people concerned
that the draft report released.~ state's office, which o~ersees driver about drivers.

Changes mulled to ~over
driver's license renewal
PORTLAND (GGS) - A state
task force will consider proposals to
make drivers over age 75 renew their
licenses every two years and. start
testing drivers over 40 at each license
renewal for vision and mental
disabilities.
Those state law changes, if recommended, could be among the most
controversial in a lengthy draft
report under review by the Task
Force to Study the Safe Mobility of
Maine's Aging Population.
The group - made up of st!lte
officials and interest groups ranging
from the elderly to insurance carriers
- has studied the issue of safety,
mobility and alternative transportation for the elderly for a year. It
plans to give final recommendations
to the Legislature in November.
Currently, drivers ~>V~r age 65 are
required to renew their licenses every
four years and there is no change
when a person becomes 75, said
Robert O'Connell, director of driver
licensing and control for the Bureau
of Motor Vehicles.

All other dri~ers renew their
lic~nses every six years. "':'isual

testing is required every other ti~e a
person over 40 renews . a dnvers
license, instead of every time.
And there is no state test to gauge
"cognitive deficit pro~l~ms," ~hat
can hinder a person's ability to drive,
said O'Connell, who serves on the
task force.
Such a test could identify people
with Alzheimer's disease or a head
injury that can alter their behavior,
judgment and attention span.
.
. To Hilton Power, the test on
cognitive ability would be a way to
determine "if you can't think
straight enough 'to drive." Power,
72, is a member of the American
Association of Retired Persons who
has said additional license tests for
the elderly are discriminatory.
However, Power said he supported many other parts of the draft
report. For example, some pr9posals
would provide insurance for volunteers who help drive the elderly and
protect volunteers from lawsuits.
.

e TASK FORCE PROPOSALS

Over-75 drivers could face
license renewal restraints
A state task force will consider proposals to
make Maine drivers over age 75 renew their
licenses every two years. In addition, drivers
over age 40 would be tested at each license
renewal for vision and mental disabilities.
Those proposals are part of a .draft report
released last week by the Task Force to Study
the Safe Mobility of Maine's Aging .Population.
The task force comprises state officials and
interest groups ranging from the elderly to
insurance carriers. It plans to give final
recommendations to the Legislature in
November.
.
The report includes a broad array of other
proposals that could lead to better transpo~
tion alternatives for the elderly, the· expansion
of driver safety training for older people and
other transportation issues that affect them.
The Legislature created the task force last
year in response to lobbying by Katherine
·Freund of Portland, whose son was injured by
an elderly driver several years ago.
Federal studies show that older drivers are
more likely to die in accidents than other
dri''"'rs, according to data from the Transpor- ·
tati, ' Department
In Maine the population of elderly drivers is
expected t~ increase dramatically until2020.
Screenine: tests could helo identifv oeoole
suffering from altered behavior, jud~e~t
and or short attention spans that 1mprur
driving.
b
The draft report released Thursday r;taY _e
modified before public hearings begm this
month.
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:.The first public hearing on the .
·.. draft n:pon of the Task Force to
. , Study the Safe Mobility of .· ·
· Maine's Aging Population is .
. scheduled for 10 a.m. Friday in
. Room 30i of Payson Hall at the _,. ._.
·University of Southern Maine in
·. Penland.
·
·

year. Following public hearings. it
plans to give final recommendations
· · .,
· ..
·
·· · ·
to the Legislature in November. ·,. .
A state task ,,'orce will hold 1'ts first
Drivers over 65 are now required
public hearing Friday in Portland on to renew their licenses every four
a host of proposals that could affect years, and there is no change when a
elderly drivers. ' ' ·. · ·" .. ·' · · : person ·becomes 75, said· Robert
The hearing also will be broadast
. ·on interactive television in: · ·
·
The group's draft report includes· O'Cormell, director of driver
licensrecommendations to make drivers ing and control for the Bureau of
Saco: Saco·Biddeford Cenier,
· li censes every Moter Vehicles. .
· Main Street, Saco Island
over 75 renew th eli'
two years and to start testing drivers
All other drivers renew their · L£wiston/Aubum: Room 159,
over 40 at each license renewal for licenses every six years. Visual testlewiston Auburn College, 51-55
vision and mental disabilities.
. ing is required every other time a
Wes1minster SL
The state law changes, if recom-. person O\-er 40 . renews a driver's :
mended, could be' among the most license.
controversial .in a lengthy draft
And there is no state test to gauge ,_
,
.
report Wider review by the Task . "cognitive problems" affecting . · The report also includes a broad
Force to Study Mobility of Maine's ' behavior, judgment, attention span array of other proposals that could
Aging Population.
· ·.. · ··· ;.. ·.":...· .. ·-·and
a person's !lllility to drive. . ·.
· ,lead
to better transportation altema.
·- . .. .
r .

Farmington: nv Studio, Raben's
Learning Center, first floor, ·. ·
University of Maine at
·
Fannington
.
Machias: Room i, Torrey Hall, ·
· u · · 0f M ·
M h'
ame at ac la5
p mverstty
•-1 Roo 213 Pull ·
resque "' e:
m
• en
Hall, University of Maine at
Presque Isle · .
·
· Additional hearings:
. Augusta: 10 a.m. Sept. 30, Room
113, State Office Building ..
Bangor: 10 a.m. Oct. 7, Bangor ·
City Hall, city council chambers

lives for the elderly and expansion of
driver safety training for older
.
.

pe~ple.

• The most dramatic
licensing change for
people older than 40
would be a test for
'cognitive function.'
By AlAN ClENDEI':lNING
Staff Writer
Maine could become the first
state to regularly screen drivers
older than 40 for ·merital disabilities
.
that hinder driving ability.
The idea is part of a long list of
proposals aimed at improving safety
and mobility for older drivers. The
proposals will get their first public
hearing today. •
As part of the relicensing process,
people over 40 would take a brief
exam, possibly a test evaluating
understanding of common road
signs.
They would face further scrutiny - and could ultimately lose
their licenses - if they fail, said

.

Robert O'Co!Ulell, director of driver
licensing and control for the Bureau
of Motor Vehicles. ·
O'Connell is a member of the
Task Force to StudY the Safe Mobility of Maine's Aging Population,.

factored The task force has found
that the trend is similar in Maine.
The group, comprising state officials and interest groups ranging
from the elderly to insurance carriers, will pres_ent its proposals
today at a hearing at 10 am. at the
University of Southern Maine.
The group plans to submit its
recommendations to the Legislature in November.
New licensing provisions could be
the most controversial aspects of
the draft report.
The task force proposes requiring
drivers over 75 to renew their
licenses every two years. Drivers
over 40 would be tested at each
license renewal for vision and men. tal disabilities that can impair a
·
person's ability to drive.
Now, drivers over 65 renew their
licenses every four years. All others
which spent a year studying the renew every six years. VISion testissue of safe driving and alternative ing is required every other time
a person over 40 renews a driver's
transportation for the elderly.
Federal statistics show that acci- license, not every time.
dent rates begin rising around age
60, when annual miles traveled are
Please see DRIVERS, Page 22A
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'l drivers had· mild, moderate or
;·severe dementia.··.<· _,.. · · · .
f..,. Most of those ;drivers' licenses
:;were revoked or suspended inde-.
~ finitely 'because ·officials believed
:) they were driving risks, said Patti
~ Caraska, an analyst for the molor •·
;;vehicles department · ~,·,:.:•.'·1··- ":
f.;~ In· CaliCornia, ·licenses '·are- aul<r
~ maUcally revoked from ~ diag- ,,
k nosed with moderate or severe
).: dementia, unless they can prove a ·
}diagnosis was incorrect. Those with·.·
"·mild dementia are given an oral test ..
·>about driving rules. U they fail, they
y lose their license. u they pass. they ·..
'l: must take a vision test and a road . ·
. ;tesl':... {.:·.-:.~-;: ;._l II:'.•·:-.:.:::'~~....1..~
~ "· Caraska. said most oi those whose
~ licenses were taken in 1993 were
; ·men in their 60s and 70s. Many had
(Ahheimer's disease. Others may
-~have had strokes or other affiictions ,
\thal caused dementia, she said. _>i,'i'.<,

~Re~rtj.ng d~entia • ::;:" '·

·

;:=====================---...._,
OTHER TASK FORCE PROPOS,\LS

.

·

Studies by the Maine Department . : Expansion ol cdsting driving··
· ' ..' programs lor the elderly oiiered
o!Traruponarion to evaluate
public transponation services for .· · by the American Automobile ·
the elderly and detennine the
:. Association and the American ·.
needs of the elderly.
Association of Retired Persons:''
·.. c:tnclude behind-the-wheel time·.'
Development of a volunteu
:. driver program to help the ... · :_:?or simulations in the courses. :•.
elderly get around. It would , ·, :' ..;, '.A service lor the elderly to have
. serve those not covered by {~:;.,··; ,·,-!:~;their driving abilities tested. .
Medicaid or other programs; · ... , _.·::.:_';~:'Alter learning results, drivers
and would include a toll-free • ;:.;_;, :•·, would decide about any
· ·. ·
•'number for schedule, route and ·.~_. '.,. · ·retraining, driving habit changes
· !an: infonnation. ··:':;f.
, ·or self·imposed restrictions.
Pilot projerts to improve signs, •.·· · Pos•lhle dar.Iopment of an .
· lighting and signals, and other.
~~·improved vision-screening test .. ·
.: highway design measures to . • for license renewal. c-.. ·
. Improve safety and mobility lor
.A graduated system that licenses
·. ·theelderly: Also, the state and .... ·i ·people with certain conditions,
. municipalities should address ., ~· i. such as restrictions on nighttime
·:.Issues allecting elderly ,.. ·. : : :".'···:.;driving or 'driving within a .·•' ..' ·
~ pcdesuians. ·.'... :-.' · ·.
·: :~lccnainma.::t~~1·i:;f;?·.,~' -·~~-. ,

~;~

state has not done any stu·· ·
~dies to detennine how the suspen· '·
Physicians can be disciplined for :; people who have dementia. . •· ·
-.aioos and license revocations have . failing to do so, but none has been .·/·Task· Coree members ~d they
~aCCeded road safety since the report- . so Car. She said it may take a , ' chose lo recommend testing as or
;log ··requirement was adopted.· ·. high-profile accident involving a- a~e 40 so th.e P~~ would not.~
1"-'>Caraska believes some CaliCornia. driver diagnosed with dementia lo ·.viewed as discriminaloq'.
· .
~doctors don't report patienls with

Improve the reporting process. .<; ·--:;· ·O'Connell said additional testing
Among the recommendations to . below age 40 could .kill the recom; dementia because doing so could
tdamage their conlidential relation· Improve Maine's system'ls a mendaUon..:JeCause 'it would"i:ost
'~ ~~~:.:._~~·~:::···•• .:."-~~. 1.~ ~··.···'·._,~_·;.'requirement for physicians to report~· much more mon~Y·.~;-;-~~.:..~-~)~ ~

~t- ~ge 91, she krlo~ .~nd respect?

·the ruleS of .the .toad
By AlAN CLENDENNING .
Staff Writer

'

.: ."It's a matter of

· eating, of going to
Frances Peabody, 91, keeps her
car seat as close as possible to the
:'.the drugstore. They
steering wheel
· ·
-····; don't deliver · ·
She uses her left hand to open the
passenger door because she ,has
, . ·.;'anymor~·" .
arthritis in her right hand
" ·
.··
·.._-, Fra_nces Peabody ; , :
She checks the adjustments on .
both of her hearing aids before '
backing out of her driveway for a
· ·· '· . ~ .
..
. · . . turn signal and heads left to Forest
spin around Portland
It's part of Peabody's cautious · Avenue. ·She· checks her ·rea!View
driving routine, as natural as watch- mirror constantly in heavy lunch
ing out for the West End neighbor- · hour traffic before signaling again
hood cats that occasionally sleep : and pulling into the far right lane.
under her 1989 Chevrolet Nova As ,Peabody's speed stays constant:·
natural as the decision she made last exacUy 30 mph, the speed limil
spring: To rarely drive alter dark . Pulling into Forest Avenue Plaza,
because she realized her night vision · Peabody idles slowly through the lot ,
was getting worse.
. · ·. .... and ·finds a .space near. Burger
Peabody, a tiny woman with white King. ...... ·. · ,. · • ". , ; ,
· ...
curly hair, Is one of Portland's most
Over lunch, Peabody says she has
prominent elderly people and a . been driving since age 14 -· she _
founding member of the AIDS Pro- learned on a Hudson - and has had
jecl She supports testing to weed one speeding ticket, received on
out potentially dangerous elderly Route 88 in Falmouth about 25 years
drivers, but expresses concern about ago. · · · · ·: ·
how they will get around ' · ·
: She says she knew several elderly
Heading down Mellen Street · drivers "who should have been off_
toward Deering Oaks, Peabody .. the road before they were" because .•
slows down when cars approach they were senile.
· '·
stop signs at side streets: MI have to, · Testing to weed out drivers with
because you never know when mental problems. like Alzheimer's
they'U zoom oul"
disease is a good idea, she says.
On Park Avenue she flicks on the
"I think people can have physical.
speed limil She thinks there would
be less animosity between older and
younger drivers if everyone foUowed
.suil
Ahd she has one big driving beef:
People who don't use their turn
signals. "It's so easy to do. You don't
have to put your hand out the
. window like we used to do."
Peabody leaves the restaurant,
drives along Baxter Boulevard to
Washington Avenue, then south on
Interstate 295.
·
'· · Along the Eastern Promenade,
she mutters, "Hey mister," at a man
who puUs out in front of her from a
.
parking space. ·
Gazing over Casco Bay, Peabody
talks about the-importance of driving
privileges for the elderly.
. For example, this week she did
· errands at the supermarket and the
bank. She planned to go to the Maine
· Mall to exchange a pair of pants she
had bought for a friend in a nursing
home.
Mit's a matter of eating, of going to
.
~ff p/oDID by Doug)o•o · the drugstore. They don't deliver
Frances Peabody, 91, sits behlnd the wheel of her 1989 Chevrolet Nova, ready for a spin around Portland. anymo~" she sai~
•.
.
·
·
·
·
Crossmg Franklin Arlena!, a man
:changes· and not be aware of how drivers who speed and people who ately, they honk you," Peabody said, ·in a pickup lnJck waves to Peabody,
bad they are," Peabody says, sipping . 1loull5 mph school zones.
"I know whul they say, "!'hal poor old signaling her to go through the
an iced co!Tee.
"Young people, they drive so fast
lady with white hair shouldn't be on . intersection firsl
·
But Peabody wishes scrutiny of .. :Young men in pickup lnJcks and
the road.'"
"Sometimes they're nice," she
problem drivers would encompass girls in white cars, if you're first in a
Peabody says she makes a con· says, "They see me with my white
all groups, In particular 'younger.- line at a light an_d don't go, immedi-. scious e!Tort to drive eJCl!-CUy at the • hair and let me go."

Proposed tests for older drivers
stir up· opponents at hearing
• Critics tell a task force
its safety recommendations

are unfair and misdirected.
By AlAN CLENDENNING

Swff Wrii£T
Dozens of elderly Mainers on
Friday bitterly denounced a task
force's scrutiny of older drivers as
discriminatory, misguided and
potentiaJJy expensive for taxpayers.
Proposals to Increase vision testIng and begin testing for age-related
mental problems at age 40 drew the
most ire from the largely graying
crowd at the task force's first public
hearing, at the University of Southern Maine.
"Attitude is the prime factor in
accidents, not age," said Bruce Bacchiocchi, 80, of Yannouth. "The.
•beginning of the problem is with the
young ... squirt."
Many applauded as Bacchiocchi addressed members of the Task
Force to Study the Safe Mobility of
Maine's Aging Population, which
was created by the Legislature last
year.

S..jJ pOolD Dy ]olio hai~ol'•

Arthur McDennott of Wmdham speaks out Friday against proposals
made by a task fon:e on older drivers. "For you to make these
recommendations Is ludicrous," he said.
·
Task force mem9ers - representing the stale and interest
groups ranging from the elderly to
insurance caniers - spent a year
studying safe driving and alternative

transportation for the elderly.
'l'hc group will hold two more
public hearings, assess reaction and

Please see DRIVERS, Page lOA
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submit recom~endations to lhe
Legislature in NOVI!mber,
'We are capable, responsible
Katherine Freund oC Portland,
who beads. the task force, said the and good drivers. (Young
Br!>up's purpose is "to help people drivers) don't know how to
drive as safely as possible as long as
po$Sible" and offer alternative trans- drive: They cut you off and
give you the finger."
portation when they can'l
·
B.ut most who_spoke Friday didn't
- Allan Hugo, 72.
beheve her explanation of the
Gorham
recommendations in the task force's
draJt report. 'They didn't like the
"I
used
to
watch
for
cops.
Idea oC being tested for mental
problems or the prospect of renew- Naw I watch for young
ing ~:heir licenses every two years
punks on my taiL ... It
starting at age 75.
ll Currently, people OVI!r 65 renew seems to me you're attacking
censes every four years; all others · the wrong age group."
.
renew every six years,
-Arthur McDermott, 72.
"'''he intent of this <report> Is to
get evecyone over 70 oiJ the road.
Wmdham
Let's call a spade a spade," said
Willard Boothby, 63, of Lirningtort
'We do feel the older
Many others pointed at problematic younger~ saying the task (Xlpulation should be tested
force shouldn't think of restricting nwre frequently."
elderly drivers without a thorough
- l.aurm Goldsmith,
examination of all age groups. ·
.-.habilitation teacher,
"For you to make these recomMaine Center for Blind
mendations is ludicrous," said
Arthur McDermot~ 68, of Wmdham.
He acknowledged keeping an eye
"I have traveled aver a
out for police on the road when he
was younger, but added, "Now 1 miUion miles ... Age has
watch out for young punks on my
noth_ing to do with driving."
tail"
- Brua: Bacchioa:hl, 80,
McDermott said some elderly
Yannouth
drivers "are Infirm, but when they
get into an acciden~ they get taken
oiJ the road.•
.
"What frightens me the most
~ Waxler, 69, of PortlaDd,
ll:"'d the task force's recommenda- is, we are gearing in on one
~ons represent another well-intentioned but UMeeess&ry example of segment of the problem. ...
Don't put in regulations
gov~rnment Intrusion Into a
non-JSSUe. -.:· .. ~·: .. ·
about
dementia until you
"God bless the government They
love to fix things that aren't broke," know what it means and
Waxler said.
·.
what can be done about it"
He also aiticized statistics gath- Esther d<nott,
ered by the task force, noting that
Ponland
people 65 and OVI!r bave the lowest
number of accidents in Maine
. among an age groups. .
"I guess you could cail it
Task force members, however
also compiled data showing acci: picking on the older
dent rates rise sharply around age generation. And you won't
60 when miles traveled each year
want to be picked on when
are factored.
DuiJy Wllson, 47, of Westbrook

you get older."

didn't buy the response he got after
-:- Duffy \~1lson, 47,
quesUoning task force members
Westbrook
about the cost of implementing their
recommendations.
"When you say 'minimal cos~' "Younger drivers are moving
we're talking millions," he said.
And Esther Clenott of Portland into safer decades and older
contended that older drivers "are drivers an: mavin~ into
smarter. We know our limitations
and that's why we choose when and less-safe decades. '
where we should drive," often ruling
- Kathnine Fn:und,
·out driving in bad weather or at
chairwoman of task force,
night
Ponland
Clenot~ a Cumberland County
commissioner, said she found the
recommendations ''personally task fon:e.
insulting and dangerous because it's
Tammy Moraros, a social worker
dlscriminatiort •
said the center knows of people wh~
Clenott refused to disclose her ~ legally blind and "still drive five
age. She was 68 in October 1992, ~iles to the corner store." Other
when she was campaigning to · clients have_ said they can't see
become a county commissioner.
trailic signs.
Only a few people, none of them
"All of us younger people will
elderly, spoke in favor of additional eventually reach that age group
licensing requirements for older where our vision Is going to dimindrivers.
Ish," said David Marietta, a center
Among them were three workers counselor. "It's not 'Let's gang up on
from th.e Maine Center for the Blind, older folks and get them oiJ the
who saJd they strongly support addi- road.' It's 'Let's make the roads sale
tional vision testing proposed by the for everyone.'"
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things still be true," Freund .',
aald. ·
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B)"1hat meaSure·, there+.;

aeenu to be Uttle doubt that .
:.otherwi&e prudent people

·aren't as cautious or as

.·stretches forever, a lot of .

prepared as they should be

··.Americans believe they·

·when natural aging erodes

··candriveuntUtheydie. ,,,
· .·A committee created by_

the physical and mental.
akills needed for driving..

the state Legislature is .
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. er,esight or 'slower reflexes,
c aims Ernest Marriner, 7<1,
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-.Populatlon, the group is: Emut M~niner,.! 4 •· 01 Wayne, eaya hla i oC Wayne. They make
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Warning signs
for older drivers

0 fROM PAGE M-1

Warnin1 • lian• · th&l • ~er~lor
dliUN c.&Q notkc in lhrir
drhinJ, by AI Bc-tnburJ, an
lnslruaor in the American Auoc::iated of Retired Pa10as' 11.5.5
AUve" counc.

.- Groduol lou of
perlpborol •lslon.
·
You do nol notice can
that suddenly appear djrectJ)'
bthiod. your ~ or baide it.

n~~: 'Wki'W t.~'e s":~een•;o~~~ ~=m~!~~~gj?&~
8

0

Resource Guide: Creatlna Mobility
Choitn" by the Amnkan Auoda·
,,., · ., a ... a• ...-~ P""'*'n'. The l;)noklct ,_,.,,.,.._,.,..._

, . ; . '.·1

MaJne chapters or lhe Amman
A1.1toroobile Anodatloo and the A•
-:mericao /Uiodatloa. of Retlrcd Per·
lOili otter drivinJ cour.a dtsl&ned
to help ~er~ior dtiuru 1d1pt their
drivin& habits to lhtir cb.an&inJ
Yidoru and renuct.
AAA spokctman Mau McKcnric
taYI the courlt otrered b1 his or1ani·
utlon u1e1 l«curet, slit.!" I.Jld
vldeot "to tnhanre ta(et)' •nd
confidence." h includes chan1es In
the land.Kape or eommuler roads
and new rqulaclons that accompany
thou chan1es- such u shtred left

I.

~f,~ co 'iu~.,;ri7~ ~~~~~..t:::,-:.~

or

Lion
Rttired Personl, 601 E St.
N.W., WuhlnJton, D.C. 20049.
,.. Ketp a three-second &aftty
auhlon bctwtrn you and the car In
front of )'OU, To do thlt, find 1 lret,
lfafne tl1n or other 111tlonary Item
on the ro.d.tide, Onee the rear or Ihe

~uj~et! ~~~~lolh:O~:/~i.&fl~

1,002, 1,001" before urivina at lhe
sameobjctt.
·
,.. Pl•n your route 10 you un
eonttnlratc on dri.vln1 rather. than
nnlJ•tinJ.
·

~~"~:!.h~~~~!~~v:;~fi~~ ~l,~:

cult lch t.unt ancl driYln1 iD bad
wr.athn,
11" If 10U wiU be ltkinl an
unf•mlllar routt 11 niJhl, try to
mllr.c I Lri&l ruD d1ain1 dayUJ,ht
boun.

:;;;~~~~=~~~i~~~~~~~~~~~~~!~~
......_,JOf'"ILAH

,
.,
.a_. .
Ron Stew.rt of Wilton. director of th• American Anoclation of Retife<J P.non... hat tahn th1 group'•
156-Ailv• drivlt refrethet CO\UII. H• uytlt ,.mind• Nnlon their driv{ng •IUW.a rna.y not b1 •• a harp •• thay

.

~ ~.~ ~~:~~~t~~
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lanes In two-way traffic. Transpot1a·
eomplicatlon to lire on the road
when mo't or loda)''t
KNOt citlunt
lloncnainetu
hadn't eoneocted
that
bCJan dririnJ.
"Jt'1 not 1n introductory drhin1
rouue,'' McKenz.ie strtsscd. "OUr
lrutructors uc cenified."
Here II the upcomin1 Khrdule
of AAA driYlnJ courses, aU of

MaineSay

6M Momlng Senil~el, Saturday &Sunday, Octobe; 1 &2, 1994

:.: Well~Being

Local groups·offer helpful driving courses
M al~

chapters of the American
Automobile Association and 1!\a

American Association of Retired

Millllt Damon pholo

Ernest M1rrlner, 74, of Wayne, Ia aeen In the amaller wide-angle
mirror he purchased at an auto parts store and mounted to his car's
rear·vlew mirror to eliminate the blind spots In his rear view.

Persons offer driving couBes
designed to help senior citizens adapt
their drivi>g habits to their changing
vtsk>ns and renexes.
AAA spokesman Man McKenzle
says the couBe oHered by his
organization uses lectures, slides
and \lldeos ,o enhance safety and

confidence,•
It Includes changes In the

landscape of commuter roads and
new regulations that accompany
those changes- such as shared
klft lanes in two-way traffic.
Transportation engineers hadn't
concocted that complication to life
on the road when most of loday's
senior citizens began driving,
~t's not en Introductory driving
course: McKenzie stressed. •our
instructors are certified.·
Herelslhe upcoming schedule of
AAA driving courses, ell of which run .

fo< iwo sessions from 9 a.m.- noon
(lhey wiD be repeated in the spring):
./Augusta, Ocl 4 and 6 at
Alfred's restaurant, 282 Civk: Canter

Drive.
-'Brunswick, Oc1.11 and 13 at
the Atrium hotel and convention

center, Cook's Comer.
-' Portland, Oc1. 18, 20, 25 and 27
at the AAA headquarters on
Marginal Way.
Ahhough the courses were
originally created for senior citizens,

they are open to drivers of all ages.

They can be used to eliminate
infraction points on driving records,
· McKenzie s.aid,
The cost ls $10 for members, $35
for nonmembers.
AARP offers two, 4·hour sessions
through its 55·Aiive driving program.
For mora inlorm.ation, contact
Charles Heath at 945·0811; Ron
Stewart at 645·3208; or Larry Foley
at 833·5951.
- Ken Chutchlan

Maine's older' drivers ~focus of new-·task forc.e
By KENNETH z:cnUTCIIIAN
Special to Sentinel

A

utomobile access Is so embedded in the
American way of life that for 30 yean after

·

~t:~~~h~~;~bt~~se ~~~~~t:~~t~~~~;~~ lt='!'i;;!,O,";~~·r

older drivers weren't considered serious enough for
· public debate. Like the proverbial road that stretches
forever, a lot of Americans belie\le they can drive until
they die.
A committee created by the state Legislature is trying
to change thot attitude. Named the Task Force to Study
the Safe Mobility or Maine's Aging Population, the group
is conducting public hearings on issues concerning
older drivers. The task force plans to make
recommendations to the Legislature In November.
"'We're aging with the automobile for the first time in
this country," says Kathy Freund of Portland,
chaiq)erson of the task force.·
. Freund is generally considered the person most
responsible for making older drivers and the
transportation needs of the elderly a public policy issue
in Maine. Her son was injured by an elderly driver years
ago. She has served on national committees and study
groups addressing the nme issue, and she ¥nOte policy
plans on the subject in graduate school
"The test of whether the issue is a one-person
campaign is that U someone else stood in my shoes and
said the things I said, would those things stiU be true,"
Freund said.
By that measure, there seems to be little doubt that
otherwise prudent people aren't as cautious or as
prepared as they should be when natural aging erodes
the physical and mental skills needed for driving.
The problem is not that older drivers don't
compensate for deteriorating eyesight or slower
renexes, says Ernest Marriner, 1-', of Wayne. They
make adjustments behind the wheel, but they'd rather
not think about the day when they can't drive, period.
"'It's so gradual," Marriner said. "'I know I have
certaln behaviors that I didn't have 20 years ago. Now I
park in a lot to move forwud. I will walk a longer
distance across the parking lot to avoid backing up."
Marriner has difficulty turning his head to the len. !lis

C~E~hr:~enn~ ~~g~tl~ai ~:~np~~~'!t:~~!!:tb:~;~t~
simple attachment for his rear-view mirror that helps
his sight lines.
Last year, Marriner was driving a rented car on
Route 202 in Monmouth, trying to make a left tum onto
Back Stree~ when he got "really clohbered" by a driver
from behind who wasn't paying attention. Now he's
wary of both left.hand turns and can approaching his
vehicle from behind.
But he said the notion or taking himself off the road

.

M1rll Damon pholo

Ron Stewart, of Wilton, director of the American Association of Rellred Peraons, hu taken the group'l 55·
Alive driver refresher course. He says It reminds seniors their driving skills may not be as sharp as they
used to be and shows them how to compensate.
,
hadn't occurred to him.until he wa;·interrieo..ied for this
"He leaves the room when I talk about it," Ffeund
story.
.
said of her father, who is 79 yean old. Freund is 44.
"1 don't think about it," he said. "'Perhaps 1 should."
State Rep. Jolina Beam, -'1, of Lewiston, has parents
Ron Stewart, 69, of Wilton, the director of the who are 70 and 71 yeaTS old. She has not yet broached
American Association of Retired Persons in ~faine, was ' the subject of helping them \\lith transport.aUon.
recently forced to think about getting help to get
"I think they're feeling threatened by the possibility or
around, He had bypass heart surgery, and for one legislation,• said Beam. "'I know they're perfectly
month his wife drove him to doctor appointments and capable of driving. They're more careful than teen~
anywhere else he needed to go.
agel'S.
"'1 have no qualms about that," he said.
..If they ever needed my help, I would certainly offer,"
But he remembers a day, about30 years ago, when he she said. "I don't see that day coming soon.•
had to take the car keys out of his father's hands.
The day for facing the cold, hard realities of getting
"'His eyesight went bad, and he was running Into bider and getting around in a rural state has arrived,
things aU the time/' Stewart said, ''"Things like gasoline ~ according to the task force on transportation for the
pumps.•
elderly.
In its dran. report, the task force notes that Maine's
Like Stewart, Marriner sees some room for gentle
humor on this subjecl When he and his wife retume1 to M-and·over population increased 15 percent between
Maine for retirement., she drove their pickup truck and 1980 and 1990, compared to a 9 percent increase for the
he got the Ford Escort because the truck had an rest of the population. The number of Mainers 85 yeaTS
automatic transmission. Marriner enjoys the memory of of age and older increased by 27 percent in that period.
a

~sh:rl1d~~0d~i~~~~ili~ri~~: ~~~~rh~!h~\aid.

Other senior citizens can't conceal their sensitivity
when their adult sons and daughters suggest they
curtaillhcirdrhing.

;hs~~~~r:c~~rdi :l~b~ihelrr~~~~~;!~;r:r~trrh~~~
1

th
systems have only one vehicle,
Despite their be•t efforts to adjust their driving
habits to their diminished driving skills, senior

Kenneth Z. Chutchlan l(ves In South Harpswell.

Gerry and Georgianna Cohen of Cherryfield listen to task force recommendations on elderly drivers at the Bangor City Council chambers Friday.
Georgianna Cohen testified against any tightening of regulations on the elderly. (NEWS Photos by Scott Haskell)

Seniors blast more testing for older' drivers
By Nancy Garland
Of the NEWS Staff

Sharp words and a personal attack were hurled at Katherine
Freund of Portland when she
brought a state task force to town
Friday to gather feedback on issues affecting elderly drivers.
The crowd -was small but fierce
at Bangor City Hall as a contingent
of riled-up senior citizens stated
· their opposition to proposals to increase testing for older drivers.
The crowd leveled surly, no-holdsbarred comments at Freund and
remained mostly unconvinced by
her assurances that the task force
was not discriminating against senior citizens.
Called sinful and accused, in a
figurative sense, of attempting to
drive old people off the road, a
. stunned Freund refused to answer
'personal attacks during the public
hearing. The head of the task force

Cherryfield and a feisty 87-yearold driver from Bangor.
"I think this lady is way off base,
and it's sinful what she's doing,"
said Frank Duffy of Bangor, pointing at Freund. Proud of the fact he
had driven 36,000 miles last year,
when he was 86, Duffy said the
g1 oup should avoid targeting senior citizens and devote its energy
to studying younger drivers who
have the highest rate of automobile
.crashes.
Georgianna Cohen, 71, of Cherryfield, questioned Freund's personal motives in heading the task
force. She read from a newspaper
article that stated Freund's
toddler son was seriously injured
by an elderly driver five years ago.
-Frank Duffy of Bangor,
"I resent a big sister taking over
referring to Katherine Freund
my life because of chance negligence. Her interest in the poor, deThe most vituperative charges mented elderly started with this
were thrown at Freund by an an- accident," Cohen said.
See Drivers, A2, Col. 3
~y 71-year-old woman from

later denied that a hidden personal
agenda existed in her dealings with
the task force.
"They don't pull any punches, do
they," one observer commented as
elderly people interrupted one aR'other, at one point, to hurl comments at the panel.

''I think this .
lady is way ·off
base, and it's
sinful what she's
doing.''

Katherine Freund of Portland,
chairwoman of the ti'lsk force
studying elderly drivers,._'answers
questions from some angry Maine
drivers Friday in Bangor.
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;,~~J!i()rs ~~~§t~pore J~tipg for
'< · ··

older dJivers

i .' · ··:.:.:;Drivers, from A1
~
pr~ ~point that he wanted no
: The task force got the· nod from , ,
state interruptions to his right to
the Legislature last winter to study
drive. · ·
· ·
four areas: transportation alterna· ' 1
"If you take away our driving
Uves for senior citizens, licensing .
. permits you take both our legs
provisions, highway travel consld·
away. It makes me mad. I'm
erations and educational programs
scared of this· task force," Duffy.
said, approaching the banister in
for the aging population. The 15- ·...
member group started ,with the :
council chambers as he warmed to
premise that mobility Is essential
the subject.
.
for :Maine's. senior :citizens,'cbut :::r
Other opponents to task force :
·:that. drivers •tend to lose at least\::
fmdings included a local physician,·
'some functional. ability .. !15 .'~they It,
the president of the Bar Harbor
age··: · ,.'<:.1.,:~,·":-.:·r . _..,.... ,,::··,y- · •
branch of the American Assocla~
The task·!~;~~ has co~~~p with
tion for Retired Persons, and a .
more than 45 recommendations to
Bangor woman who called the task .
improve safe mobility for Maine's ·:·~.
force discriminatory.·: :.; .· ,· ._, .·.
senior citizens. The most contro- ·~:
Joan Janeski of Bangor called>
versial deal with licensing issues. · ·
the hearing "unfair. If it had had
One suggests making it a requiremore publicity, this room would be·
ment that medical staff report to ·:·:
filled," she said. · ·.
the state patients with v~ion pro b-.,~:
The crowd, mostly J)eople over
!ems. Right now; physicians and/
70, rapped the task force's reothers only report on a voluntary
search and charged Its members
with having hidden agendas.
basis patients who have .visual·
problems; Another Idea suggests ·
that people go through .~'driver li:
The assertion was backed, somecense renewal" testing at age 40,
what, by task force member Joan
then have the testing at six-year
LeBlanc, a gerontologist from MilIntervals to age 65. Testing would
ford. Before the hearing, LeBlanc
·continue at four-year intervals to Joan Janeskl of Bangor tea tinea at the task Ioree hearing Friday. (NEWS said she was disappointed that task
age 75 and at .two-year, .Intervals
·
force recommendations appeared
Photo by Scott Haskell) ' · ._< • · ' • •• :· .··! ,.~.'..._::, r: .: •.. ,
beyond age 75." '.' ''· i;'·'.'·'· · · · ·. ;.., ' · · ·• .. · . ~.. · . · ,., .._,_. '··•··'
. ·'.
.
' to focus on limitations and extra
· The "testing-at-age-40" provl· tistics given by the task force, are : gating ·comments of iask force , testing rather than on linking se'sion is likely to be thrown out, ac- the second-highest group to · get member Sen. John O'Dea, D- nior citizens with needed services,
.cording to Freund. "We'ye heard it Into car .crashes, outscored only by Orono, who interrupted him at one especially In rural Maine.
'compared"to 'the· driver emissions teenagers.· A very high percentage point to say, "There's not going to
The task force will hold a public
·testing program: People have had of car accidents are fatal when se- . be any law coming down that tells hearing in Augusta Oct.l9 and subenough," Freund said. ···· · '· .. · nior citizens are involved.' .: : · · ··.. 'people they can't drive." Duffy, mit final recommendations to the
· ,_Older .drivers, •according to staDuffy was unmoved by the miti- backed by an applauding crowd,· Legislature later this fall.
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By GARY J.. REMAL. :.'>.J·::~··~·.
Staff Writer
· · · ·
·
··
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. :AUGUSTA- p~'ter Moff;·h·asn ..t iotten o~t~of a
•
wheelchair since he left Maine in August. ·• '
: ;" The Pompey, N.Y.; resident can't walk; can't play·
'tehnis and only recently has been able to ride in a car. ·
. , But Moffa says he'll return to Maine, however he has·
>to get here, if that's what it takes to convince state
., officials and the Legislature to . change the law . so·
:· someone else doesn't have to go through what he did. :
. ,., On July 2.5, Moffa, a_.54-year-old consulting engineer
•· specializing in reducing municipal sewer overflows, was
driving north on Interstate 95 in Gardiner. He was
headed to a meeting between officials of the Augusta
· Sanitary District and representatives of state and federal
·-·
·· · ...
· . :· ...
:
·environmental agencies.
Just minutes away frorh his destination, Moffa said he·
was following another car in the passing lane at about 60
, mph when the car ahead suddenly veered into. the
•:, ; ' ·
righthand lane. .
.

.

: Peter Moffa 1lts In the doorway of his Pompey, N.Y. home.
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Accident
0 FROM PAGE ONE
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To his horror, Moffa saw for the first time

.~!.another car just 100 feet away, headed straight for

''him, illegally going the wrong .way on the
highway.
·
Moffa recalls now with humor that he had paid
the extra money for collision insurance on his
-rented Mercury Cougar. But more importantly,
..the car was equipped with a driver's side air bag,
. which he is convinced saved his life.
. ·
The driver of the other car was not so lucky.
Eighty-four-year-old Peter Scharko of Rich: mond was killed instantly after apparently
entering the highway by going the wrong way on
an exit ramp.
When the two ·cars collided, Moffa's air bag
protected his upper body and head. He broke his
collarbone trying to get out of the car where his
leg was pinned.
·
But his upper legs were devastated by the crash.
One of his femurs, the largest bone in the human
body, was broken in at least seven places, he
faid.
Although he hopes to walk again soon, doctors
cannot say if he will ever walk normally or play
tennis the way he used to. But so far he has not
been able to return to work and tries to keep a
: handle on his business from a phone at his
·home.
·
' Moffa has nothing but praise for the police,
rescue workers and the staff at Kennebec Valley
:Medical Center. And he said he hopes to come to
Maine some day to thank them personally.
But· that gratitude is tinged with the nagging
conviction that this accident did not have to
happen. And before Moffa will feel his healing
process is complete, he is determined to see that
something changes in Maine to ensure a process is
in place to keep drivers like Scharko off the road
before they hurt someone else.
"I'm certainly not bitter. I'm alive and healing
and I'm grateful for that. And I'm saddened for
his family and I'm sad for him, but he should
never have been allowed to drive," Moffa said in
·a telephone interview from his home.
"A lot of other people suffered as well for it
and it should. never have been allowed· to
happen."

Another crash in 1992
. Scharko had been involved in another head-on
:crash on Nov. 20, 1992 and convicted of driving
. to endanger less than two years before. ·
: His license had been suspended as a result of
. the 1992 crash and he only got it back on Sept. 10,
'1993, just 10 months before the accident that
claimed his life.

Richmond Police Chief Chris Fyfe said the
1992 accident on Route 24 in Scharko's
hometown caused injuries to some of those
involved when Scharko's car crossed the center
line of the road and crashed into an oncoming
car.
Fyfe said Scharko initially was charged with
drunken driving .following that accident. But
because his blood-alcohol test was near the limit,
the charge was plea bargained down to a charge of
driving to endanger.
Scharko pleaded guilty, and his license was
suspended.
Maine law does not require retesting of drivers
whose licenses have been suspended, even when
they have been involved in serious accidents, said
Robert O'Connell, director of licensing and
control for the secretary of state and a member of
the Task Force to Study the Safe Mobility of
Maine's Aging Population.
"Everybody who has their license suspended
has to pay a $25 revocation fee and has to serve
the suspension, and those are the only two general
requirements for driving to endanger," O'Connell said.
·
However, Deputy Secretary of State Gregory
Hanscom, who heads the Bureau of Motor
Vehicles, said his agency had the authority under
the law to review a person's license and require a
retest of a driver after a suspension.
But Hanscom said in practical terms that never
happens without a complaint known as an
"adverse report" being filed by a family member,
doctor, police officer or other interested party,
including the victims of accidents, saying the
person may be unfit to drive safely.

:--~-

that sent him down 1-95 in the wrong direction
and couldn't read the signs that would have
warned him off.
"This guy couldn't read English and he was not
familiar with that section of town," Bureau said.
"There ought to be something after a certain age
that you have to go through or a test periodically
or something."
·
O'Connell said the Legislature has removed any
automatic reviews of older drivers' licenses based
on their age alone because-it was
discriminatory.
From his vantage point, Moffa said the state of
Maine needs to do something, and he's asked the
governor to take action .
"The state of Maine license bureau ... must be
held accountable for issuing Mr. S(c)harko a
license to drive," Moffa wrote in a Sept. 16letter
to Gov. John McKernan.
"Mr. S(c)harko's driving record, his age, poor
eyesight and the inability to read English should
have made him ineligible for renewal of his license
without a careful examination," he told the
governor.
"Unfortunately, I must pay the consequences
of his bad judgment in driving as well as the bad
judgment of the state license bureau."
Moffa asked McKernan to explain how
Scharko could have gotten his license back
.without being retested and how something similar
could be prevented in· the future. A spokesman
for McKernan said Moffa's letter was being
studied.
The governor leaves office in January and the
Legislature is not scheduled to meet again until
December.
"I imagine that the governor will probably
License reinstated·
meet with Secretary (of State William) Diamond
to discuss the matter further," said Daniel
Despite the fact that Scharko was 84 years old, · Austin, the governor's press secretary.
spoke little or no English, caused a personal-injury auto accident and was convicted of a serious Capable person
motor vehicle offense, he received his license back
with just a $2.5 reinstatement fee, Hanscom
The Richmond police chief had a different view
of Scharko.
said.
Fyfe said the Richmond officer who investiThe state police trooper who investigated the
accident in which Scharko died and Moffa was gated Scharko's 1992 accident would have had no ·
injured said state motor vehicle officials cannot reason to alert state officials to have him retested
depend on family members or police to report or investigated. Fyfe said Scharko was a capable
·
unsafe drivers.
driver despite his age.
"It was hard for me to believe how old he was
"I really feel bad for Mr. Moffa and about
what happened. I'd like to see something come when I found out," he said. "In my opinion, he
was very able" to drive.
out of it," said State Trooper Thomas Bureau.
"When I went to see Mrs. Scharko and his
"I wouldn't have any doubt about his being
daughter-in-law after the accident, they said they able to do it."
But Moffa said Maine state troopers who
thought he wouldn't gel his license back (after the
suspension period for the 1992 accident)," investigated the accident apologized to him and
Bureau said.
said Scharko should never have been able to get
"They were praying he wouldn't get his license his license back without being retested by state
·
back. When he came back with his license without motor vehicle officials.
"If th~ law doesn't address this, prob.ably it
even having to take a test, they couldn't believe
it.u
.
should be changed," Moffa said.
Bureau said he believes Scharko became
"My understanding is there is enough on the
confused, entered the highway on an exit ramp books to enforce."
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AUGUSTAof a state
tuk: fo~ lOOking !~t the S:Sfcty of
Mab.e's older drivers will meet today
to vote on the panells ~ommendation.s after seYQal controversial pub.
~c: bearmp.
. •. 1 ..
• .. _ .
: ~ .OtJe publlihed report' indicated the
meetin, would be }a.'lother publlc
huiing, but KathF.rinc Freund,
ch:UrwoOla!l of the iTaslc Foree to
Study the Safe Mobility or Maine's
AgiDg Population, :~d that is not

· nrtlbHtm.

.
· am.ICll;j.CQ
satd.
A

so. .
.
.I
.Freund said panei members will
re..iew public coiillllent.s·, and subse·
quent recommenda§ons· from the
task force li~t of tl:iose ~enu ..
Mcmbe:'$ then wil'l! vote on fmal
recommendations. · 1
•

Freund, a rese3l-ch expert in

Uansportatioo for· ~nior citizens,
Jaid she ~-as stunnc~lby the intensity
ot the reiction to her. panel's
prelirnin:L')" recommendations.
'''This is 'l:1Y first iforay into this
kind of thing and, the strenif.h of effoitlto ·
people's c::notio.nal I re-sponses was
The m .. l'!O~ov
something t."lat a$tqrushtd me," sJ::e . at 9; a

s.2id.
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Older drivers cro'{ded the public
hearings to co~r.plai:-;that the recom-
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Panel drops plan to test
older drivers' awareness
• The group also suggests
a pool of volunteers to
drive elderly Mainers.
Associated Press
AUGUSTA - Elderly Mainers
who can no longer drive safely would
be well-served by a jleet of younger,
volunteer drivers, a special task
force will tell the next Legislature.
But the panel has abandoned a
controversial proposal that called for
testing of all motorists over age 40
for their cognitive ability, its chairwoman; Kathy Freund, said
Thursday.
The Task Force to Study the Safe
Mobility of Maine's Aging Population
decided a day earlier to accept a
series of recommendations that will
be submitted to the Legislature that
will be elected Nov. 8.
The panel touched a raw nerve
when it advanced proposals that

were seen as discriminatory. The
over-40 testing generated harsh criticism a:t public hearings.
Freund said the task force set out
to make sure older drivers who are
on the road are driving safely, and
those who should not be driving
have a way to get around.
"For some reason, we think we'll
drive forever," Freund said. "The
time we should stop driving is something we approach, but never get
there."
·
While casting aside the unpopular
over-40 testing, the task force called
for improvements in Maine's existing system in which medical personnel voluntarily report cases of driver
dementia.
If the voluntary system fails, ther.
a mandatory reporting program
should be instituted.
Among its other recommendations are changes in frequency of eye
tests, which are now given at" ages
40, 52, 65 and at each license renewa
. after age 65.
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
October 21, 1994

Carol A. Kontos
892-3474
or 1-800-423-2900

THE ISSUE OF SAFE MOBILITY FOR MAINE'S AGING POPULATION
AUGUSTA-- In an attempt to alleviate concerns surrounding the issue of safe
mobility of Maine's aging population, State Rep. Carol A. Kontos, D-Windham, wanted
to highlight some of the reconunendations outlined in a draft report recently released .

.

The Task Force to Study the Safe Mobility of Maine's Aging Population

~ompiled

a report and made recommendations which are intended to help Maine's seniors

maintain their transportation independence as long as possible, as safely as possible.
After public input has been gathered through the public hearing process, the final report

will be presented to the Legislature in November.
"The Task Force has strived to focus on maintaining the mobility of Maine's aging
population. not licensing," said Kontos.
Suggestions referenced in the report included ways to expand driver re-training
programs for seruors who wish to improve their skills, roadway improvements designed
to make roads. sidewalks. and intersections safer for all citizens, and developing
alternatives for those who can no longer drive or who have never driven.
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"As a member of the Windham's sub-committee on Elderly Housing, we identified
that one of the determining factors for the elderly staying in their own homes was the
issue of transportation," Kontos said.
Proposals concerning licensing will entail the requirement of all drivers over 40
having a vision test done at each renewal. After age 75, drivers wUI he required to have
a vision test at each renewal which will occur every two years with a prorated fee. Also
called for are improvements in Maine's existing system in which medical personnel
voluntarily report ca.'\es of driver dementia.
"When the Ta.'\k Force makes it's presentation to the Legislature, I will make a
copy of the report available in the Windham Public Library for Windham residents to
review," said Kontos.
'The recommendations made by the Task Force will be extremely important in
dealing with the overall issues facing Maine's elderly and how mobility has a eumulative
effect on the independence of elderly citizens," said Kontos.
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SENIORS

Age trend drives home "h~ghway safety_i~sue
Maine looking to volunteer~
to help drive seniors around
be Crccll from ccrlnin linhilities
they would he willing In offer
AUGUSTA
In rural, their services.
Allmilling ynu shuulll slop
rugged Mnlnc, where hou~cs can
be miles oparl anll public trans- driving Isn't on cnsy thing In lin,
portalion is spolly Rl best, having said Kathy Freund, chairwoman
a car can be a mnllcr of survival. of the Task Force lo Study the
Anll in a slate known for Its Safe Mobility of Maine's Aging
lndepcndcnl-mindcd inhabilants, Population.
"For some reason, we think
the privilege of driving seems
we'll drive forever," she said.
more like a nalural righl.
That exploins why the rcaclion "TI1c time we should slop drivwas so virulcnl when a slalc ing is something we opprnnch,
panel issued a report thai sug- but never get lhcre."
gested making all motorists over
Dorolhy Abboll, who turned
40 take tcsL~ to as.~urc they arc 9 J on Dec. 14, sa ill she has
menially capable of driving. always enjoyed driving. She
Many look it as a threat to their usclllo make frequent trips murc
frccllorn null lhc idea was drop- than 400 miles suulh to New
ped.
Jersey but now reslricts herself
"If you lake away our driving to · 30 or 40 miles from her
permits, you take bolh our legs Porlland home.
away," 87-ycar-old Frank Duffy
To keep her skills sharp, .
of Bangor said at a public Ahboll has cnmplelcd n safe- .
bearing. "II makes me mall. I'm driving course for seniors. Also, 1
scared of Ihis Iask force."
"I don't drive ofler dark, I drive
There's a nip sillc.
more slowly thon I used to, und
In lhc pasl two decades, lhc I think I om more careful."
number of drivers over 65 has
TI1e volunlcer driver proposal
dnuhlcll. 1l1c Nalinnol Safety i~ going 111 the Lcgislalure, which
Council snill oilier drivers have gets llownto business in Jnnunry.
a poorer record than lhcir In the meantime, the American
milllllc-agcd counlcrpnriS, when Ao;.~ocialion of Relircd Persons
the numhcr of miles driven is has agreed to provide a $25,000
taken into uccounl.
gmnl to Freund fur n m~ue
Maine's Lcgislalurc crcalcll a lletnilell lonk nl tmnspnrlnlnm
ln~k furcc In assess lhc 1rans1x1r,
allcrnalives Cur scniurs.
lnlion needs of oilier people She envisions n llatalmsc uf
with snfcly of all drivers Iuken vulunlrcr drivers whn could he
inlu Hl'C!lunl. The lcsls fnr driv- cnnlaclctl through a lnll-frcc
ers uver 41l wns n prcliminnry telephone number. u~crs ruighl
prnpnsnl.
he nhle In uccumulalc crcllils
"I dun'l think yuu'rc j!Uiug In cnlilling them In rides in u
sec u lest fur cllj!llilivc ahility uf nu mhcr ur ways.
drivers unlil ynu sec lesling for
For exa11111le, ulllcr people
cngnilivc nhilily of lcgislalors," who decide to quit driving could
saill a lask force member, Sen. trade their cars for blocks of
John O'Dea.
credits. Younger molorisls who
The lask fllrce dmngcll its volunlccr as drivers could aclack after lhc over-40 tesling
cumulalc crcdils for usc in their
suggcslinn was ahnndoncd and
laler years.
rnlliell around a proposal llml
Molorisls could chalk up
borrows from a lradilion as old
credits by purch:l!:CS thr011gh
as laking Granddad for a Sunday
certain credit cards, said Freund,
tide.
who believes any succcssfu! pro-,
A pool of volunlccr drivers
gram would be run as a busme.ss,,
would he organized so a nccl of
with users paying fur lhe scrvrcc,
chauffeurs would be un call In
once their crellils run nul. Thai
give seninrs rilles when lhcy
wnuld free the slalc nf any
nccll In gel In the stnrc, the
llnctnr, u relative nr In run nlhcr finandal hunlcn.

By GLENN ADAMS
Associaled Press

chores.
Crealinj! such n nelwm k
woulll cncnuraj!e drivers whn
shnullln 'I bf behind the wheel to
slop driving, wilhoul reslricling
!heir mobilily. The drivers mighl

Sll

''I'm trying tnllcvclop 3 very
c:onsumcr-oricnlell
service
pcnplc woulll chtx1se," saill
Freunll, who woullllikc lo sci up
a demonslration projccl - the
nation's first - in a yenr.
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Editorials

Editorials
Study of older
drivers. important

Y

{f)~ nyt{~lLL

J'j;VJ"~u.A~ ~

{;/:</13

"Whatever po~l. orator 01 sage may say of it, old
age js still old age," wmtc longfellow. ·
·
It's still true and still difficult to admit, particularly
for senior citizen~ with a drh·er'.s license.
Although then youngest motorists are still n::spon:sible for the highest acddc:nt rates, federal statistics shl)w
that tr:l.(fic mishaps involving older drivers incre-ase
dramatically after age 60.
~--. And since the decision whether to stop operating a
motor vehicle is generally left to the individual ddver
- family and friends ~re reluctant to step in -it
often takes an nccidcnl to con\iince the elderly motorist
to give up driving.
Sometimes even that do~sn't do the trick and the
older driver choosrs to. rrmain on the road, a menac~
to other motorists and pedemians alike.
The Legislature last week took an important step
toward correcting this dangerous situation by authoriz· ··
jng a study of the driving habits of older Mainers.
Mild as the action is, it represents an important
tumabout in legislative attitude toward older people, a
group with considerable political clout.
Indeed, lawmakers have: generally adopted <\ handsorr policy when it comes to r~gulating older drivers.
Ten years ago, the Legislature repealed a law
requiring persons ovtr 75 to take a road test c:\'ery four
years. Later·. it repealed another rule requiring eye tests
for drivers over 65 every two years, rather than four.
This was more of a testament to the political
influence of senior citilens than a gc$ture toward
common sense or, for that matter, public safety. And public :safety, not the sensibilities of older
dri~·ers, ought to be the: guiding factor in shaping
licensing policies. A driver's license is a privilege, after
all, not a right. In this vdn, Secretary of State William
Diamond's conceJ ns about "discrimination" are somewhat misplaced. No one wants to keep capabl~ elderly
drivers orr the road. But it's nonetheless true that some
age groups hn"e more trouble than or.hers. The ~ole
reason th~ nation returned the legal drinking age to 21.
ror instan~e. was becilu3c so many young people were
killing themselves and others by drinking and driving.
,t-.tc:anwhile, advocates for the elderly - th~ American Association or Retired Persons, for in~tance -· -,y
they supporl research into the driving habits of the
elderly but will resist efforls to restricl older drivers if
that's what comes of a legislative study.
That's an attitude that's nor at all htlpfuleither to the elderly or society in general.
What's needed is a system that gets polentially
dangerous driver3 - of wh~\lever age - off the roads.
And if such a system relieves clos~ relatives or tht:
embarrassment of having to tell loved ones th.ar thc:y
are_too old to c{!nti.n.ue driving. so much the bett~r.
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BEHIND TilE WHEEL

•

How·can this.·state help·-

Older driVers. smy ih6bile?
..

.

-

.

• Conference here will seek

indignantly ·gained · repeal of a new
state Ia~ that required drivers over age
answers tomorrow.
. .75 to take a road test evecy four years.
Two years · later, they followed that
etween 1980 and ·1990, a · success with repeal of a law requiring
single segment of Maine more frequent vision tests. ·
.
.
drivers increased by an
Aging drivers perceive themselves as
astonishing 66 percenl They cautious and safe, and they have power_ are drivers over age 65, and . ful statistics to back them up. Federal
.
they reflect what's been called "the statistics show that drivers ages 65 to 85
. g of Maine." .
have fewer accidents than any other age
graym
group. In Maine, the same is true of
· As baby boomers ag~, their number drivers grouped ages 60 to 79.
·will swiftly grow. That's why assuring
As with most debates, however,
safe mobility for older citizens, now and there's another side. Measured by the
later, requires important public policy low number of miles driven, federal
decisions.
studies report, the nation's oldest drivers
Information to help shape that policy have an accident rate second only to
will emerge from a statewide conference the youngest - teen-agers. Elderly
to be held Friday at the University of drivers involved in accidents, . too, are
Southern Maine. A state group with a more likely to die than other motorists.
. The state task force is reviewing what
daunting name - The Task Force to
Study the Safe Mobility of Maine's Aging Maine can do to assure mobility for
Population - will listen, learn and factor elderly people while minimizing their
comments into recommendations it will risks on the road. It's a broad agenda,
make to the Legislature in the fall · - . ranging from highway design and driver
Few issues spark livelier or more._ . safety to transportation alternatives.
emotional debate than proposals affect- . ·.. Tomo~row's conference will affect
. ing elderly drivers. In 1983, older drivers : y~ of ~P?rtant decisions.

B
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Drivers' licensing
If tliereJs a lesson to be learned from the late
lamented ·auto emissions testing, it is that a perfectly
good program can be sabotaged by one or two ·
ill-conceived components.
That is something members of a panel studying safe
driving by Maine's elderly residents should take heed
of.
·
.: The draft report by the Task Force to Study the Safe
Mobility of Maine's Aging Population contains many ·
worthwhile recommendations concerning the issues of
safety, mobility and alternative transportation for the
elderly.
One of the sure-to-be controversial proposals
involves testing for persons over 40·for "cognitive
· deficient problems" or mental disabilities at license
renewal time. One task force member described the test
as one way to determine "if you can't think straight ·
enough to drive."
But why at age 40? Why not for all ages, if in fact
Maine is plagued with drivers who can't think straight.
Remember the discrimination charges that helped sink
the emissions testing program?
. There will be public hearings on the proposal
beginning next month and if the report stays intact, ·
panel members can expect to hear some complaints.
especially from the generally safe middle-age drivers.
As the emissions test fiasco proved, once you start
tampering with people's "right" to drive, the ozone
turns blue with complaints.
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e A proposal to begm drivers'

.

..

vision and mental acuity tests at ::
age 40 makes no sense. ·
·
re older drivers still safe
drivers? It's true that
elderly drivers have the
fewest accidents of any age
group on the road
However, they also drive fewer miles.
Federal statistics show that the risk of
accidents per miles driven -·highest for
ages 15 to 19 - levels off at age 20 and
remains low until it begins to rise at age
60, increasing steadily thereafter.
·
· That is why the State Task Force to
Study the Safe Mobility of Maine's Aging
Population is considering a variety of
recommendations to make driving safer
for older Mainers. They include proposals to make drivers over age 75 renew
their licenses every two years, instead of
the current four, and make stricter
tests for vision and "mental acuity'' the latter now required only in California
·
- mandatory at age 40.
Age 40? The national statistics show

A

Fll£ phoro

More testing a good idea ":"' for some.

that the safest drivers on the road
are those in the 40-to-60 age group.
Could it be that the real reason for
setting the testing age so low is to
deflect the complaints of some older
drivers who perhaps feel sirigled out
unfairly? However, any new tests should
have a logical basis - and the accident
- statistics clearly show that driving risks
increase only after age 60.
-.-Extra testing for younger drivers just
entering their decades of lowest risk is
merely a waste of taxpayers' dollars.
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Editorial

Don't trust any driver
over t~e age of 40; eh?

I

fit weren't such serious business,
the state task force proposal for
drivers 40 and over would be
funny.

You can picture it, can't you? A 40year-old woman comes into the Department of Motor Vehicles pushing a
stroller with one hand and guiding a
toddler with the other. While she tries
to quiet her not-so-late in life children,
the examiner asks her to name the
president.
"Last time I noticed it was Clinton,"
she might say as she grabs for a rubber
ducky that's about to be hurled at the
examiner. "But I could be wrong. I
haven't had much time to read the paper
lately."
The picture isn't as far off as you
might think. The Task Force to Study
the Safe Mobility of Maine's Aging
Populati_on is proposing, among other
things, that the state begin testing
drivers' mental sharpness as weii as
their vision beginning at age 40. ·
Actual testing might be more specific
to driving situations, but the information
it would seek would be similar to that
sought in the screening of confused
patients: Name the day of the week, the
year, the president. And how many
fingers am I holding up?
The idea is to assure that older drivers
be taken off the road when they lose
their grip on what's going on around
them, and thus their ability to drive
safely. Maine currently tests vision with
every other license renewal for drivers
over 40, and shortens the renewal period
for drivers over 65.
Task force members were charged
with finding a way to screen for unsafe
drivers, and the result was the proposal
aired at a first public hearing on Friday.
·Drivers who fail between age 65 and
senility were understandably resentful
of a proposal that treats them as
to
happen,
accidents
waiting
Alzheimer's cases waiting to stumble.
They pointed out to the task force that

they are some of the safest drivers on
the road, much less likely than younger
motorists to let prudence take a back
seat to egos or hormones or even car
phones.
They pointed out that the highest
accident rates are for drivers under age
20, yet no one tests them for maturity
or common sense.
They had a good point. The task force
seems to have painted the problem of
unsafe older drivers with too broad a
brush, taking in (and offending) a whole
lot of drivers who are unlikely to have
any problem more serious than farsightedness.
We might add that the brush stroke
also, apparently in an .effort not to
offend older drivers, took in drivers who
are too young to be lumped in with
"older" anythings. Including drivers
age 40 to 65 in the testing might save
someone embarrassment, but it will
waste money that could be better used
in other places.
Instead of focusing on universal
testing of the barely-middle-aged, the
task force would make more sense "if it
made its recommendations match the
statistics. At about age 70, drivers do
seem to start having more accidents. If
we're worried, we should do something
about the problem. Perhaps road tests
are in order after a certain age. Maybe
the license renewal period should be
shortened some more for drivers over 70
or 75.
Oearly, the state sometimes gets in
trouble with the cui-rent system, which
relies on drivers to turn in their licenses
when they can't trust their driving skills
anymore. Most drivers are responsible
and aware enough to sense when that
time comes, and_some are not.
But this proposal, which makes IOO
little distinction tX:tween the infirm and
the middle-aged, seems sure to offend
rather than educate. The task force
needs to do some more work.
r
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·~;;s -~tarY ~!state,'! havethe.pfM.Iege .of;db

·.. heading up a team of:dedicated state· ...
:~;~ e~ployee8 .~o· work hard on~~ daily bas!S;~:;~;.~ 1mp~ve safety on:·our s~te's roads._ It ISJ:9.
VItallylmportantthattheroadswesharebe •+
~e fo~ ~ mn:ers ·"'7-Y~urig and old alike:~7· -~ - :: -:.7 i:.-~;:;":.'(
;, In this capaCity:! )Vas ~terested when.the LegiSlature_gc

)-\c6ntad'us''aboufa laved
'·w:'•···"·~-

~-, r·,-•,-r.··--• .... ,,,,, ...

they
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···--·i'·

:;t;,J~~}JtouJ4j~Qt _be_~ljying: :f.hey :;·

:1P¥nre5s·con£inis·and we·administer... ;;:~r:.;.. ., .. , ·,.. ......,, •·'· .,·- ·c :'. ·~-.·n·• ,.. ,, "'''
;,~;a)est_.~;:: e!fhfft'Jzj'p£id, Wfittiti_or.1i:
:eye 'exam. If the person passes,· he· or .

:~~~a:S~~~~~: ~~~~:: ~ ~~~ ~!;~-~; ,~Jht~'fulitin~' io·£lriVe. OtherwiSe;·
Safe Mob~cy 'of Maine's ~g P~pill.atio~ has .~OW:::ii:

we

o« the road·<. ., .

'.j.

,;,i:!:';'.
iahi th£m
'\'· .~11,! 1 .;:;···· ·y.;, ~ ., ~.

completeditsdrafb;eportandiSholdingpublicheanngs .'_;,
•
.. .·
on its recommendations. To promote public participa~:· .i"l.:"-' "" .. .-., .,zr:;,
. , ::: ,,,, ._, ,, -..
_
?on, J.Il~ office ~e~ped fund the public hea.Mg held OQ ? c' members' ;~f their own· profession ..;.. -and could be
1

;~~~~~.. ~ ~~~~~,:-·-·

-:.::··· •.-: 1<:·.<L;·;_;_.
'JWO REAC!I:ONS to the recommendations.
First, I Wail~ to compliment the n.u:p:~bers O! the ~

=hi~~~~ra!:~~~~~~~~~~:

.addressing some of. the task force's gOals Without
-:. ~
further requirements and mandates. Maine also already
. ,; force ~o~ th~rr hard work and dedication _to unprovtng ~~--,-has Highway ~etY Commission that might be able to ·
5;8fety 0':1 o~ ;f08ds. Th~y ma~e many recollll't;tenda-·"--"·':assistin this process.':li.l .."'-,~; ··> ::·••::::1: .-,·. • ·"··~'-':!:_:.;; -.. ..J
tio~ ;~vhi~h, if adopted, will pro~de be~r edt,I~ti?n for, N'"· ·Our ciuTent system. of removing unsafe drivers frOm
cr Marne drive':'S. reganness of therr ~e.. . -~,- :. - -~:- -~-":...rtheroad, regarilless of age,"is baSed on a: combiriation of
·,They ha~e s1;1ggested ways ~ mcrease alte~!l!ive. pi strict laws ana indiVidual responsibility.~· <-!1 n: : · _ ,
transportation, unprove pedestrian safety and -wtiate l::1 1_' !It is not uncommon for a relative to contact us about a
better driver training. Most of these changes I support :UHoved one they feel should not be driving. They express
because they would make all of us more attentive and ~ Q'concerns ·and we administer test· - either road,
safer drivers. . - , ! •..· . ~-': •. ·. : • " ' ' i 'J; . r i .:·' j}.f'1!':>:: J ~tten or eye exam. If the' peri;ori 'passes, he or she
. My second reaction centers on some of the recom-·:,<:.continues to drive. OtherWise· we take them off themendations regarding driver licensing issues. A few of.)!'' road~ :-\.•:.-.'
. ;o;,~·". --,:;:- '-~" ·;-,,, ;,; ~:; •' :: · .. · : .
these. recom!neridations seem ~ seek change where I • .:.> i.-It is not a system without flaws, but system·will be.
am not convtnced that change IS necessary. ··d.: ' ,:-r .,,_,~·:· .• The point is that we must not be too quick to add new
· · One example is requiring everyone who is 40 years _: ·:_:regulations, new lawS or iiew requirements, even with
old or older to ·take a "screening test for cognitive
the best of intentions, if a system is working reasonably· .
function" at the time of license renewal It is unclear to-~·· already. , ... ,,.~ · :-:·:-;·,._ :, ·.' ·-·~· - · .·
.
me exactly what that will mean in practical terins. My ·.·. .' _; ;.: _ .- ; , .
·
·· · · · ·
.
concern is that such a test would be, ~ one physician , . ~ · WHEN TilE ISSUE of elderly driver. testing was
told me, "a complete waste .of time." , , .··, •. . . . . · : discussed last year, my position was, and still iS, that we
. N~t only would 3: test ~crease the time already . · .should not generalize problems based strictly on age.
required to renew a license, 1t also would add one more · We should instead have a system that allows us to
. requirement to a system that is now overloaded from .-: address problem drivers effectively, whatever their
employee layoffs, furlough days and reduced work week - age. . ·
. .
.
hours. As well intended as I know this recommendation
1 can ·relate instances where a ao-year-old and a
.· 7o-year-old should be tested, but to say all ao-year-old
may have been, its necessity should be re-evaluated
·
'·
·
• people or all 70.year-old people should be tested is not
. M.AINE IS. VERY FOIITUNATE to' have a Medical appropriate. ·
·
.·
·. .
:·
Advisory Board made up of medical doctors and others · ·: In additi.o':1 to the Medical Advisory Board ~d loved ·
who volunteer their time to advise the secretary of state ·: -- ones, physicianS and ?ther health-care p~fess1onal ~o
on establishing guidelines for_ the _impact of various -' :z. make re~ommendations to us regarding po~ntiallr _
medical conditions on safe driving. -·. , _.:.: '.._ ' '- : .. · · unsafe dr!v'ers. vye follow up on those reports unmedi- ·_For .example, we have standards requiring any ill · 2 a~ly. Marne .res1d~nts sho~d know we ~ntly have
person who might black out or faint to show a full : '...this system m whic.h a vanety of p~fess1onals, lo~ed
recovery before bemg 'given permission to drive again. ·_:~_;,-ones and others not:if:Y us wh~n there IS some question
Such a definition of "recovery'' could be difficult without · . ': about a person's ability to drive sa!ely.
_
the advice of our board · · · : ·
· . : .The system seems to be working. We need to be
.. The Medical Advisory' Board has received rave _-;'careful about. ado_pting new regulations and requirereviews from
over the counby. It has been a model · ' · ~en~, es~cially if we .~ ~~h _!he same goals by
for other states that want to create their own such :-.: niaking adjustments to ~eXISting system that would
·. ''i boaiU ·Members of Maine's board have been asked to-· ~:''avoid adding ·new co_s~ ~d new complexities to. the
speak and adyise_other states on how to achi~ve similai ~c' process. : ':•,_::
•
results. .- ·. '· ·: .._· · .,..: .._' · · · · -: ' .'' •' ' :-.:----:·· ·_,- · _:".! ·•·: __ .
: · ·· -;•. ·:··· '· .. ___ ;.·--, ,· ,-·-.-·.:
'·Our boaril has initiated many projects and progriunS::
t1s ·Maine's secretary of state, Bill Diamond oversees
_.· _ that are considered exemplary -i_inclu<ll?g educating
the Bureau of Motor Vehicles. >': · · :: . ~ • •·-. · U
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OlDER DRIVERS

Vision testing, free rideS
Worth it to···aVoid . crashes
• A state task force backs off
So fue' Task F~rce ·to Study the Safe
·
:. "d
b L:-d Mobility of Maine's Aging Population has
an .unworkable 1 ea to get eum backed off. It recommends instead that
several better ones.
the next Legislature consider authoriz.
t's good that a state task force
investigating the safety of older
drivers has dropped its plan for
special tests for vision and mental acuity for drivers over 40..
First, the age-40 threshold was much
too low - drivers between age 40 and 60
are in their safest years of motoring,
according to state and federal statistics
that measure accidents per miles driven.
The riskiest group by that measure is,
of course, teen-agers - but the task
force's concern · was spurred by the
statistics, which showed accident rates
climbing again once drivers passed their ·
60th birthdays.
.
· Also, the proposals generated political
heat from elderly drivers, who said they·
were being singled out even though they
were not the riskiest drivers when total
munbers of accidents were considered.

I

ing a voluntary force of younger chauffeurs to get unsafe elderly drivers
around. The panel urges some liability
waivers be used to to encourage participation by the volunteers.
It also recommends that current
vision tests, which come at ages 40, 52, 65
and each renewal thereafter, take into
account that the license renewal period
has been extended to six years. It asks
for vision tests on each renewal after age
40 and every .two years after age 65. The
group also calls for greater efforts to
inform senior citizens about transportation alternatives.
.
·
Those recommendations deserve
adoption. We can't ignore the fact that,
while most elderly drivers are among
the safest on the road, some are not safe
at all.
For everyone's good, they need to be
identified and offered other, less hazardous
ways
they're
going.
. to get where
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.,.::, - - By Katherme. Freund . ·.,;.:,,~,[\~'.:These difficulties may be caused .•...-l~l The 15-member ~~sk Fore~ to _

... ~:

. · :· · ··by the no~mal changes of a~e, ~d. •;: Study the Safe Mobility of Marne's
., ,t~e_ir .ac~Iden~. may occur:~ spite G-Aging· Population - with broad
-_··: _:"
· tio~, the automobile .;.hi-of ~their dihgent effor~s
~.~:>:,:,representation from t_he secretary.
;.:;:). ·
has brought us greater·'."' compensate.
· · . · - .·_ . - ' . of state the Maine Highway Safe-_
~
·freedom and mobility/ . . · .~n tpis context, it !s impm;~~nt. to,. ~-. ty Com~ission, the Bureau of El·:'
•u
than. we have ever -be- :Rremember that semors are not rn-·-;· :der· and Adult Services, the
.fore·, enjoyed, but. it has also ;'l';l\adequate to the transportation '-''·Department of· Transportation,
brought us many unexpected and .. system. The transportation sys-,.- the House of Representatives, the
./far-reaching problems . .Amorig ·.f'l tern iS inadequate to the needs _of ;:··;--Senate, the public, the American~
Ahese problem~ are air pollution, \;:-,)norma~y aging people. -.,:. :! -· :~~:y~;5:1 riJ\ssodatiori of Retired Perso~,
traffic congestion, ·urban sprawl, ·
Second,_ because transport~t~o!l ,,, the~ureauofHighwaySafety, cit- .
, and dependence on foreign oil . .;:::'·!~:ris the key to independence,·~:hgm-::JO~izims·over age 65, the American
.~,.-~As· we ~ge ~ith ~he ~utomobil~_,:.~J.J~ed, a~fordable alter~atives ~o the,;,:-1_:-'_'_Automobil~ .Association,· in.sirr- .
··for the frrst hme m ·history, the ' self-driven automobile are abso~: -·~ ance providers, gerontologists, ·
,:.~a~~ty ~nd mob~ity prol>l~~S)~f rir.:l}lt~~Y.~~sen~1al if senior~ !J.r.~ ~obe.io:::the"Ai-e.a Agenci~s on Ag_in~, and.
' our older population are emergmg :... able to make good choices about ..: .,the Marne Transit Association - ,
additional unintended conse~·: "\:their OWn driving safety. There is". has studied these complex transqencesofourdependenceuporit~e. · ~-~ dyna~ic relationship ~et~~~n. 1 , 1 .portation issues, as we l~ok to-·
· automobile. Just as no one for_e~ i: ,al~e:nabve transportatw_n, a~~ c.\.;,v.:ard ow: future and_ age ynth the
- ~aw ~hat would h~ppen to our cit-·'.·· driVrng safety. '. _.
·'·'\ _ <; ; . ~1:1tomobile for the frrst bme .
. Ies w~en almost everyo.ne _drove,.::.~ ,,The extent to which go~d.~lter:.T/) Our 'recommendations have
·and par~ed an automobile, so .no ·. :.'nat~ves exist is the extent to which ~;;: beEm developed in ·light of both
one predicte~ what would happen • .semors are truly free to make · current realities and future
· v.:hen _the drivers of those B;\lt~osound driving decision's and still · ~.trends. Whether these issues seem
: :biles grew older. .
~ )···~ ·rs-:~~riiai~tain t~eir mdependenc'~ an(L:. foreign 'because they_ are not :yet
.~: T~l~toy .once said ~hat happy'" quality of life.
; . ·- · commonly discussed rn the pohcy
families are all happy m the same
.
.
· :
. , ·
f T
b
th
.way, but unhappy families are un- . , .~ Severfil convergmg tr.ends ·:_:-arena, or. a~miar . ecause ey
· th -:'Th" · bmake· it especially important to : . tell the seem~ngly pnva~e story of
h appy m
err own way·
IS o --. .
· · f il
b r or friend they
'servation holds true for drivers,.,, address the safety and mobility of .a am y !Ilem e
.'
a's well. Safe drivers are all safe in _the aging population at this tiine. :.:are .ce~tarn to emerge agarn and
· the same way, but unsafe drivers ·Not. only_ are we agi~g w~th t~e .-.. agam rn the years ahead.
are Unsafe in their own way. This ··automobile for the frrst bme m
If the Task Force to Study the
is why it is not only important to . history, we are aging in greater ·'.Safe Mobility of Maine's Aging
:address the problems of all unsafe ; ·numbers than ever before in his-:· Population has one, clear, impordrivers but to address them in a • ··-tory. In 1990, 4 percent of .the U.S. · tant message, it is this: Transpormanne'r appropriate to their . population was 65 and over. By the
tation is a lifelong need. Like the
needs
·:; . :· '. i :year 2020, that figure will ap-· veins and arteries of our lives
Tliu~, sleepy drivers, drug-im- -... · p~oach 20_p_ercent, and everyone transportation connects us to all
paired drivers, inexperienced
will be driVrng. · . ·
·.
.- we do, and need, and love, to the
dr!vers, ~nd functionally im-· ___ Moreover, s(percent _of~U.S ... _ne~es~itiesoflife,andtothequaliparred dr_IVers ·must _,all_
ad- ;.· population growth .since,;)Vorld ,,·}Y. o~ life.·
·_
. dressed differently. -. ·':. ' " - . . : Wart II has occurred in rural and ( · (·, ,
.
·.When. 'considering. the safety ·-:suburban areas'·ln Maine subur.:_:~~ Katherine Freund is chairwoman
. ne~ds an~ ~haracte~istics of older ... _banization is ocdlu-ring in t~v0s as<·; ofth~ 'f'a_sk For~e ~o Stu.dy the Safe
_drivers, It. Is ess~nhal to :erne~- .- . small as 5,000, Such land-use pat<~. ~obillty o,f {liame. ~ Agmg ~opula
ber two thmgs. Frrst, ~espite therr
terns make walking and tradition- _twn. She IS • affllmted With the
b~s~ eff~rts,so.me seru~rs de.v~lop ...· al public transit_ ev.en more
So~thern ~ai!le Area. Agency on
difficulties ~It~ ;-therr .-_ <!t"I\Trng: ·. , problematic.··" •• _:-i'il. :. , ,
Agmg, which IS based In Portland.
·-.. : _ .. · :' _. :. , ·

;,:A.,.:;..
·· s a mode of trans~or!a~
1
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Helping older drivers
air to say that a state task force
month that could help. Among the recom-.
mendations is a program that would offer
examining the needs of older drivers in Maine now understands
a .toll-free number for a driving schedule,
that limiting the access of those
and route and fare information on all the
drivers to their cars is. not a popular idea.
transportation services available in Maine.
Last October, older drivers let the task
For people who do not have access to existforce know volubly how little they liked the ing programs, a volunteer driver service
idea of increa.sing testing for older drivers. bas been suggested that could assist a wide
range of people.
The task force, however, may find a
Though still in the idea stage, the driver
warmer-reception when it proposes driving
alternatives rather than limits. ·
service could be organized at a low cost,
Older drivers in rural Maine have few
making it an effective and efficient use of
choices. They need their cars to get around existing dollars. Insurance questions would
because mass transportation rarely exists. . need to be worked out, but such a service
But they also need an option when drivmg
would be a great opportunity for local clubs
and organizations looking to do v~lunteer
no longer is safe. Currently, many older
drivers rely on family and friends when
work in their towns. The time commitment,
this hap~; a few walk. Too many are
properly spread out among members, would
forced to keep driving, imperiling their
be minimal and all anyone would need to
safety and others. Indeed, they are part of help out is a driver's license, access to a
a demographic group id~tified as having vehicle and a sense of direction.
the ·second-highest ra.te of accidents, a high
Maine bas the fifth-oldest population in
proportion of them fataL
the country, yet it bas done little to recog-.
. The Task Force to Study the Safe
nize this growing group. A volWlteer driver
Mobility of Maine's Aging Population will
service would be a simple way to help a
make proposals to the Legislature next
great numbei, of these drivers travel safely.
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Letters to the Editor

VOICE OF TH.E PEOPLE

·Elderly ~ers' bad rap
based on a narrow view

If seniors drive .badly, .
youngsters. drive worse

Older drivers follow
rules; ar~ patient, polite

It is sad . that Katherine F'feimd hils
taken it upon herself to launch a campaign .
against .a whole ciB.ss of drivers, based on
her .unfortunate experience with -one
("Safety study to focus on older drivers,"
.June 15). The elders are not by and large
poor· drivers. If they were, you could. ~t
the insurance industry would reflect It m .
the rates. .
·
.
Accidents do happen, and the news '
releases frequently report stories of chil- :
-dren being struck, not necessarily by older ,
drivers. My teen-~ge grandson was
severely injured several years ago when ,
he was struck by . a car as he was
crossing· ·Forest Avenue near the post
office. The driver was in his 20s.
.· ·
. .. My wife and I put about 15,00 0
per
~year on otir ·vehicles traveling acros~
· ··many states. We observe many instances
. of harebrained driving, not by seniors. · · .
:. We have had people speed by us on the
: · interstates cradling a telephone between
·,·shoulder arid ear while writing on a pad
:··.propped on the steering wheeL These are
. not senior citizens. The seniors are _:
usually less impatient and less impetuous,
so are less apt to take risks. :
~ · , I have a longtime friend who works for
:. the telephone company southwest ·of Bos-.
ton. One of his duties is to ~patch repair

Talk about discrimination! One senior
citizen has an accident "- an accident that
anyone of any age could have had under
the circumstances - and Katherine
Freund and a legislator from Portland
have started a inove to restrict senior
citizen drivers.
Never mind the fact that the accident
rate among young drivers is appalling,
that senior citizens do not speed or drive
under the influence of drugs or alcohol as
young drivers do, that the accident' in
question was due to someone's carelessness in allowing a 3-year-<lld to dart out
into the street, or that younger drivers are
involved in accidents much more often
than senior citizens are.
All that doesn)t count. The only thing
that· matters is that all senior citizens :
be made to pay because one had an
accident.
Every senior citizen driver should .be
alert to what is -going on and should make
sure that the discrimination against them
advocated by Katherine Freund does not
occur.
Lenora Bangert
South Portland

I would like to try to explain why I feel
we senior citizens are still able to drive our
cars sensibly, and therefore please don't
take otir licenses away and therefore our
independence.
·
• We try to maintain (pretty near,
anyway) the speed limit
• We don't pass when there is a double
yellow line.
· • If someone in front of us isn't gomg
as fast as we would like, we don't pass on
the right; we wait until it is OK to pass
legally.
• We are patient
• We are polite!
.
I have many friends who have been
dfiving for 50 years and have never had an
accident or been arrested.
Can some of your younger drivers say
the same?
Betty O'Brien
South Portland

miles

~~ in the district Just JaSt year he told ·
. me that 75 percent of the poles he has to
··replace have been lmocked down by
. women between the ages of 18 and 30.
: I live on a short residential street in the
Woodfords area. It has always been used
. by some as a route to escape the traffic of
. Woodfords Comer and Stevens Avenue. ·
Most pass at a reasonable speed, hut a
few younger drivers blast down at over
40 mph.. Fortunately no child has been
struck, but I am ever fearful. · · '
·
David K Lo~ely
. Portland

Driving la\vs adequate
.for operators of·all ages
Why have a new law against senior
· drivers?
·
The law we have covers people who
don't drive properly.
What law could we possibly have that
covers more than what we already have?
Alice Parker
. . .. .
Westbrook

VOICE

OF THE PEOPLE

'

OlDER DRIVERS·'

Safety questions create a hot issue
I am writing iri response to the article
on the front page of the Press Herald,
June 15, regarding a study focusing on
older drivers and their ability to continue
driving on Maine roads and highways.
Being a mother and grandmother, I
sympathize with Katherine Freund having
hC~c a young son seriously injured.
I do, however, feel that more details
regarding that accident should have been
given in the paper. The only information
given was the location, Deering Center,
and the fact that an elderly driver was to
blame.
I realize there. are some older drivers
who should not be driving, but that rule
applies to all ages.
I get the impression that Katherine
Freund would like to see most older or
elderly drivers denied the chance to drive.
I am not sure at what age she considers a
person to be an older driver.
When there is so much recklessness on
all roads today, such as people constantly
running red lights, changing lanes without
signaling, exceeding the speed limits and
ignoring stop signs, it does not seem fair to
come down so hard just on older drivers
when many of all ages are a threat to
others on the road.
Elizabeth Wark
Westbrook
THIS IS IN REGARD to the front page
article June 15, "Safety study to focus on
older drivers."
.
The article states that the task force
which will be formed is "the brainchild" of
Katherine Freund, whose child was
injured by an elderly driver.
More information needs to be provided
in defense of us older drivers being
targeted for our own protection by Freund
and her task force, stemming from an
accident involving her 3-year-old
child.
To refresh my memory, I called the
Pr~ss Herald requesting data surrounding
the accident published in the paper.
I was informed that the records were
private; but I might be able to find them on
microfilm at the public library.
The only information I was given was
that the accident occurred sometime in
1988 and, as the reporter recalled, the
child ran out into the road. Such scant
information made it impossible to
research the article.
Freund stated in her article of June
15, and I quote, "What was the driver
doing wrong? He was driving his car. He

was being as careful as he knew how to be,
but he just didn't see Ryan."
One question comes to my mind: Where
was this lady, who wants· to have elderly
drivers investigated, when her 3-year-old
son ran out into the street?
.
Georgianna Cohen
Portlarid
DAVID K. LOVELY'S thoughtful June
26 letter makes several observations
about the driving behavior of both older
and younger drivers which I believe
reflect t.Pe thoughts and concerns of mariy
people.
He is correct to point out that drivers in
their teens and early 20s get into accidents, and that seniors are "less apt to
take risks."
·What Lovely misses is that both teens
and seniors are high-risk drivers.
However, they are high-risk for different
reasons.
Teens often drive over the speed limit
or too fast for road conditions. Seniors,
driving cautiously, are involved in lowspeed collisions with other vehicles.
Both teens and seniors are more often
than not responsible for those accidents in
which they are involved. Tragically,
. because of their increased frailty, seniors
have the highest fatal accident rate of any
age group.
. It is true that my initial interest in
transportation for the elderly arose from
my son's accident, but my involvement at
this point has gone far beyond any personal issue.
In my studies at the Muskie Institute,
where I specialized in transportation for
the elderly, I have learned that almost
two-thirds of our nation's elderly live in
the suburbs or rural areas, where there
· is essentially no public transportation.
This means that many seniors are
either forced to drive when it is no longer

safe, or they must ask favors of friends and
family, or they are without transportation
altogether.
I have also learned that in 25 years,
almost 20 percent of our population v.ill
be over 65.
If we, as policy-makers, do not find ways
to help people plan for their future transportation needs, many people, especially
seniors, will die in their cars.
It is my hope that the Task Force to
Study the Safe Mobility of Maine's Aging
Population will bring together thoughtful,
far-sighted and compassionate citizens
and policy-makers to find ways to protect
the dignity and independence of our
seniors without unduly risking either their
safety or that of their families and
neighbors.
Katherine Freund
Portland

Editorial board meetings are open to
the public, at 9:30 a.m. every
weekday in the founh-floor editorial
office at 390 Congress St., Ponland.
Letters to the editor should contain
no more than 250 to 350 words, and
· i~clude the writer's full name,
address and home and work phone
numbers. Not all letters are
published; shoner letters, if used,
usually appear more quickly.
Letters should be addressed to:
Voice of the People
Portland Press Herald
P.O. Box 1460
Portland, ME 04104-5009
Letters also may be sent to us at this
fax number: (207) 780-9334.
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A letter from 'rhomas Oates of Yar- ·
mouth .was recently printed in the Portland Press Herald Oates was, as I understood him, protesting that the state task
force on the licensing of elderly drivers
wa5 "out to lunch" before it even got
started
'
· As a 76 year-old myself, I certainly
qualify for the acljective "elderly," and I ,
protest Oates' attitude.
·
·
Regardless of the brilliance he ascnbes
'to his peers in Yannouth, most of us as we
age aren't that gifted
.
I climb mountains much of the year and
in winter go cross-country skiing and
therefore in excellent condition for my
age. But are my reflexes as quick as they
were 30 or 40 years ago? No. EyesigJlt and
hearing? No. Can I play the piano fast?
No. Let's be reasonable. All animal life as
it gets older gets stiffer or slower or
both.
An automobile can be a deadly weapon
even at moderate speed. My father had his
license taken away by the local police an
Pennsylvania) when it became obvious
that he had become a menace as a driver.
More or less, this was the case with my
stepmother some years later.
People my age really should be tested
on a regular basis for our own safety as
well as for others. If you are still sharp
enough to pass the tests required you
need have no fear of losing your license.
If you can't, well, then you shouldn't be
driving.
To the task force, good luck. And
·don't let AARP or the Oateses of this
world deter you from developing a muchneeded law.
Francis Madeira
Naples
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IrS NOT TIIAT. I haven't made my
own comments about older drivers and
their abilities to drive competently, but I
have also made the same comments about
younger drivers and their abilities to drive
safely. I am 64 years old and therefore fall
into the category of one of your "older .
drivers."
.
- I have had the misfortune in the past
five years to have my car stru<:k twice by
taxis that drove through stop s1gns.
· I have also been struck by an uninsured .
3o-year-old woman who went through a
stop sign.
. ·
And finally I had my car totaled by a
19-year-old b~y speeding to try and get
through a stop light before it changed ·
I may be a bit punchy by now, but the
cause will be in part from being hit by
younger drivers. Do I make my point?
.
Sally P. Witman
Portland

DRIVER SAFElY
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Task force· taking elderly for unfair ride
I sincerely hope that all members of the
"state task force" examining elderly driver
safety are denied a license to drive a car in
this state after each member reaches age
65.
.
Knotheads and screwballs, each one!
' .For myself, I am 81 and ·have been
driving since I was 16. I can honestly say
that I have not damaged or crashed up a
car for 63 years.
One elderly lady living here in Yarmouth Senior Housing, age 96, drives one
of the larger cars, a Cadillac.
The car always looks like it' just came
1 out of the showroom. She knows how to
keep it and it shows. This car does not
have even a scratch on it She drives it
herself and alone.
There are several other elderlies well
: over age 65 who drive their cars every day
and in a period of 16 years I have seen only
·one car that had been damaged in an

I

speed. They all pay close attention to rails, stone walls, etc.
An elderly inwardly knows that there
posted speed limits.
In the days when automobile insurance isn't too much life left for him or her: So
was not a ·requirement, elderlies were elderlies are very, very careful not to
enjoying their cars because they were jeopardize themselves.
If we are all created equal, then why can
affordable.
Not so, these days. Insurance com- we not be treated in that manner?
Fees for every human requiremeent are
panies "gouged" us and this caused many
elderly people living here to resort to bus on the increase. It has been so for the last
20 years. Social Security and pensions
.
travel for their shopping.
My own much-loved son was killed in an have beeri unable to compete with these
·
automobile accident when he was only 20 increases.
The state ·of Maine itself makes no
years old, but not in this state.
Young drivers, full of .zest for life and options for elderly automobile drivers.
forever satisfying themselves with the Perhaps the state would be more pleased
excitement and sense of speed, are killing if we all had to walk. Let .them keep on
themselves every week, according to news with their "enactments" and it might
reports. I wonder what percentage of happen.
Thomas E. Oates
elderlies are running into trees, guard
Yarmouth

~ccidenl

Portland Press Herald and Maine Sunday Telegram

Nobody living in this senior housing
I establishment
fails to visit a doctor, a
1

dentist or an· optician.
·
Some doctors ·call and visit their
patients. A foot· doctor calls on sev.eral
people here each week
Those elderlies fortunate enough to ·
own cars and drive everyday are in
excellent physical shape.
They are not the least bit interested in

A division of

Guy Gannett Publishing Co.

L.

·· Guy P. Gannett, {'resident (1921-1954)
jean Gannett Hawley, Publisher and Chairman of the Board
james B. Shaffer, President and Chief Ex~tive Officer

----~-----------------------------------------------~

Eventually, we'll all be
too old to drive safely
The people who have been responding
to the article on Katherine Freund's ·. ~
ideas on transportation for the elderly
(Press Herald, June 15) seem to have the
opinion her goal is to "get the old people
off the streets."
Eventually all of us will have to decide if
we should continue driving, or have the
decision made for us by a physician,
spouse, child or the state.
. · .··
Katherine's goal is to see that there are
options available to the elderly without
driving capabilities, so they are not left as
shut-ins. When it comes time for me to
stop getting behind the whee~ I hope
there are options that help make that
difficult decision more palatable.
Gwen Pratt
Portland
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IN RESPONSE to the letter from Genevieve Breton of Bath in the June 30 edition
concerning Kathy Freund: I can only
believe it is through ignorance of the facts
· that she would accuse Freund of parental
negligence in the accident involving her
child and an elderly driver.
Does Breton mean to imply that children must stay totally out of the roads so
confused elderly may have the convenience of stepping out of their kitchens and
into their cars? Do children have the same
rights these elderly had as children?
I have been subject myself to a physical
attack from a confused elderly driver who ·
. prematurely stopped in the road, putting
me in danger from other drivers.
This person attempted to hit me with
his car when I legally attempted to pass,
claimed to be a county sheriff and then
attacked me with his fists for writing down
his licence plate number. Is this person
competent to drive when he is obviously
disoriented?
Breton gives kudos to Secretary of State
William Diamond because he is uncomfortable with testing for one group of
drivers. Does she therefore believe that
new drivers shouldn't be tested? If the
elderly are protected from testing, why
not the young also? This logically follows
from this argumenl
Let's get real. Some elderly clearly
should not be driving. We all know il
Testing is a reasonable solution to a public
safety problem.
Paul Wolf
Limington
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"Here 1;N_e, go again. , The , top_ secret
task~fo~e cypes in Augusta ':have · old~r~
.• :drivers .under J>crutiny ·<Portland. Press
:. Herald, Sept. 2.) . ·• ~-:-··-:--~--'-:- -~-;·
They already have messed up emis: sions testing, and now they want to clamp.
down on older drivers.· · · ·.. · · .. · · . · '
It wasn't. so long ago that special t,ests
for .older ; drivers ,were repealed. But ·
Augusta ·bUreaucratS· forget easily and
never seem to learn. . .
. ' .. .
It woul~'t be surprising-if the Augusta
geniuses begin to mandate· the kind of
toilet tissue we use and how to apply it. If
that doesn't keep them occupied .and
happy, maybe :they will by regulating
toothbrushes or razor blades and happily
cut their throats.
··· .
There must be some way we can get ;
·these clowns off our backs. · ~..:. ·· · ,, ·
: . One way would be. to abolish their jobs ,
and send the~ ba~k to :beco~e. s'treet;
· cleaners and ditch diggers, proVIded they
·.. can pasS the test by SOme miracle. '· ..
I
...... _:·:v: :;;'· ... thS.Rb M~utnber,:
·--·
; ... Boo__. ayrar ~r,
·, :.
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-4:-:::-::ne propo~e~ ·extra 'le~tini~or _senior~ll
l.:citiien drivers oLMaineJs_unwarraiited, J
.;disgraceful' and biased. ~: :; ; ~~;~-';::;:,.~~'<' .;· Y·.,:J

~f>;Whe~ ~~yo~e:driveiJ;;;p;bHth'fih~l

:ways they_are taking '_chances.:,cThe :~
;· ibiake~ -mii.Y-:iail/anof!ler :driyer.cma.Y ;be.R

'1driving-·drunk,..,ine"perfericed,-~become~':'.:~

·;.HI, distrac:ted, or confused. 'Tfle-·gr~und. ·j
.},may Jr~.e~e·· into. inv,i~)~l~,~bl,~c~_:_i_.c7-: ~;
;and a_poh_ce _car on a cf!ase may 'Spin-~
;out ofc()!!fml. ··' :~ :.o:::-.;p~·~;~;..,.,.:,;.':A:
:. -~; I have been driving for.49 years~ and I :
L:ca~n_n~i_ f_ec?!J ev. er_bejng ,epd.-~g~·~.e~~P~
!:.·an pld~r dnyer. While st<?pped,Twas _rur~~!
{ int() twice;"on'ce bfa coll_ege'siu1fe~fa'td_'~;
:. once 'by_ a 'carrii>us' Police' cai which :skid- :'}

i

:~a_e~- '2l1 ..~~tj>~y~m~~.i.· .Lsariii~fi.mi:lgi~fj
···how either 1,1ccident _would have ~en pre.: ·•
· ~en_te.d by e.,X..i!!(!e~tlng·9.f ~rl.yillg ~~.illi. o(:;
IndiVIduals over 65."''-' •~--· :~· ),'!:.:_ ·-••>:?· J.L.

,._: ~---4~· ·:;,>,:~ ~:· ~- ·F; ~ ;c~ ~~t~~-~-·?ci ••.::·.

To j>reverit accidents:' keeping drunks :.
-off the·'-raa·a~wouid"6-e·;~"&ooci)•(ar); I£ ; .'
more t~stiiifis needed; tes(ey~ry~ody. :·,
But don't beat' up"·on grandf!loih_~r(and
grandfl!_ih,eis ju)t ~-c~~se_theY._-~~ve. bit
more sanely than they used to and therby
stand out in the crowd. , ·. '<. :-~ ;-.;; }:z.:-:~

a;

•
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Bill Hanson ~-: •.., · . . . , .. _
Northea~t Harbor . ·
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The idea of a task force to suggest laws
to regulate the elderly drivers on the road
is more unconstitutional .than the auto
emissions test law.
Let the old people and their old cars die
of natural attrition rather than to harass
them to death. If more concentration isri't
placed on young drivers today, there won't
be any old drivers living tomorrow.
How many carloads of elderly people
get killed on the highway today? Watch TV
or read the paper. Most of us old geezers
are In no huny to get to the graveyard,
unlike the youngsters driving like a bat out
of hell going nowhere.
The worst drivers are the legislators,
·Identified by their license plates. Then
when they get in the State House, they fall
asleep at the whee~ not paying attention
to what they're doing. as history has
proven. Let's all get together and wake
• them up.
Bradbury A. Rand Jr.
Falmouth
IT IS ABSURD - and also inaccurate
- that the report of the task force on older
drivers should be so bitterly criticized by
so many of us older drivers. ·
The report is not discriminatory. The
task force's recommendations are based
upon careful evaluation of the various
actual percentages of past traffic
accidents.
It is absolute medical fact that the aging
process diminishes in varying degrees
many phases of mental and physical
competence, and government has the
legal responsibility to do what it can to
protect - with justice - the safety of its
citizens.
So the state of Maine, having obtained
carefully recorded statistics, is seeking in
various ways to reduce the number and
severity of traffic accidents, in general and
in particular.
One way would be to include these
proposed examinations of older drivers.
These would be examinations that are
identical for drivers of all ages - nondiscriminatory. Then if the individual
responses to some e.xam questions indicated the need, additional tests would be
given whatever the driver's age.
Yes, I am an "older driver." I'm 85 years
old And I don't look forward to losing my
freedom to drive, though maybe that will
happen.
No matter what, I would welcome the
task force's proposed approach as a plus
toward helping to protect me not only
from myself but also from hurting others;
and possibly being hurt by others.
So let's each of us drivers do his or her
best to persuade our legislators to go
forward with the task force's intelligent
proposals for everyone's safety.
Carolyn N. Blouin
South Berwick
I'M FURIOUS at the state's new proposal to do extensive testing on all drivers
over the age of 40.
Their own statistics show that problems
with some drivers don't begin to show up
until they are in their 60s. 1 find it
Interesting that this is yet another idea
imported from California
Obviously, our state legislators have
forgotten their own state motto, "Dirigo."
Patricia Bernard
Portland

A MAINE TASK force for driving
safety is proposing that Maine drivers age
40 and over be required to be not only
eye-tested when applying for their drivers
licenses, but to be also tested for mental
stability.
.
In ·view of the fact that the state has
been rocked recently by several fatal
accidents, all caused by young drivers, I
would say that the "task force" is on the
~ of the innocents when they should be

Old.ars are treated with nsp«t; how about older drnus?

PresS Herald regarding proposed licensing changes for people over 40.
I do not question the desire of the task
Editorial board meetings are open ro
force to make Maine highways safer.
!he public and are hdd at 9:30 a.m.
However, I question their wisdom as
weekdays in !he fourlh-noor editorial
reflected in the proposals offered
office at 390 Congress St., Ponland,
According to their published chart Sept
23, problem drivers are those in the 15-toutters to the editor should contain
19
age bracket Their crash rate is more
no more !han 250 words, and
than twice the rate of the 75-plus driver.
include !he v.Titds full name,
As a matter of record the lowest crash
address, and home and work
rate of all drivers are those in the 4o-to-59
telephone numbers. Letters should be
age bracket, and there is only a slight
typed when possible. Those selected
increase until age 70. The task force better
for publication are edited only Cor
restudy their statistics.
spelling, punctuation and grammar.
It appears to me members of the task
Letters should be addressed to:
force are intelligent people who were
behind the door when God passed out
Voice of the People
common sense.
Portland Press Herald
Now if they are really serious about
P.O. Box 1460
making our highways safer, see what they
Portland, ME 04104-5009
can
do with the 15- to 18-year-old drivers.
Letters also may be sent by fax ro:
They are the serious offenders. Better
Q07) 791-6924.
~ tackle the problems of drunk drivers.
That problem has yet to be seriously
addressed
rei.D.IJig in the offenders.· It therefore
Robert E. Bell
Rockport
might not be a bad idea to test the "mental
stability" of the "task force" which does
not seem to comprehend what is going on
I HAVE READ the draft report of the
· around them.
Task Force to Study the Safe Mobility of
If we are realistic about it, we must face Maine's Aging Population with much
the fact that our "junior" or "junior miss" Interest and some concem
is a reckless driver. The driver licensing
Three points trouble me.
law should be changed, but not as far as
The report needs a recommendation
the older drivers are concerned They making seat belts mandatory. Recognized
know when they are no longer able to auto safety experts say this will reduce
handle a car and they stop driving of their injury and death from accidents. The
own accord when that time comes.
Legislature passed such a bill in the last
Why not change the driving law in this session. The governor vetoed it The task
way: Give a conditional license to 16- to force should challenge the Legislature to
18-year-olds, the condition being that one pass this again.
The report urges drivers to ask
Infraction of the law would mean the loss
of their driver's licenses?
·
insurance companies for a discount for all
When they reach 18 and are hopefully completing a safe driving refresher
more mature, they can apply for a driver's course. The task force should make this
license once again. This proposal may be mandatory in any bill sent to the Legislamet with disapproval by the young set but ture. That is far more effective than
they should stop and think that its Inten- requests from policyholders.
tion is to save young lives, namely their
Lastly, the report skirts one important.
point The task force should insist on
lives.
Katherine Gillis strong linkage between tougher licensing
Biddeford provisions and Increased mass transit
Without such linkage, Maine seniors
IF \VE OLD PEOPLE are such a hazard would face only loss of driving privileges
on the road, why is it that our insurance with no concomitant increase in mass
charges are no higher than younger transit
people? I believe I am typical rather than
Victor A. Schlich
South Portland
the e."<ception.
lt seems to me that those who would
change the relicensing process are not
really sure of the exact background for
these changes and are much more conGUY GANNETT
COMMUNICATIONS
cerned about the outcome rather than the
reasons for it
The attorney gen~ secretary of state
Guy P. Gannett
and licensing bureau should have the
Presiilrnt (1921-195~)
courage to simply ignore these cranks in
lean Gannett Hawley
their crusade who are taking from them
Mlisha and Chairman of the Board
important official time that could be spent
(1954-1994)
on many more important things.
Madeleine G. Corson
Thomas L. Rowe
Publisha and Chairman of the Board
South Portland
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.. both for the senior driver and for .J
:other drivers that may be encoun- '
:tered on the road. ·. · ,
I ·Suzanne Melancon of Burke, :1
Va., wrote an insightful letter to
Jhe editor on the subject (BDN,
'Nov. 8). It is a most difficult deci- ,
·sion for a senior driver to ~~~-~
'as to when . to · stop · drivmg ,
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·1
because it will result m a severe ,
loss of freedom and · in~epen-....
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;.senior,~.drivers ~.to ·take· the ·,~'55
t:Alive/Mature ,Driving'~. rcourse
;.designed and .sponsored -by ,:the
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c·.pants sharpen ~eir driving_ s~,
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to age-related changes in vision,
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;four-ho'ur sessions usually on con'secutive days for a'nominal fee of .. J1
$8 •. Area 'orgariizations . such as
women's clubs have offered it in
~the· p~#.t., I~ye taken it my~elf, and
-it is an excellent course. •• ,.. ''f'; :<1
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~;,~Whil~{~suCh 'a ·~course· will ·not
eliminate the .results from distractions ;;riiisCalculations of distance
and ; ·~space;'i~"ariiJnals . suddenly
appearing in .. the' ··ro.a~ or ~or~
seen 'weather conditions, It .will
remind·. seniors ;to be constantly
alert ''aware ·:and watchful of all
that ls'going on around them while
driVirig. AARP has recently d~veloped a ilew course for RV dri':_e~
as well. Information on where llii.s
course is available locally may be
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.. · , ·
.. 55 Alive/Mature Driving, AARPProgram · Department, 1909 K
Street NW Washington, D.C. 20049.
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Much has been said about whether an older driver "problem" exists.
One perspective _comes from the following:
The other night, my mother told me that she now refuses to drive
with her sister. Her sister drives too fast, tailgates and generally scares
my mother. My aunt apparently insists on showing that she is as fit to
drive as she ever was.
We have seen some of this self-confidence in the older subjects we
have recruited for our driving experiments. In ·response to newspaper ads
we get many enthusiastic calls from seniors and it becomes clear that part
of their motivation for participating is to demonstrate that they are
capable drivers. .As the experiments progress, it becomes clear that for
some seniors, the self-confidence is not warranted. Although we have not
experienced the apparently extreme behavior exhibited by my aunt, I
believe there is a fine line between self-confidence and denial. If justified
by their capabilities, the self-confidence is probably constructive, but
when the self-confidence is not consistent with the driver's abilities, it may
be a form of denial, and this could create a very dangerous situation.
Slide:

How Drivers Change as They Age
• How people change as they age
• How these changes relate to driving
• How driving changes as drivers age

I have broken the topic into three parts. The first topic, How people
change as they age, is associated with a huge amount of experimental
research. Indeed, the Handbook of the Psychology of Aging, which is just
one of numerous sources, is now in its third edition. I will not attempt to
be exhaustive on this topic. Rather, as suggested by the second part of the
topic, I will focus on basic capabilities that relate to driving.
Finally, I will briefly discuss changes in motivation and attitude that
accompany the major life changes such as retirement and loss of a spouse.
These changes often have major impacts on an individual's mobility needs
and thus can dramatically change driving.
Slide:

What Makes a Good Driver?

I want to start by considering the question of "What makes a good
driver" I recently ran a workshop on this topic and I believe some of the
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results are relevant here today. The participants in the workshop included
researchers, who study driving behavior, occupational therapists, who
routinely evaluate driving competency, and driver education specialists,
who develop curricula for driver education programs. To focus the
discussion, I asked each participant to answer the following two questions:
Slide:

1. How would you know when your child is ready to drive
alone?
2.

How would you know when your parent or grandparent
is no longer able to drive?

Each participant was given several minutes to answer these
questions. As we went around the table, it became clear that the concept
of "awareness" was prominent in the discussion.
Slide:

Awareness
•
•

Situational
Capabilities/Limitations

We know our children are ready to drive when they demonstrate an
awareness of the intentions of other road users, of where other vehicles
are most likely to be coming from in a given situation. We look for an
awareness of the possibility that they are not invulnerable, that maybe
they are not always capable of stopping if a child runs in front of their
speeding vehicle.
These same ideas are applicable to the older driver. A competent
older driver must be aware of where he or she is in traffic. He or she must
The older driver must become
be aware of the intentions of other drivers.
aware of at least the possibility, if not the fact of his or her diminishing
capabilities, and be willing to develop a strategy to compensate for the
inevitable changes that occur with aging.
So, what is this awareness and where does it come from? I will
attempt to answer this question by introducing the concept of cognition.
Slide:

Awareness --->

Cognizance ---> Cognition
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If we are aware of something, then we are cognizant.

defined as knowing something based on our observation.
Cognition is the process of knowing, or more precisely
Slide:

~

Cognizance is
And finally,

Cognition:
" • • • all mental activity
involved in knowing •• "
all of the mental activity involved in knowing or thinking.

What I am trying to suggest here is that if awareness is the essential
skill for safe driving, then driving is in largely a mental task. However,
this was not always true. For many years, before the majority of cars were
equipped with power steering and power braking, before the handling
characteristics approached those of earlier high-performance cars, the task
of keeping the vehicle on the road was a bigger part of driving than it is
today. Early theories spoke of the driver's spare capacity, a reference to
the fact that driving was not very demanding mentally, and that drivers
often had a considerable amount of time to think about things unrelated to
driving.
Slide:

Driving:

Physical and

Mental components

(Figure 1)

In recent years, driving has changed considerably. The number of
vehicles has grown faster than the number of people. Traffic congestion is
a fact of life. Dynamic displays, such as changeable-message signs, often
with novel ·messages that must be read and understood in a short period of
time, are used increasingly for traffic control. Yet as driving becomes more
complex, we continue to insist on doing other things while we drive:
listening to the radio, talking on the telephone, conversing with passengers,
even reading. The proliferation of in-vehicle technologies, with the
potential to distract the driver, shows no sign of letting up. Clearly, driving
has changed from a relatively undemanding task to a complex problem of
information management. This change in the driving task also points to
the importance of the cognitive or mental aspects of driving.
Next I will break cognition down into its components.
will introduce a model of cognition.
Slide:

Sensory

To do this I

Model of cognition (Figure 2)

Processing-Perception-Decision-Response

execution
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This is a simplified generic model of human cognition. It can be used
to describe driving, or walking, or playing tennis, or any of a number of
tasks. According to this model, the task, in this case driving, consists of
four separate components or stages. The model assumes that each stage
occurs in succession. It assumes that each stage has an input and an
output, that each stage transforms the information provided to it, and that
each stage takes some time.
As presented the model is somewhat simplified. It does not
represent the fact that driving requires us to share our attention among a
number of competing activities. It also does not show the involvement of
memory, which stores all of the knowledge we have obtained over a
lifetime of driving and is used by us to interpret what we see.
Slide: Vehicle
(Figure 3)

at

stop

sign

crossing

uncontrolled

intersection

To help explain how this model works, I'll describe each stage in the
context of a common driving scenario. Let's assume that I am driving and
I come to a stop at an intersection. The intersection has a stop sign for me,
but no control for the cross .traffic. I intend to continue through the
intersection. Because the traffic on the cross street has no control, I have
to wait until I find an opportunity to cross the street.
Sensory processing refers primarily to my vision and hearing. In
this scenario, ·it is most important that I see the other vehicles that are
crossing in front of me. It is important that I see the pedestrians who
want to cross in front of me. Initially, as I come to a stop before the cross
line, I may· be looking straight ahead. However, as I begin to look around I
detect movement with my peripheral vision. I will then move my head
and eyes so that I am looking directly at the object detected. This ensures
that the moving objects will appear within the central area of my eyes, so
that I can see enough detail to correctly identify the moving objects.
Hearing is not particularly relevant here, unless an emergency
vehicle suddenly emerges or unless someone honks a hom to indicate
something out of the ordinary.
Perception. Sensory processing simply ensures that the eyes and
ears register what is available. The second stage, Perception refers to my
interpretation of this information. In this situation, I interpret the moving
objects, and based on my past experience I perceive that that they are
cars, and not low-flying birds. I recognize the object moving immediately
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in front of me as a walking human and based on my knowledge of people,
I conclude that he wants simply to cross the street.
Perception also refers to the judgments I make about how fast the
other vehicles are moving, how fast the pedestrian is moving, and when
the vehicles are likely to cross in front of us.
Decision-Response selection.
At this point I have seen and
interpreted all relevant information. Now I must decide whether to go or
to wait for another suitable gap. In addition to the information just
perceived from the immediate scenario, I may also use other information
to make this decision. For example, if it is rush hour, I may decide that
this particular gap is the best that I am likely to see for some time, which
would encourage me to go. On the other hand, if it is the middle of the day
and traffic is generally light, I may be more conservative. Similarly, if it is
slippery and I cannot count on efficient acceleration, I may be inclined to
wait for a better gap. This secondary information is held in my memory so
that it can be used to help make my decision.
Response-execution. When I have finally decided that it is time to
cross, I execute this decision, by accelerating and steering the vehicle
across the street. If I have made a good decision, this may be all that is
required. However, if I have made a bad decision, I may need to
accelerate hurriedly and even swerve to avoid hitting one of the vehicles
crossing in front of me.
I have now completed the four stages of my model and this has
taken just several seconds.
Keep in mind that this is a relatively simple driving situation. This is
because the vehicle is stopped while the driver is deciding when to
proceed through the intersection. Most driving involves decision-making
in a moving vehicle, so that the driver has a very limited amount of time
to decide and is also steering and accelerating or decelerating while
making this type of decision.
At this point I am going to add one more element to the scenano.
Slide: Vehicle at stop sign crossing
with opposing vehicle (Figure 4)

uncontrolled

intersection

In this slide everything remains the same, with the excepti~n that I
have added an opposing vehicle. Referring back to the four stage-model,
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first I must see that there is an object across from me in the intersection. I
must perceive that it is a vehicle, and I must determine the intentions of
the driver. For example if the driver intends to go straight or make a right
turn, then his/her actions are unlikely to interfere with my decision
making. If the driver has activated a turn-signal indicator, this would help
me determine his or her intentions: However, my experience living in
Massachusetts is that drivers rarely activate their turn signals for this
purpose. I have learned that I must see how they are positioning their
vehicle to determine if they are turning. This is an example of how I use
my existing knowledge to interpret the immediate scene.
If I determine that the driver wishes to turn left, then we have a
social situation, in which my decision-making will be influenced by the
intentions of the other driver. At this point I must draw on my knowledge
of rules-of-the-road to decide who has the right-of-way. For example, I
was probably taught .that for this type of intersection, the vehicle that
arrives first at the intersection has the right of way. However, my recent
experience is that often the pushier of the two drivers will take the rightof-way in this situation. So I need to ascertain how aggressive the other
driver appears. If the vehicle appears to be creeping into the intersection,
I may conclude that the other driver intends to take the right:-of-way.
If I am uncertain, I may choose to wait until the approaching driver
has completed his or her maneuver and hope that there is not another
vehicle behind him promising to create the same uncertainty for me.

The point I am trying to make is that with one small addition, this
relatively simple driving situation has turned into a complex situation with
a relatively high degree of uncertainty and the requirement to perceive
and comprehend some subtle and possibly ambiguous information. This
relates to my earlier comment that driving requires that we be aware of
what is going on around us, including the intentions of other road users.
Slide:

How people change as they age

With this scenario as background, I am now going to
some of the main effects of aging. As an overview, I'll say
most of our basic cognitive or mental capacities decline with
of decline can differ tremendously for different individuals
different components abilities.

summarize
that generally
age. The rate
and for

There is also an important caution about how to interpret the effects
of aging. And that is the fact that despite the sometimes dramatic age
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differences reported in laboratory studies, the evidence supporting a
corresponding problem in everyday activities, such as driving, is not
nearly as strong. There are a number of possible reasons for this
discrepancy including the possibility that lab tasks measure behaviors that
are irrelevant to success in everyday tasks. Another possibility is that
activities of daily living are not as demanding as the lab tasks. And finally,
it is possible that the extensive overpractice associated with tasks of daily
living prevents deterioration of their performance even as more basic
capabilities decline. So keep in mind that the total deterioration evident in
driving may not always equal the sum of the parts.
Slide:

Sensory
•
•

Processing

Hearing
Vision

All five senses decline with age. Hearing and vision are most
important to driving. It has been estimated that up to 90% of the
information we use while driving is obtained visually. Therefore adequate
vision is most critical for driving.
Slide:
•
•
•
•

Vision
Visual acuity
Field of view
Glare sensitivity
Night vision

The amount of light that reaches the retina (back of the eye)
decreases with age. This makes night vision particularly difficult. The lens
in our eye loses its elasticity and hardens. This reduces our ability to focus
on near objects. The lens also yellows with age and thus tends to absorb
much of the light that would otherwise have passed through it. The pupil
or opening of the eye decreases in size and further reduces the amount of
light reaching the retina.
Visual acuity refers to the ability to perceive details in stationary
objects (static acuity) and moving objects (dynamic visual acuity). Static
visual acuity is what most standardized eye tests measure. Visual acuity
begins to decline around age 45. One study revealed that approximately
70 percent of drivers over 75 have a restriction on their license related to
visiOn. Research increasingly indicates that static visual acuity is not a
strong predictor of accidents.
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Field of view refers to our peripheral VISIOn. Research suggests a
steady decline after approximately age 40, however the magnitude of the
loss is not nearly as large as with visual acuity. Approximately 13 % of
people over age 65 experience visual field loss. The results of studies
relating visual field to accidents have not been conclusive. One study
found that a subset of drivers experiencing binocular field loss had
elevated crash and violation rates relative to drivers matched for age and
gender (Johnson and Keltner, 1983)
Contrast

sensitivity

Sensitivity to glare. The ability to see objects next to a glaring
light declines with age. Light entering the elderly person's eyes is
increasingly scattered as the lens yellows. At least one study has reported
a correlation between glare recovery time and accident involvement.
Another study reported that many older drivers attribute their decision to
stop driving to increased sensitivity to glare.
The age-related deterioration in Night VISIOn is very pronounced,
due to the fact that less light gets to the retina of the aging eye. One
author has suggested that an 80-year old may be functionally equivalent
to a 20 year-old wearing welding goggles that transmit less than 10 per
cent of the available light.
There is little dispute that VISion losses will be associated with age .
. However, interestingly enough, the link between these losses and crash
involvement remains tenuous. One possible reason is that existing
screening procedures do a reasonable job of screening out basic visual
problems. Another possibility is that drivers become aware of visual
problems and self-limit their driving, either by stopping or restricting to
day time.
One final note about VISion. So far I have described normal agerelated deterioration in visual function. This does not include the large
number of disease conditions that are also more likely to develop in old
age. For example, older adults .are more likely to develop cataracts,
glaucoma, and other disease conditions impacting on vision.
Slide:

Perceptual
•
•

abilities

Visual search
Attention
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In driving, one aspect of perception is the ability to search the
roadway scene to identify relevant targets, such as other vehicles, or
pedestrians, or even potholes in the road. Much laboratory research has
been conducted comparing the visual search skills of older and younger
people. In most studies, older subjects are found to be slower than
younger subjects in their ability to detect and respond to a specified target.
However they appear to be particularly impaired by the presence of
irrelevant information. For example, if it is snowing, the distraction caused
by snow would be expected to impair older drivers' ability to identify a
relevant target, such as a pedestrian crossing the street, more than it
would younger drivers.
Slide:
•
•
•

Attention
Selection
Switching
Time-sharing

Closely related to visual search is the concept of attention. Attention
refers to the ability to select from the objects in our visual field. For
example, our attention is generally directed to the most conspicuous object
in the visual field. This aspect of attention has been combined with the
size of the visual field to define the Useful Field of View. The Useful Field
of View incorporates, but goes beyond the size of the visual field to refer
to the size of the field from which our attentional system can efficiently
detect and interpret ·information. Researchers led by Karlene Ball have
developed a precise measure of this ability and they have demonstrated a
significant correlation with accidents among older drivers. An important
part of this work is the conclusion that vision alone is not the important
determinant of accident involvement. Rather the composite measure of
attentional abilities was most predictive of accident involvement.
Slide:
•

Attention
Uncertainty

Attention also refers to the efficiency with which we switch our
attention between several competing objects. Older adults are generally
slower in switching attention. This is particularly evident when there is
uncertainty about where to look for relevant information. This finding was
documented in a study conducted on our driving range, where we had
people responding to either signs or traffic signals. In one condition they
knew where to look and in another they did not. The uncertainty
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introduced by the latter condition created more of a problem for the older
drivers.

Slide:

Decisional abilities
• complex situations
• time constraints
• risk-taking

Generally, the speed with which older adults can choose between two
or more alternatives is slower than the speed of younger adults. Older
subjects exhibit a greater deficit in complex situations. This particular
effect of aging is significant in light of my previous observation that the
driving environment is increasing in complexity. If older drivers are
disproportionately impaired in complex situations, it follows that the
roadway environment is becoming increasingly unfriendly for the older
driver.
One consequence of the slowing that occurs with age is that older
adults have difficulty when they are under time pressure to make a
decision. This has been demonstrated in laboratory studies and is believed
to be one reason why older drivers change their driving habits to avoid
situations involving time pressure.
Common wisdom suggests that older drivers are more conservative
in their decision making, and thus less likely to take the types of risks that
are usually associated with younger drivers. In our driving scenario, this
would mean that an older driver would be expected to wait for a very
wide gap before deciding to cross the intersection. Unfortunately, the
existing research on this topic is not very conclusive.
My own research
addresses this issue and we have found no evidence to suggest that older
drivers are more cautious than younger drivers. One earlier laboratory
study suggests that older people are less willing to participate in the risk. taking situation, but once they have decided to participate, they are not
more cautious in their decision making.

Slide:

Psychomotor abilities
• reaction time
• movement . time

One of the most consistent effects of aging is the slowing of reaction
time. For example, it has been estimated that the average reaction time of
a 70-year old is 20% slower than that of a 20-year old. However, this
statement refers to the average person in each age group. Individual
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differences among older adults in reaction time are huge. Many older
adults actually have faster reaction times than younger adults.
Slide:

Physical abilities
• range of motion
• flexibility
• strength

There is evidence that all of the physical abilities listed in tP.is slide
deteriorate with age. Range of motion is most important for turning our
heads to see what is to the side or behind us. Grip strength has been
associated with driving, that is people with weaker grip strength are more
likely to have stopped driving.
As you can see from this brief review of the component skills in
driving, we can expect our capabilities to decline as we age. I should note
here that I have been describing normal aging. I have not considered the
effects of disease conditions associated with aging, such as Alzheimer's
disease, or arthritis. I have also not mentioned ways in which drugs may
contribute to performance decrements associated with age.

One final comment about performance changes that occur with age 1s
that aging is associated with increasingly variable performance.
Slide:

Aging

---->

Increased variability

In our driving experiments, we have found that older drivers are
likely to exhibit more variability in their performance than younger
drivers. In one study, we had drivers complete three sessions on
successive days. We found that the middle-aged drivers were much more
consistent across the three sessions than were the older drivers. Older
drivers were found to differ considerably between days. It was clear that
our older subjects were more likely to have good and bad days. This
finding of increasingly variable performance appears to be stronger than
any differences between age groups in the absolute level of performance.
This finding is consistent with the results of other laboratory work.
However it becomes even more interesting in the context of discussions
concerning the need to retest elderly drivers. These results suggest that
any single driving test may not be a reliable indication of the individual's
ability. For older drivers the results of any single driving test may
overstate or understate the actual level of capabilities.

Page 12
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At this· point I'd like to summarize, what I've presented about the
effects of aging on driving. Most generally, if we continue to drive, we
eventually will become slower to identify and more likely to miss relevant
information, slower to decide how to respond, and slower to execute our
responses. The inevitable result is that driving will become more
demanding and we will be less aware of what is going on around us. In
other words, if all stages of cognition slow down, such that we become
increasingly consumed in the process of seeing, perceiving, deciding and
responding, then this will inevitably restrict our awareness.

Slide:

Impaired

cognition

-->

Decreased

awareness

There is some support for this conclusion in a study that examined
the avoidance maneuvers attempted by drivers before accidents. The
finding was that older drivers were more likely not to respond
immediately prior to their involvement in an accident than were younger
drivers. In other words, older drivers were more likely not to attempt to
brake or steer immediately before an accident. Furthermore, the data
suggested that this was a gradual change, with 40 year-olds less likely
than 20-year olds, so that this is not something that occurs with old age.
An obvious question is when we can expect these changes to occur.
Well, as I've said before, most changes occur gradually over a number of
years. Many changes particularly those relating to vision are noticeable
starting at around age 40. Furthermore, because of the tremendous
variation between individuals, there is no hard rule about what age is
associated with what level of deterioration. Indeed in my own work, I
have observed older adults with faster response times that adults 20 years
younger.
Despite the fact that it is politically unacceptable to point to a specific
age, the Transportation Research Board made the following statement in
1988.

Slide:
"
after about age 75, the accumulated skill and judgment
gained over a lifetime of driving tends to be offset by other
factors."
Transportation

Research

Board,

1988
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This suggests that mos·t drivers will show some observable
deterioration in their driving by the time they reach age 75.
Results of our research are consistent with this finding. Specifically,
in two separate studies, we compared first old-old drivers (74+) with
middle-aged drivers (30-50) and then young-old (65+) drivers with
middle-aged drivers. We used a closed-course driving range and a battery
of laboratory tasks. Driving tasks included responding to a traffic signal as
it changes from green to yellow, and perceptual judgment and willingness
to attempt to drive through a variable-sized stationary gap. In the
laboratory we have looked at a number of measures of reaction time, and
measures of attention.
In the first study, with the oldest drivers, we found large
differences on a number of measures. However, more recently in the
second study, the differences between middle-aged and 65+ drivers were
not nearly as large. This despite the fact that we improved the sensitivity
of our measures between the studies.
But even if there is some observable deterioration in driving, this
does not mean that older adults, including those over 75 years of age, can
no longer drive safely. There are two factors that influence our ability that
are particularly relevant for the older driver. These are:

Slide:
•
•

Factors that influence
Motivation
Compensation

driving

In contrast to older theories, which emphasized skill, newer theories
of driving ascribe importance to the driver's motivation. It is not the
absolute level of skill that is important to driving, but rather how the
driver decides to apply these skills to any particular situation. Our
motives determine how closely we will chose to drive relative to the limits
of our capabilities. For example, referring back to· our intersection
scenario, if I am in a hurry to get somewhere, I may choose a very small
gap to cross the intersection. This decision may require precise and rapid
accelerating and even some swerving to avoid the oncoming vehicles. In
contrast, if I am in no hurry, I may choose to wait until there are no
approaching vehicles before I decide to cross the intersection.
In the first situation, where I am in a hurry, I am driving very close
to the limits of my capabilities, while in the second situation, I am not
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nearly as close to the limits of my abilities. And it is my motivation that
has determined exactly what level of skill to apply to the situation.
Slide:

How driving changes as drivers age

This brings me to my final three topics, namely how driving changes
and drivers age. The various life changes that are associated with age
create different motivations for driving.
Clearly, the way in which I drive, the difficulty of the driving is
determined by my motivation. And to the extent that aging causes
changes in motivation, the types of driving that we will do as we age will
change. When working people retire, an obvious change is that we no
longer need to commute to and from work. This will eliminate the
challenges of rush hour driving, and allow more freedom to do the errands
and socializing that previously were scheduled around work hours.
Older people will eventually lose a spouse and this may change our
driving dramatically. Living alone generally creates new social needs
which usually involve driving to church or to visit friends or relatives.
One important implication of the life changes that accompany aging 1s
that older drivers are less likely to be constrained by time. They have
more freedom to choose when they will drive and are less likely to be in a
hurry to get somewhere. If older drivers become aware of their
limitations, this increased freedom can be used to compensate for
declining function by selecting times and routes that will minimize the
demand and thus the level of skill required.
A number of studies have examined the driving patterns of older
drivers. They typically reveal a number of driving changes, including:
fewer miles, shorter trips, and slower speeds.
Changes in

Slide:
•
•
•

driving among older drivers

fewer miles
shorter trips
slower speeds
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Changes in driving among older drivers

• avoid rush hour driving,
• avoid nighttime driving,
•

avoid

inclement

weather

In addition, older drivers have reported avoiding, rush-hour and
nighttime driving and avoiding inclement weather, such as snow. Some
drivers may select specific routes to avoid having to make a large number
of left turns, if they are aware of a difficulty in executing left turns.
As you can see the concept of awareness is here again. Drivers can
only make strategic adjustments if they are aware of the need. In this
regard, I will now summarize the major situational factors that give older
drivers problems and suggest that these may be the basis for developing
avoidance strategies:

Slide:
•

•
•
•

Problems for older drivers
Complex situations
Novel situations
Uncertainty
Time pressure

The changes that accompany aging are inevitable. The rate at which
they occur will differ considerably among individuals. It is inevitable that
at some point we will modify our driving, and eventually stop driving
altogether.
It is therefore important that we understand the process of aging,
and plan for our future mobility needs based on the expectation of these
changes. The inspiration for my interest in planning for the change is a
former boss, who retired about 3 years ago. He had a theory that it takes
approximately ten years to integrate oneself into a community, be it a
church, a town or a professional society. In anticipation of his retirement,
he and his wife chose carefully where they wanted to retire, in this case on
Cape Cod. Ten years before the planned retirement date, they built a
house on the Cape. Both he and his wife have failing vision, he has
arthritis. He anticipated that these would make him give up driving at
some point. Therefore, they chose the location of their retirement home to
be within walking distance of all their needs. Because their retirement
location was more than 70 miles from our work, they took an apartment
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near work and for ten years they lived in the apartment during the week
and drove to the Cape on weekends and during vacation. Upon retirement,
they moved full-time to their retirement home in order to take up their
well-planned life. They felt comfortable in their community and are
enjoying their retirement. And so I will leave you with this idea:
Slide:

Plan for the changes, because they are inevitable.
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Presentation Summary
ACCOMMODATING OLDER DRIVERS THROUGH BETTER CARS AND IDGHW AYS

Loren Staplin, Ph.D.

Division Director for Human Factors
The Scientex Corporation
1250 South Broad Street, Suite 3000
Lansdale, Pennsylvania 19446

•

Safe and effective vehicle control under traffic conditions found in many everyday
driving situations is a complex, demanding, and unforgiving task.

•

Vehicles and highways have been planned to accommodate a "design driver" with
assumed capabilities to see, understand, and respond to events within a "normal" range
.of performance; serious consideration of age differences in driver capabilities has only
recently been incorporated into this process.

•

Highway design elements allowing accommodation of older driver needs include letter
size, color, brightness, contrast, and nighttime retroreflectivity of road signs, as well as
sign placement, density and redundancy; pavement marking size, color, and brightness;
the size, brightness, placement, and phasing of traffic signals; lane width and alignment,
median and curb proflles, intersection geometry and sight distance; and the overall
uniformity of traffic control devices in the U.S.

•

Vehicle design elements allowing accommodation of older driver needs include seat
shape, position, and adjustability; mirror type and placement; window size and
transmissivity, and obstructions to vision inside the automobile; number, size, brightness,
and location of instrument displays; position and force requirements for steering, brake,
and accelerator controls; location, density, size, shape, and function of "environmental"
controls; headlight brightness/distribution; and occupant protection and restraint systems.

•

New technologies may soon be widely available to help with early detection/response to
highway hazards; improve nighttime visibility; provide navigational assistance on
unfamiliar routes or when detours are required; help avoid conflicts in "blind spots" to
the sides and rear; and facilitate maneuver decisions for "gap acceptance" situations, at
a minimum. Use of such devices may further increase driving task demands, however.

•

Many changes in the system can and will be made to aid older drivers, but costs are
considerable, and individuals will remain responsible for driving safely; older drivers
should expect increased testing--"tough but fair" if properly implemented--and would
benefit by actively seeking transportation alternatives before they can no longer drive.

Mobility and Safety: The Mature Driver's Challenge
John W. Eberhard
U.S. Department of Transportation, National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration
Paper No. 94-S2-0-12

ABSTRACT
As the numbers and licensure rates of older people increase,
so does the need to focus on ways of ensuring the safety of all road
users without unduly restricting the mobility of older drivers. The
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NIITSA) is now
conducting a coordinated research program designed to identify
the safety and mobility needs of older people, with the intent of
assuring that both can be satisfied.
Driving patterns and accident involvement of the elderly are
reviewed, with emphasis on the role of medical conditions and
functional limitations. Drivers who understand their own limitations tend to change their behavior to accommodate declining capabilities. Those unaware of limitations tend not to take corrective action, placing them at higher risk of crashes. Research under way to differentiate these groups and categorize their performance is presented. There is evidence that older drivers as a group
are not a risk to others based upon their number of crashes per
licensed driver.

6 shows, young drivers consistently kill more pedestrians than any
other age drivers and older drivers kill the least number.
As Figure 7 shows, older driver crashes are most often associated with failing to yield to traffic when merging, not responding
properly to stop signs and traffic lights, or making unsafe turns.
Behaviors that lead to older people's accidents seem more related
to inattention or slowed perception and response than to deliberate
unsafe actions, such as speeding, drinking and driving, and running traffic lights (NIITSA, 1993A).

Driving Patterns
There are those who say: "Let older drivers continue to drive,
just not as much as before. Test them more frequently than younger
drivers and gradually take away their driving privileges." This
concept, called a "graduated license," would generally restrict older
drivers to the non-rush hour times, which is when they drive
(Malfetti and Winter, 1990). Most older drivers crashes occur
mid-day between 10:00 AM and mid-afternoon (4:00PM)-- the
non-rush hour times (NIITSA, 1993A).

INTRODUCTION
This paper is intended to give a better understanding of senior citizens as drivers. It presents a point of view that may be
somewhat different from others. It hopes to show that by addressing the transportation issues of drivers with specific problems we
can keep safer older drivers on the road.

Older Drivers as a Potential Problem
Ex1ensive interest in the older driver issue started with the
publishing of the Transportation Research Board (TRB) report:
"Transportation in an Aging Society" in 1988. That report stated
that there are going to be many more people over 65 after the
second or third decade of the twenty-first century (Fig.1). Actually, this is going to be even more pronounced in other industrialized countries.
The TRB report indicated that older drivers were more likely
to be involved in fatal crashes (Fig. 2) and crashes (Fig. 3) based
upon the miles that they drove but that they have the same crash
rate per licensed driver as middle age groups (Fig. 4). The report
noted that older people are much more likely to be killed in a
crash; and that a driver who is over 80 is approximately 3 times
more likely to die than a 20 year old because of his or her relative
frailness (Fig. 5). This, however, is an occupant packaging problem, not a driver safety performance problem. The report went on
to note that older people have declining capabilities that could
influence their driving ability. The report indicated that current
licensing examinations have limited ability to detect problem drivers.
The concern about older drivers was recently highlighted in
the United States by two spectacular crashes. The crashes involved
similar circumstances: an older driver inadvertently stepped on
the gas instead of the brake, plunging the vehicle into a group of
pedestrians, killing or injuring a number of people. Both crashes
made national headlines. The inference was clear: older drivers
pose a problem and perhaps we need to take them off the road.
But, which age group actually kills more pedestrians? As Figure

What about their driving patterns? Most older people drive in
familiar areas close to home on surface streets. This is where they
experience most of their crashes. This exposes them to more dangers-per-mile than high-mileage drivers because they encounter
disproportionally more intersections, more congestion, more confusing visual environments, and more signs and signals (Janke,
1991). Urban roads have a higher information load and require
the driver to process more information and make faster decisions
than do freeway driving situations. The changes in mental and
physical abilities of older drivers places them at a distinct disadvantage for the denser urban situation (TRB, 1988).
We know, as Figure 8 shows, that as people get older they
drive less- far less than do younger drivers (Foley et al., 199-tA;
Hu and Young, 1992). Older drivers are likely to be retired, so
they can largely choose when to drive to the grocery store, the
senior center, the doctor's office, or their children's or friends'
houses. If they don't feel well or the weather is bad, they can
usually put off the trip for another day.
Despite this decline in driving miles, most older people (as
well as people in every age grouping) rely heavily on private vehicles for their transportation needs (Table 1). Dependence on
these vehicles has increased over the past 20 years, while walking
has decreased significantly, being roughly half of what it was in
the 1970s. Public transportation, on the other hand, accounts for
less than 3% of trips (Hu and Young, 1992).
We must exercise the greatest caution in imposing formal restrictions on drivers who have already adapted their driving habits
to fit their changing capabilities.

Research on Driving Patterns
NHfSA and the National Institute on Aging (NIA) have joined
in a study to measure changes in driving patterns of older people
(Foley et al., 1990; Colsher and Wallace, 1993; Marottoli et al.,
1993). The following paragraphs describe some of the findings.

As drivers age they become more conservative in driving habits. Men drive less at night, less on highways, almost never on
unfamiliar roads. Men over 85 years old do no long distance driving and only a third drive after dark. Women echo these changes,
only more so. They drive infrequently in unfamiliar areas and
almost never on long trips. Night driving declines--in fact, only
8% of women over 85 drive after dark.
In related studies [California's Marin County (Satariano,
1993), Florida's Pin.ellis County (Stewart et al., 1992)], the licensing rates for women were similar to two oflowa's rural counties
(Colsher and Wallace, 1993)] with approximately 80% of women
in their 70's having a license, while only about 20% retained a
license after age 84.
Men and women give up their licenses for different reasons
(Foley et al., 1990;), Vision problems, slowed responses, loss of
confidence and license problems are the main reasons men quit.
Almost a third of those over 75 have licensing problems. Women
quit for somewhat different reasons. Loss of confidence was cited
as the main reason in one study and cost in another. Licensing
problems were not the major reason why women stopped driving.
We need to find out more about the basis for older drivers'
lack of confidence. We will look at whether it is due to real or
imagined incompetence, concern for personal safety (e.g., after
breaking down), extensive medical conditions and frailty, or safety
of others.

Safety Implications
Axe older drivers an increasing threat to other drivers and
pedestrians? During the years from 1980 through 1989 (Table 2;
Barr, 1991) 1, the crash rate for drivers who were at least 65 fell
from 11.6 per 100 drivers in 1980 to 7.9 per 100 drivers in 1989.
This can be contrasted to the crash rate for all drivers of 21.0 in
1980 and 14.0 in 1989. Thus, older driver crash rates fell during
the decade proportionally to that of all drivers, and their risk of
being involved in a crash was much lower for both time periods.
Thus, contrary to information in the press, older drivers do not
constitute an undue risk to other road users. Clearly the consequences of a crash are more severe for older vehicle drivers and
occupants (Fig. 5), than for younger vehicle drivers and occupants. During the years from 1980 through 1989, annual fatalities of motor vehicle occupants over 65 increased, the only age
group to do so (Table 2). Therefore, the primary focus of the older
driver program should be protecting older people in crashes.
Up to this point, we have been talking about the majority of
older drivers - those who make appropriate adjustments to their
driving patterns as their capabilities decline. There are, of course,
some older drivers who do not make appropriate driving decisions and place themselves and others at risk of being involved in
a crash. Our goals at NHTSA are to determine any characteristics
that these problem drivers share and develop methods for regulating individuals who are likely to have problems driving.
RESEARCH PROGRAM

Mobility Issues
Many people recommend that older people use a public transit system in lieu of driving. But currently, public transportation
accounts for less than 3% of trips (Hu and Young, 1992).
What do those who give up driving do? They stay home much
more often. Foley et al (1990) found that in both rural (Iowa) and
urban (New Haven) areas current drivers go out much more frequently than former drivers or people who have never driven
(Fig.9). Of those who went out less than once a week, only 6
percent were licensed to drive (Fig.lO). Inability to drive or ride
in a car may preclude having a quality lifestyle. We need to determine why. Is it due to their declining functional abilities or due to
lack of alternative transportation? If the latter is true, we need to
determine what needs to be done to correct the problem.

Licensed Drivers
Based upon trends in current drivers' ages in the United States,
there will be a marked increase in females over 70 licensed to
drive. This increase will be about 12 percentage points a decade
for the next four decades. As Figure 11 shows, the actual number
of older drivers will jump from 13 million today to about 30 million in 2020. That's a lot of older drivers! At that rate, the rush
hour in large retirement communities like St. Petersburg, Florida
is likely to be at 12 noon! Not only will there be more older drivers but more of them are likely to be driving more miles than drivers today.

Based to a large extent on the 1988 TRB report, N'rlTSA developed a traffic safety plan for older persons (NHTSA, 1988).
We then held a conference that took more of a medical approach
than presented in the TRB report (NHTSA, 1989). This was followed by special editions of the Human Factors journal that synthesized the literature on older drivers (Barr and Eberhard, 1991
and Eberhard and Barr, 1992). Then a 19921RB Circular established priorities for the research and development needed to improve the safety and mobility of older drivers. These program
development efforts, plus our ongoing research, served as a basis
for the 1993 Report to Congress (NHTSA, 1993A) and an update
of the NHTSA traffic safety plan for older drivers (NHISA, 1993B).
Our program is on-going and encompasses research and program development activities. It will determine what the real issues are and what to do about them. Through epidemiological
studies, direct observation, accident analyses and other sources it
will determine which older driver groups are at higher risk and
need assistance in regulating their driving. It will develop assessment techniques for use by state Department of Motor Vehicles
(DMV), police, traffic courts, doctors and allied medical specialists, individual drivers and their lay caregivers. Wherever possible, it will design means to enable the older person to self regulate, because this is what they request to do (Yee and Melichar,
1992). Since not all older people will be able to self regulate it
will identify those who are in the best position to assist them do it.
Obviously, if an older person must stop driving, it is imperative
that reasonable transportation alternatives be identified . These
activities are being coordinated with the broader NHTSA research
programs dealing with crash avoidance and crash survivability
for older persons.

Medical Problems
Older drivers who have driving problems are suspected to also
have medical problems -- but there is not enough data to be absolutely sure. The most serious of these medical problems are
dementia, diabetes, depression, Parkinson's disease and visual
pathology (Retchin, 1993).
There are a number of epidemiologically-oriented studies currently underway defining how older drivers go about changing
their driving behavior (NIITSA, 1993B; Retchin, 1993). Among
the studies are those in Marin and Sonoma Counties in California,
and in Dunedin, Florida, as well as two studies at Yale and Iowa
Universities. NIITSA is sponsoring these latter two studies. These
studies are beginning to give us some objective data on how functional performance and medical conditions affect the driving decision and crash involvement. For the most part, the findings indicate that functional limitations are much more likely to be predictive of when individuals reduce or stop driving than they are predictive of crash involvement (Stewart et al., 1993). Generally, as
people develop more physical restrictions, they are more likely to
give up driving (Retchin, 1993; Stewart, et al., 1992; Marottoli et
al., 1993). This bodes well for those who believe that the older
person can be in charge of when he or she should or should not
drive.
Some of the results of recent research are presented in the
sections that follow.

they are no longer capable? Furthermore, how do they become
known to the Department of Motor Vehicles?
Hunt, et al. (1993) found that caregivers are not currently in a
very good position to judge when those with dementia should stop
driving. If this is so, can caregivers be expected to either report
them to the DMV or control them themselves? Research is needed
to help identify problem older drivers, particularly those with
dementia. The research will either help the community identify
and regulate the problem drivers or to provide the DMV with input to re-examine and regulate them.
Visual impairments - Macular degeneration, paracentral
scotomas (coincident blind areas in both eyes), glaucoma, and
retinitis pigmentosis are among significant visual problems. In
some of these conditions, the individual and close family members
may be unaware of the problem until the driver has been involved
in a motor-vehicle crash (Johnson and Keltner, 1983; Brov.n et
al., 1993).
According to Johnson and Keltner (1983), those with overlapping scotomas had twice as many crashes in a year than agematched drivers without the visual limitation. Those with glaucoma, another disease likely to affect peripheral vision, are also at
higher risk (Wolfe, 1991).
· Those with central visual acuity problems, the type of acuity
tested for driver licensure, tend to reduce or stop driving if their
conditions warrant it (Marottoli et al., 1993; Stewart, et al., 1993).

Dementia
There is currently a lot of interest in dementia, particularly
Alzheimer's disease (AD). There is a growing controversy about
whether drivers in the early stages of dementia should be permitted to drive and, if so, how they can be monitored for continued
safe driving.
Gilley et al. (1991) found that people with dementia do drive
for a number of years after onset of the disease. Drachman and
Swearer (1993) found that, based on caregiver reports, AD patients were 2.25 times more likely to be in a crash than age, sex
and community matched individuals. Cooper et al. (1993) using
official driving records in British Columbia matched controls on
age, sex and location found a similar crash over-involvement rate:
2.4. Earlier, less well designed studies indicated much higher rates
of crashes, while a more recent study by Waller et al. (1993) indicated that there were no elevated risks for demented drivers.
The real issue is when people with dementia should stop driving. As shown in Table 3, Drachman and Swearer (1993) found
that AD patients had more crashes per year than their controls but
less so in the first three years. Additionally, demented drivers had
fewer crashes per year than younger drivers (Table 4).
The Cooper study found rather different crash characteristics
by AD patients as compared to other older drivers. They were
much more likely to be responsible for the crash, had more night
accidents and had fewer of their crashes at intersections.
Even if we were to agree that victims in the early stages of
dementia could drive, do we have an adequate way to detect when

Pel'Ceptuai/Cognitive impairments- Those with poor useful
fields of view have been shown by Owsley et al. (1993) to be at
much higher risk of crashes. However, a recent study (Brown et
al., 1993) has not been able to confirm these findings. Performance on complex traffic sign tests have been shown to be difficult, particularly for those with dementia (Hunt et al., 1993).
Driver Regulation
The key issue is whether older drivers are able to self-regulate or whether there is need for a graduated licensing system.
Recent evidence indicates that if they are aware of their deficiencies and retain their cognitive ability, older drivers seem quite able
to self manage (Colsher and Wallace, 1993; Marottoli et al., 1993;
Stewart et al., 1992). Studies by Drachman and Swearer (1993);
Hunt et al. (1993); Johnson and Keltner (1983), indicate that some
older drivers are not as aware of their deficiencies. Those who are
not as aware of their limitations, such as those with dementia, and
parafoveal scotomas, tend to be at higher risk.
The American Association of Motor Vehicle Administrators
(AAMVA) has developed a guideline (NIITSA/AAMvA, 1992)
that addresses the older driver issues- with an emphasis on a graduated license. It would systematically reduce where and when an
individual can drive based on his or tier capability. Unfortunately
the assessment tools needed to implement the program are not
available. For example, DMVs for years have restricted some drivers to daytime only driving based upon the standard visual acuity
test. This test basically measures photopic or daytime acuity but is
not a test of mesopic acuity or the acuity needed for night-time
driving.

There is concern about the extent to which current or proposed licensing procedures or medical, police or family reporting
can identify those with problems. For example, most of the research on vision testing indicates that simple visual measures do
not relate to crash involvement (Shinar, 1991; Owsley et al., 1991)
and that the serious visual problems such, as blind areas in both
eyes and glaucoma, cannot be detected by tests now being used in
the DMY. And while the problems of older drivers appear to be
related to inattention, we currently have no practical test for driver
inattention. Current research indicates that the problems of older
drivers are far more complex than things that simple, easy-to-measure and short-time frame tests can detect. Yet the practicality of
examining thousands of people necessitates simple inexpensive
measures.
Can the police identify demented drivers? Possibly, particularly if they have different types of crashes as the Cooper study
indicates. McKnight and Urquijo (1992) studied police referrals
of older drivers for license re-examination. Data from 5 states
were analyzed to see what reasons police gave as the basis for their
referral (Fig.l2). The most interesting finding of the study was
that medical conditions were less frequently reported as the basis
for referral as the age groups became older. The characteristic
that did increase with age was sensory loss, which was primarily
hearing loss. Since it is well kno\\'11 that there is an increase in
medical conditions with older age, it is unclear why the oldest
drivers were less frequently reported for such conditions. From
the findings from Marottoli et al. (1993); Stewart et al. (1993);
and Colsher and Wallace (1993), it may be that as multiple medical conditions occur, the driver simply reduces and eventually stop.1
driving.
. Can the DMV detect older problem drivers through the driver
re-examination process? Possibly not under current procedures.
Most states are trying to cut back on re-examination and renew by
mail for those who have clean records. Furthermore, even for inperson re-examination, a study in British Columbia indicated that
over 70% of people with dementia passed the standard road test
(Tallman, 1992).
Can DMV personnel be trained to detect the symptoms of functional limitations likely to lead to unsafe driving in people who
come in for re-examination? Can better tests be designed for use
in the DMV? Since survey data indicates that they prefer to self
manage (Yee and Melichar, 1992), can older drivers make their
0\\'11 decision on when and how much to drive? Our development
program is addressing these issues and conducting studies to determine how to best assist older people regulate their driving.
Older drivers and their adult children and caregivers are becoming increasingly aware of the need for assessment.
Generally, they do not know where to obtain help. Occupational therapists have indicated that they are beginning to see more clients
who come for driver assessment based upon family concerns
(Strano, 1993).
The American Association for Retired Persons (AARP) recently looked at the available assessment instruments that could
potentially be used in AARP Evaluation Centers; however, the situation is much more complex and the number of validated tests is

very limited (COMSIS, 1993). There are some simplified assessment tools available to older drivers but they seem to be too general to be of use to identify any complicated problems.

Develop Driver Assessment Procedures
In a recent conference on older drivers, the older driver panelists thought that there was a need for older driters to be assessed
but were not clear if it should be through periodic license examination or through private channels. They did indicate that the
periodic license examination could be based upon the age of driver
since they realized that many of the functional limitations that
affect driving perfonnance only begin to become prevalent in the
upper sixties and seventies. In fact, surveys of general drivers,
older drivers, physicians and others support more frequent re-examination of older drivers. The real issue is whether licensing
examinations can fairly discriminate those people who need to have
their license restricted or denied.
The current system in use in almost every state and Canadian
province, brings drivers in for re-evaluation for some cause. The
causes are an adverse traffic record, a physician report, a police
officer referral after an accident or citation or a family referral.
What probably ne~ds to be done is to improve that system and
make certain that as many problem drivers as possible are detected
before he or she gets into a crash. A clearer idea is needed about
how older drivers go about performing the driving task and regulating their 0\\'11 driving. Otherwise, systems may be designed
that either are not needed or cannot be used. Research into how
oider drivers, notably those with functional limitations, perform
the tasks associated with intersection negotiation in familiar and
unfamiliar areas is underway. If we find that drivers simply drive
in their neighborhood during the daytime, knowing precisely where
they are going, then developing elaborate night-time way-finding
systems or night vision tests could be a waste of time and money.
If further research confirms that certain older drivers with
extensive medical problems do not take themselves off the road
then developing elaborate, costly, time-consuming graded licens:
ing systems may still not be necessary. A more pragmatic, acceptable, and successful way to control the riskier older driver may be
to provide simple guidelines to the individual or his/her family or
physician. The guidelines would enable the functionally disabled
driver to judge the conditions under which they should. or should
not drive.

Before we can make recommendations to the states on detailed graduated licensing, procedures that identify and assess problem older drivers must be developed and rigorously evaluated. The
evaluation should ensure that licensing agencies do not unnecessarily restrict capable drivers or permit drivers with real problems
to slip through undetected. Unfortunately, it will be several years
before the results are ready for implementation by the states. But
as has been emphasized in this paper, the problem is not with all
older drivers, just a select group who, comparatively speaking, are
not involved with many crashes.

Alternative Transportation
If/there is a need to deny the older driver the right to drive, or
restrain when they drive, then society must also be ready to provide alternatives. It is not fair nor in the best interest of society to
remove someone's license without giving them alternatives.
NHTSA, in conjunction with other government agencies and the
private sector, needs to look into ways of maintaining the mobility
of those who have to rC?duce their driving.

Public Information and Training
Because a lot of the pressure on DMV's to re-examine older
drivers comes from the general public, the public needs to know
that, as a group, they are causing far fewer crashes and are killing
far fewer pedestrians than other age groups. They need to understand that older drivers are frail and, when involved in a crash, are
more likely themselves to be seriously injured or killed. As research provides supporting evidence the general public needs to
be told how they can help identify those older drivers who are at a
higher risk and help in their regulation.
Training programs that assist older drivers and their caregivers
are needed to facilitate correct driving decisions. For example, it
may be necessary to look at the role confidence plays in driving
decisions since our safest drivers, based on crashes per licensed
drivers, are older women drivers, who quit before men. Since older
women are likely to outlive their husbands by 8 to 10 years they
may need to drive to maintain their mobility.
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FHWA; NPTS 1990 & 1983

Fatality And Crash Statistics For
Drivers Aged 65, And Older And
All Drivers For 1980 and 1989

Measure

Drivers 65+ ·
1989

All Drivers
1989
26,389

otal Fatalities

13.8

Deaths per 100 000
Population

15.9

Deaths per 100 000
Licensed Drivers
rash Rate per 100

7.9

Licensed Drivers
Source: BARR 1991
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FOUNDED· 1958
• TODAY: 34 MILLION MEMBERS
• 3500 LOCAL CHAPTERS

•

2500 RETIRED TEACHERS ASSOCIATION UNITS
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• MEMBER SERVICES • RESEARCH AND INFORMATION
• LEGISLATIVE ACTIVITIES
• PROGRAMS-
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55 ALIVE/MATURE DRIVING
• 1969 - members in four states volunteer to offer the
National Safety Council's Def,ensive Driving Course.
• 1979- 4,000 Volunteer Instructors Trained
- 400,000 Graduates
• New Course Developed - 55 AlivejMature Driving
• 1993 -3 Million+ Graduates
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Research and Advocacy
• OLDER DRIVER ISSUES -

•

Safe Personal Mobility and Quality of Life

•

Declining Skills and Abilities

•

Increasing Accident Rate per Mile Driven

•

Greater Risk of Accident, Injury and Death

•

ITT HARTFORD/AARP STUDY, 1993 - Predicting
Accidents and Insurance Claims among Older Drivers
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Tools to Address the Issues
• SELF REGULATION

•

Older Driver Skill Assessment and Resource Guide:
Creating Mobility Choices

• DRIVER EDUCATION- 55 Alive/Mature Driving;
• IMPROVED DRIVER TESTING
• GRADUATED LICENSES
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Graduated Licensing: Practices and Policies
Pepared by Dr. Lori Temple, PhD.
Department of Psychology, University, of Nevada, Las Vegas
Prepared for the American Association of Retired Persons

January, 1992
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History
• 1974- National Conference on the Aging Driver
Sponsored by:

American Medical Association
American American Association of Motor
Vehicle Administrators

• PURPOSE - How to keep safe drivers on the road while finding
ways to remove unsafe drivers"
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1974 Conference Recommendation on Licensure:

ENCOURAGE LICENSING AGENCIES TO DEVELOP SCREENING
PROGRAMS THAT WOULD BE MORE EFFECTIVE BY DEALING
MORE MEANINGFULLY WITH AGE-RELATED IMPAIRMENT.
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1)

Train driver examiners to recognize signs of age-related
impairment.

2)

Require drivers 60 and older to appear in person for
relicensure. Require road tests for anyone with
questionable funtional ability.
·

3)

Give examiners access to crash and violations records to
help establish driving ability.

4)

Issue official identification cards to those whose licenses
have been revoked or voluntarily surrendered.

5)

To help individuals drive as long as possible, issue limited
licenses to drivers whenever possible.
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1989- NHTSA Technical Report

licensing the Older Driver:
A Summary of State Practices ana Procedures
Hawley and Tannahill 1989
I

• PURPOSE -To determine how much progress has been made
in improving the mobility and safety of older drivers since the
1974 National Conference on the Aging Driver.
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1) Specialized Training for Driver Examiners
• FORMALLY REALIZED IN NINE STATES
• INFORMAL PROCEDURES MAY EXIST IN 27 STATES AND
PROVINCES
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2) TESTING OVER 60: REJECT.ED
• RENEWAL BY MAIL- Allowed in three states for drivers
under 70 with accident and violation free records.
• AGE-RELATED RESTRICTIONS- Mostly for drivers over 70
•

LICENSING PROCEDURES BASED ON ADVANCED AGE- In
only 16 states; just three states requiire a road test as part
of the renewal procedure for drivers over a specific age
(IL- 69; IN -75; NH- 75)
• TREND - Away from regulations calling for actions based
solely on age toward .regulations ties to driving ability.

Graduated Ucences. Page 1 2
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3) Examiners' Access to Crash/Violations Records
• INFORMATION MANAGEMENT ADVANCES- have improved
exchange of information between licensing divisions and law
enforcement agencies.

• IMPROVEMENTS WILL CONTINUE
• TECHNICAL ADVANCES- will make possible more reliable
identification of drivers who may need to be interviewed or reexamined by licensing divisions.
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4) IDENTIFICATION CARDS
• FOLLOWED ALMOST UNIVERSALLY
• MOST STATES OFFER FOR NON-DRIVER
• AT LEAST ELEVEN STATES OFFER THEM FREE TO OLDER
ADULTS
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5) LIMITED LICENSES
• LIMITED LICENSES- Keep drivers on the road as long as
possible.
• FINDINGS•
Wide variety in forms of progress being made.
•
About a fourth of the states indicated that they issued
older drivers retrictd licenses. ·
•
Most frequent restriction: Corrective Lenses

•

CONCLUSION - Researchers (Malfetti and Winter)
strongly favor a graded licensing sytem for older drivers.
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1974:
A license designed to avoid full revocation of the

license as long a possible and to allow the older
driver to stay on the road as long as safely
possible (National Conference on the Aging
Driver)

Gr11duated UcenceG, P11ge 16
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1990:
A license that falls somewhere in between full
driving privileges and revocation that is
compatible with the needs and abilities of the
driver issued the license (MalfeHi & Winter,

1990) .
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• PROVISIONAL LICENSE - Used mainly with younger drivers;
involves rigid requirement.
• CLASSIFIED LICENSE- For different types of vehicles
• HARDSHIP LICENSE- For those who need driving privileges
but who have had their licenses suspended or revoked
• PROBATIONARY LICENSE- Restriction-free, for trial period .
• LEARNER'S PERMIT- For drivers who have not yet reached
the legal driving age for their state of residence
• RESTRICTED LICENSE -A license with a type of condition
attached, eg., special mechanical devices.
Graduated Ucences, Page 11
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Graduated·License: 1992 (Temple)
• A LICENSE THAT FOR ONE REASON OR ANOTHER HAS HAD
A RESTRICTION ATTACHED TO IT. HOLDERS OF SUCH A
LICENSE MUST MEET SOME SPECIAL REQUIREMENT IN
ORDER TO OPERATE A MOTOR VEHICLE OR MUST RESTRICT
THEIR DRIVING PRACTICES IN SOME WELL SPECIFIED
FASHION.

Broader than a "restricted license." Though a graduated
license would include the need for sp~cial equipment, it also
includes provisions for driving under very rigidly specified

conditions such a time of day, certain destinations, and
certain vehicles.
Graduated Ucencas. Page I!JI f
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(a)The department upon issuing a driver's license shall have
authority whenever good cause appears to impose
restrictions suitable to the licensee's driving ability with
respect to special mechanical control devices required on a
motor vehicle which the licensee may operate or such other
restrictions applicable to the licensee as the department may
determine to be appropriate to assure the safe operation of a
motor vehicle by the licensee.
(b )The department may either issue a special restricted license
or may set forth such restrictions upon the usual license
form.
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[c) The dep~rtment may upon receiving satisfactory evidence
of any violation of the restrictions of such licenses
suspend or revoke the same but the licensee shall be
entitled to a hearing as upon a suspension or revocation
under this chapter.
[d) It is a misdemeanor for any person to operate a motor
vehicle in any manner in violation of the restrictions
imposed in a restricted license issued to him.
[Driver Licensing Laws Annotated, 1980]
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• 23 STATES- Have adopted a restricted licensing policy in
close agreement with the uniform vehicle code
• 14 STATES- Have adopted regulations similar to the code,
but with additional restrictions
•

REMAINING STATES- Have statutes concerning restricted
licenses or general statutes about the issuance and renewal
process but do not specifically codify the policy on
restrictions.
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Types of Restrictions
•
•
•
•

CORRECTIVE LENSES
OUTSIDE MIRROR
DAYTIME ONLY
CITY LIMITS ONLY

•
•
•

NO FREEWAY
YEARLY TESTS
SPECIFIC RESTRICTIONS

MAINE:
•

Uniform Vehicle Code plus specific restrictions:
•
•
•

Type of.Vehicle
Daylight Hours
Within Designated Areas
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• Restricted licenses in use in every state
• Number of restrictions ranges from 1 to 50
• "Corrective Lenses" is the most frequently used restriction
• Restructuring is underway in some states
• States are changing systems to meet the demands of
•

Changing Demographics

•

The need for safe roads and highways for all drivers
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Future Needs I
• UNIFORM RESTRICTIONS - Include as many restrictions as
possible as part of the Uniform Vehicle Code.
• UNIFORMITY IN IMPLEMENTATION POLICIES
-Training for those involved in licensing process
Administrators, Examiners, other staff
Law enforcement personnel, physicians, other health
care workers
- Education for those .seeking licensure and relicensure
.
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Future Needs II
• INCREASED PUBLIC AWARENESS

- Public needs to understand the role of the licensing
agencies in keeping roads and highways safe through
educational programs specifically designed to address the
special needs and concerns of drivers of different ages
across the lifespan.
• RESEARCH

- Re-examination practices require thorough investigation
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Motor Vehicle OHices form Speakers' Bureaus
• EDUCATE THE PUBLIC ABOUT

The effects of aging on safe driving
-

The availability of graduated licenses

-

Procedures involved in the re-examination process
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Local AARP Branches contact Motor Vehicle
Administrators
• PROVIDE RESOURCES FOR TRAINING ON

Age-related problems affecting driving performance
-

The needs and desires of older drivers
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Joint Meetings
• PERSONNEL FROM LICENSING DIVISION AND LOCAL AND
STATE LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES MEET TO:
Encourage exchange of ideas about:
How to implement current licensing policies

How to improve the policies to ensure mobility and
safety
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• WRITTEN KNOWLEDGE TESTS -To increase awareness of
changing policies, require written knowledge tests for all
drivers upon renewal of licenses.
• DEVELOP EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS- Pamphlets, etc., to
inform older drivers of licensing options.
• HOLD FREQUENT MEETINGS - Licensing agency
administrators and state and local police share information
involving use of restricted licenses and special needs of
licensees. Encourage parallel meetings at local level.
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• LEGISLATION AND WRITTEN GUIDELINES

In selected states, propose legislation that clarifies the
existing procedures regarding restricted licenses.
Assist motor vehicle administrators to prepare written
guideline explaining how the statutes are to be
implemented.
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• TRACKING PROGRAM
For use in improving the graduated licensing program,
institute a tracking program for drivers with restricted
licenses to help assess their effectiveness
Collect data on:
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Accidents
Traffic violations
Violations of the restrictions
Miles driven
Psychological impact of restrictions
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• MODIFY THE UNIFORM VEHICLE CODE - Include
comprehensive list of restrictions that would enable states to
implement graduated licensing system without creating 50
different systems.
• PROVIDE HIGH-LEVEL TRAINING- For motor vehicle and law
enforcement administrators, to provide information needed
to train their staff on the special needs and abilities of older
drivers.
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• CERTIFICATION- Support an American Association of Motor
Vehicle Administrator's Examiner's Certification Program
that includes training in recognizing the physical difficulties
associated with age that affect driving.
• INVESTIGATE RELICENSURE AND RE-EXAMINATION
PRACTICES - Identify the most promising programs,
institute similar programs in other states, and evaluate the
effectiveness of the programs.
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• STUDY FACTORS AFFECTING DRIVING BEHAVIOR ACROSS
LIFESPAN - Ensure that the information gleaned from
research is disseminated to policy makers and included in
training and educational programs.
• INVOLVE AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION- Ask AMAto
provide information about re-examination programs to
physicians.
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• FOCUS GROUPS - Identify the advantages and disadvantages
of mandatory reporting laws for physicians.
• TO BE INCLUDED IN FOCUS GROUPS:
Motor Vehicle Administrators
Law Enforcement Personnel
Physicians
Other Health Care Workers
Concerned Citizens, including
Older individuals with licenses
Older individuals whose licenses have been revoked on
the advice of their physician
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